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PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS 

Under Contract NObs-)4208 between the University of Minnesota 

and the Bureau of Ships, Task Order 2 Was submitted on Ju~ 22. 1946 by 

the David Taylor Model Basin. It called for services to be rendered by 

the St. Anthony Falls EYdraulic Laboratory under the following speoifi-

cations 1 

It De sign, construct and test a 6-inch model. closed 
jet. water tunnel to provide supplementary information 
for UBe in determining design deficiencies, flow charac
teristics, operating techniques and other information 
necessary for final procurement and use of the 15 and 
6o-ineh variable pressure wat~r tunnels currently pro
posed for construction at the David Taylor Model Basin." 

In an amendment dated June 20, 1947 this work Was extended to 

include the following spec1ficati~n: 

liTo more complete~ develop the bibliograpl~ re
lating to the subject under investigation it is re
quested that translations of German scientific reports. 
which reports will be furnished qy the David Taylor 
Model Basin be made." 

This report is a collection of translations of selected articles 

from the German ~ork, TRANSACTIONS OF TEE INSTITUTE OF HYDRAULIO MACHINES 

OF TEE K'.ABLSRUEE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY t Bulletins I to IV (Mitteilungen 

des Institutee fUr Stromungsmachinen dar technischen Bochschule Karlsruhe. 

Heft I - IV), edited qy W. Spannhakep Director of the Institute. 

The text for translation submitted Qy the T~lor Model Basin 

consisted of a blue-line reproduction of the German original which Was in 

a typewritten form o Line dra~ings. photographic figures, and mathematl-

cal expressions as they appear in this translation have thus been succes-

sively reproduoed with a resulting lose of legibility in varying degrees. 

However, any attempts to improve legibility of these portions of the re

port would not have been economically practical in view of the contemplated 

limited distribution. 
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The translations were made b.f Me1r Pilch, Research Fellow, 

with the advisory assistance of Alvin G. Anderson, John F. Ripken. and 

Edward Silberman of the Laboratory staff. Ethel Swan assisted in.prapa-

ration of the manusoript. 

The work Was administered by Dr. Lorenz G. Straub. Director of 

the St. Anthony Falls aydraulic Laboratory. and generally supervised ~ 
I 

John F. Ripken, Associate Professor of ~draulics. 
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PBlllFACE TO GERMAN EDITIONS (Synopds)l 

The first Bulletin of the TRANSACTIONS contains a brief descrip-

tion of the Institute and three articles. one purelT theoretical and two 

theoretical-experimental. The first article comprises the investigation 

of the theoretical potential flow through turbo-maohines. both centrifugal 

pumps and turbines. and the oomparison of the potential flow with the 

aotual flows. The objective of the article is to give physical interpre-

tation to the mathematical methods. The article progresses toward calc~ 

lation of the velocity and pressure distributions on the blades. discusses 

the resolution of the total flow into partial flows. of which one flow is 

the displacement flow, and shows that the theoretical displacement flow 

cannot persist as suoh. but changes into a different flow. 

The seoond article is devoted to the investigation of the dis-

plaoement flow under w1delr varying conditions. that 1s. various comb1n~ 

tiona of through-flow and displacement flow. and to the representation of 

the observed flow patterns by means of formulas of potential theor7. The 

third article2 emphasizes the application of a new apparatus for measur

ing forces on blades of a circular system. Extensive variation in blade 

number and blade angle has been achieved in the experiments conduoted with 

this measuring device. 

The second Bulletin contains four papers3 oomprising individual ~ 

investigations which endeavor to clarit,y the various flow processes 

1 All footnotes in this preface refer to artioles not inclUded in this 

collection of translations. 

2 "Kraftemessung an einem Kreisgitter aUG zylindrischen Schauf'eln bet 

radialer Zustromung" (Measurement of Forces on a Circular ~stem 

of Blades at Radial Approach Flow) b.1 E. Bauer • 

.3 The seoond paper 1e \lUber turbulente stromung durch Rohre mit kre1srin&

formigem ~ersohnttt" (Turbulent Flow Through Pipes of Annu.lar Cross 

Seotion) by F.R. Lorenz, and the fourth pa.per is "Untersuchung Biner 

neuen Saugr()hrform fur 'lilrbinen-Scbnellau.fer ll (Investigation of a 

New Draft Tube for High-Speed Turbines) by F. Xrlsam. 
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in pumps and turbines by means of theoretical and experimental 

methods. 

The third ~ulletin contains three articles. ~he first article 

analyzes the regulation of radial-flow runners by me~s of adjustable 

runner blades. The influence of various forms of such a regula~ upon' 

the properties of a radial-flow runner is investigated on the basis of 

the elementary theory of radial-flow runnerso ~he second a,rticl; in-

veatigates the influence of the eccentrioity of the mass of the blade 

upon the runner disc. The third article reports on a very simple method 

for visualizing the flow in a pump runner. The results agree with those 

of other investigators and greatly contribute to the understanding of 

the flow processes. 

The fourth Bulletin contains three mainly experimental contri-

buttons to the knowledge of the processes in turbines operating with in-

compressible fluids. The first article presents an experimental 1nvesti-

gatlon of the effects of the blade number on the flow pattern in a pro-

peller turbine; the investigation is based on measurements of pressures 

in front of and behind the runner. The second article2 presents an in-

vestigatlon similar to that of the first article, with the exception that 

the pressures were measured at the blades of the runner. The third 

article) comprises the exact meaaurement of the velocity and pressure 

fields in the jet produced b.Y a fixed propeller. 

1 IIUntf:lrsuchung der 13eanspruchungen, die 1n einer schnellumlaufenden 
Scheibe durch exzentrisch wirkende F11ehkrafte hervorgerufen wer
den ll (Investigation of Stresses Produoed by Centrifugal Foroes 
Acting Eccentrically on a Rapidly Rotating Disc) b,y H. Riedl. 

:2 IIDia Messung der Drucka auf dem Laufrad einer Fliigelrad turbine be1 
versch1edenen SChaufelzahlen" (Measurements of Pressures on the 
Runner of a Propeller Turbine at Various Blade N~bere) by E. Walter. 

:3 "Untersuchung del' von einer ortsfeaten Luftschraube erzeugten Stromungll 
(Investigation of the Flow Produced by a Fixed Air Propeller) by 
W. SUess, 

iv 
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Pretace to English Translations 

Preface to German Editions (~nopBis) 
Introduction.: 1':Brief' Description of the Laboratory for IVdraul1c 

Machine s" - W. Spannhake 

wgJ!l~IN ~ 

Spannhake. W. tiThe Presentation and Solution of a ltrdraulic Problem 
of Turbo-Machine Research." 

(tlEine stromu.ngstecbnhche Aufgabe der Kreiselradfor
BOh:wlg und ein Ansatz zu. ihrer LOSung." MITTEILUNGJDN 
DES INSTITUTES FUn STROMUNGSMASCHIN1llN DEli TlDC.BNlSCRmN. 
IiOCHSCHtJLll) !CABLSRUEE, Heft 11 1-38. MUnohen und 
Berlin. 1930.) 

Barth, W. "Displacement Flows Produced bj" Rotation of Cy'l1ndrical 
Blades in a Liquid with Free Surface." 

Weinel, E. 

Schroder. E. 

("VerdrMgungsstromungen be! Botation zyl1ndriseher 
Sohauteln in einer Flussigkeit mit fre18r Oberflache." 
MITTEILUNGEN DES INSTITUTES FUR STROMUNGSMASCHINEN DEB 
TECHNISCHEN HOCHSCBULE KARLSRUHE, Heft 1: 39-62. Ver
lag von R. Oldenbourg, Miinchen und Berlin •. 1930,.) 

BULLE,! IN IX 
"About the Rydrod¥namics of the Idealized furb1ne Flow." 

(ltziir Bydrodynwn1k der ide&l1"ierte~ Krehe1radstrolllUl'll:." 
MITTEIDfRGmN DES INSTITUTES FUR STROMUNGSMASCHINEN DEi 
TECBNISCEJDN HOOHSCHULE KA.RLSliURE. Rett 2: 1-2.5. Komm1s
sions. Verl~ des V.D.l. - Verlages. Berlin. 1932.) 

"Investigation of Flow ln en Annu.lar Space." 
("Stromungsuntersuchungen an ~.1nem ~tationshohlraum.1I 
MITTEILUNGlllN DES INSTITUTlIlS Jl'OJl S'rROMUNGSMASCHlNEN DEll 
TlIlCHNISCHEN HOCHSCHOL~ KARLSRUHE. Heft 2: 67-10;. Xommie
sione. Verlag des V.D.I. - Verlages. Berlin. 19)2.) 

:BULLET IN I I I 
:Bollinger, H. "Runner-Blade Regulation in Radial-Flow Turbo-M&ch1nes." 

("Laufschaufelregul1erung bel B9.d1alredern." l~ITTEILUNGlllN 
DES INSTITUTES FUR STROMUNGSMA$CHINEN DEE TlIlCHNlSCBEN 
HOOHSCHULE KARLSRUHE, Heft ;1 1-39. Komm1ssions, Verlag 
des V.D.I. - Verlages, :Berlin. 1933.) 
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Stei8't w. 

I Balm.. ICarl 

"Ooncarnine the Belative !low in a Pump Bunner of' 
Large Bad!! Ratio." 
("Uber d1e Belati~Stromung 1n eine. Pump.~Laufrad 
vo. Gro •• em Badi.n-VerbAltnie." KI~f.mILUNOII DIS 
mSI)! I!lU!S Jitlt SI)!:aoMUNGSMASCHDTD DEll !1!ECmT I SOltfill' 
llOOHSOH.t1IJll UJLSBUHlII. Beft )~ 77-92. lommi,aiona. 
Verlag de. V .D. I. - Verlage,., !trUn, 19)) .. ) 

JUI.inIN IV 
"~a. Investigation of the Jlow Through a Propeller 
furblp At V&rioue' J1&4e lumbers. P 

("Die Vntereucbung der Stromnnc dureh eine Jligel~ 
turbine bel ver,ohi.d~nea ScAaufelsahlea." Mlff.lILUI.JI 
DIS mSTIMa JtJJ. SlI!.BOMOIGSMASClWTD DO Domuscm 
HOCBSCHULl'C I'AllLSBUlDI. lief' 41 1-40. haisdon •• Ver
lac del V.D.l. - Verlag •• , Berlin. 1939.) 
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The .peclal In.tallations for investigation of the details of 

the flow patterns in the macbines are described 8eparate~ in each 

article. On~ the model test arrangement for turbines and pumps shall 

be described bere.-

A. Model 1lest Arrangement for ~b1ne. 

Model test arrangement for turbines 18 sbown in ~1g. 1. The 

draWi~ sbows tbe turbine. t • with a vertical shaft and a straight con1-

Cal draft tube; horizontal shafts and draft tube benos can Gleo be 1n-

stalled. 1lhe turbine is located in a pressure tank. kl • Its shaft 

passes from the tank through a stuffing box and carries a brake disc. b • 

with a Prony brake. 1lbe brake is automatically regulated. since the 

small deflections of tbe scales actuate an electromotor Which pulls on 

the brake band. 

) ',,: 

rig. 1 

- ~ - - - ~ - - - -

k, 

; I t-V 
I 

- J 

~. 
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·See "Das Inetitut fur Stromungsllla.schinen der Technischen Hochechule 
Karlsruhe" (Tbe Institute for HYdraulic Machines of the Karl.ruhe Tech
nical University). Zeitschrift des VDI. 1929. Nr. 36. S. 1280. 
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Pressure Was developed in the pressure tank by means of the 

pump, 1'1 ' which pumped water from the pump sump, u , and delivered it 

under pressure to the turbine, t. The pressure tank is equipped with 

calming baffles and straighteners. v. The water flows from the turbine 

through the draft tube, B , into a suction tank, k2 • from Which the 

water and the air are withdrawn by means of the water pump, 1'2 ' and the 

air pump. 1'3 ' respectively. 

The pwnp, 1'2 ' delivers the water to the measuring channel. m t 

Where the discharge is measured by means of the effective head, h t on 

the weir, d. Below the weir the water falls into the pump sump. u , 

from Which the circulation begins anew. At a given discharge, within the 

output capacity of the pumps, a.ny desirable operating head can be pro

duced by means of regulating the pressure and suction pumps, effected 

with the aid of the driving motors and by throttling the headers; this 

opera.ting head can be divided into any combination of pressure head and 

suction head. This property of the experimental arrangement is partic~ 

larly valuable. It should be noted, by the way, that a change from one 

combination for the total head into another combination can be achieved 

.in about ten minutes. 

Since small fluctuations in the state of equilibrium. and hence 

also in the through-flow in the turbine, cannot be avoided, the pressure 

in the pressure tank and the vacuum in the suction tank must be automati

cally maintained constant by means of pressure regulators. The regulators 

consist of auxiliary by-passes Which allow water to return from the pres

sure tank into the pump sump, u , through a conduit. rl ; or from the 

measuring channel, m, into the suction tank, kZ ' through a conduit. r2 • 

When the pressure drops in tank, kl ' or rises in k2 t these by-flows 

become weaker; in the reverse case. they become stronger. 



.,. 
!he pH.nre r~tor'. l,n pre,.ure tau. Itl • "1l1oll hal "'0 

l.,el,. are part1T replaced br c.erno" "ell". ~ free head"ater le.el 

h aaln_bed "hen the vater. "hleb 11 not utilised ", the turbine. flo". 

oyer the.e "eir, into dde panacea from whlch it return. ~ the pulp 

tuap tbrouch oTerilo" plpe.. !here are t"o ~ch oTerilow "ell" "itb whlch 

it 1. po •• lble to .. lntain pre.,ure head, ot 4.5. and 2 m. All other 

pre.~e head. "ere lnye.tigated vith elo.ed prel.ure tank and with tbe 

de.crlbed pre •• ure reculatlon. All important TalTel vere operated ,1'0-

bloa111 aDd were .et tram tbe ob"rYatioa platform 'bT .ean. ot pu.8b-

bu.Uonl. 

!be experlmlntal lnltallatlon for an impul.e turblne natural17 

il llaplltied. becan.e in thi. ca.e there 11 no .uction head. !he nosile 

ot tbe Pelton vheel 1s connected to the pre.sure tank. kl • ", me&A1 of 

a pipeline and the vater no". tro. the runner direct into the meaeuriDg 

ohaIulel. a. 

J. Model bit krep',,'A' tor PulP' 

0a17 the pwIlp BWIp. U • liC. 2. and. the mea.uriD« channel, m • 

are u.ed tor lnYeatl,ation ot pump., the pre.aure plpe. I' • of the pump 

DIed extend on17 past the ea1.alD,C batfle. in thh cbaDnel. High .uc tlon 

head. are obtained br .ean. ot throttlinc the suction pipe; high pr ... ure 

head. are obtained ", mean. ot throttlinc the pre .. ve pipe. Oare h 

• II , 

~!l}o::-~, .. 
_ ----'-= 
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taken to eet the throttle parts. b • sufficiently far aw~ from the pump 

and centrally in the pipelines. in order that the direct approach flow 

and the discharge flow of the pump are not disturbed. The input is 

measured by means of the device. a • for measuring the torque (of the 

Bamag type) between driving motor and pump. if the measurement of the 

motor output by electrical means is insufficient. 

The three-dimensional ~rrangement is considerably more crOWded 

than it appears to be from the schematic Diagrams 1 and 2. Instead of 

one pree~ure pump. there are three pumps ofvariouB capacity and. in 

place of one suction pump, there are two pumps of equal capacity. All 

of the~. pumpe are driven by direct-current motors with field regulation. 

so that the speeds can be varied within wide limits. The greatest changes 

in discharges and heads are thus possible. The motors for the pressure 

pumps of the test-turbine installation have a combined cape,ci ty of 55 hp; 

the capacities of the two suction pump motors are approximately the same. 

One motor of about 25 hp is available for the test-pump installation. 

but prOVisions are also made in this case for an increase in power. All 

of the pumps were manufactured by Klein. Schan1.lin & Becker Co •• Fr~ 

lin thaI. 

By means of a special arrangement of the pipelines, it is poe

sible to operate the available pumps at unusual opera,ting conditions; 

under certain circumstances, the investigation of these conditions serves 

to clarify flow processes. For example. the installed pumps can run re

versely as turbines; or the ~ater can be made to flow through a pump in 

the opposite direction, Which results in extension of the usual pump 

characteristic. plotted against discharge beyond the zero point. In this 

way, an efficiency of 7) per cent was obtained for a centrifugal pump of 
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200 mm in diameter at a disoharge of 35 liters per seoond and an oper~ 

ting head of 3.2 m. When the same runner ran as a turbine in the re-

verae direction of rotation at a head of 4 m . and a disoharge of 50 liter. 

per second. the obtained effioienoy wal 79 per cent. ~he above-mentioned 

pos8ibilitles for ohanging the operating conditions were alao used for 

cavitation experiments • 
• 

C. !bI Scale of \be Model 

~e question regarding the size of the model runner (and hence 

of the'capacities and speeds) ahould be care tully considered. In addi-

tion to other experimental results. two important results now exist, 

A model runner with a specific speed. ns ~ 305 rpm. and. 180 mm in diame

ter yielded an efficiency of 84.5 per cent at a head of 5 m and about 

5.5 hp. While an exactly aimilar runner of 460 mm in diameter. used in 

the testing laborator,y of thefo~er firm of Eriegleb. Hansen and Co •• 

hal yielded an efficiency of 85.5 per cent at a head of 4.5 m and 50 hp. 

A Iaplan model runner of 230 mm in diameter, equipped with a straight. 

vertical draft tube. had an effioiency of 87.5 per oent at a head of 

4.8 mm and about 10 hp. ~he model tests. whioh were made for the tur-

bine8 of the Uppel'-ihein power plant of Byburc-Schwor8tadt. were? m 

in diameter and were expected to yield an efficiency of over 90 per cent. 

!be results of thele experiment, give sufficient indication that the 111e 

of the laborator,r and the 8i.e of the testing eqUipment are adequate for 

conducting model teltl. 
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THE PRESENTlITtON .kND SOLUTION 
OF A HYDRJ.JTtIC PROBI.JslM OF TURBO-MACHINE RESEABCH 

W. SpRnnhake 

The unidimensional (Eulerian) turbo-machine tbeory is indis-

pensa.ble to the engineer if he ts concerned wi tb determining the main 

dimensiona. blade angles, a.nd speed of a turoo-machine which wou'.Q cor-

respond. with close approximation. to a given operating case; and if, 

in Rddition, he wishes quickly to estimate the behavior of the deter-

mined machine at operpting conditions ciiffering from the one given 

originl'lly. In applying this theory. the engineer is concerned only with 

the initial and final values of the state of flow at tne entrance and 

exit of the guide vane and runner-bleie channel. and at the entra~ce qnd 

exit of the Rpproach and discharge members; for the determinAti0n of 

these values fr0'1l the flow crOBS sections. he makes the simplifying 

aSflllIDptions wh1 ~h are based 0n the eSBen tl ,,1 c('ncept of p defl.ned through-

flow in the machine. Toe flctnal e;h:lping of the flow pafl8A.geR "bhde 

chAnnels. draft tubes.' spira1 casing) is then subject to otller consiaera-

tiona. Theqe considerations are as foll0ws: the utilization of infornw-

tion about "good" Bnd "bad" Rhapes. which i~ first gained from generRl 

forme for guiding flow (pipes. bendf'\) p.nd then. in particulflr. from per-

formRnces of turbo-machineR; the appraisal of the inevjtable energy 

1013ses gained from this information; find finltl1y, the selection of sui t-

~ble forme for a given construction case. The theory evolved in this 

manner a.ffords many practical Rpplications. For example. the character-

tstic behavior of qui te dtfferent types of t\lrbo-machines. such a.s lo'~ 

speed and h:lgh-epeed turbines, ca.n be predetermined in a w~ wnicn 1s 
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.ffeetiY' in a majority of caeel. Jigurel 1 and 2 pre lent two such 

characteristic graphe for a low-speed turbine and a high-.peed turbine. 

re.pectiyely. In the general shape ot their curve •• both graph. show 

exoellent agreement with the familiar braking resultB. With the theor,y 

mentioned aboys, it is pOllible to comprehend even the general proper-

tiel and behavior of propeller and Kaplan turbinel at greatly varying 

operating conditionl. 

Inthi. important field of estimating the behavior of machines, 

the unidimensional theory faill only in the ca.e of Buch operating con-

ditione at which the actual through-flo. 1n the turbo-machine 1. etrongly 

luperpoled. or compl.tely di.placed, by the e.condary flowe. The latter 

conditione pl~ a much more important role 1n pumpe than in tur)inee. 

In order to perceiy. th1. fact. it n.ed only be realized that water tur-

bin •• operating at no-load and at rated .peed alw~1 haYe .ome quantity 

of thro~f1ow (even a conliderable one in the ca.e of hi~.pe.d 
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turbines); in this case, therefore, an operRtion with a filled machine 

is always accompanied by through-flow; while in contrast, in the case of 

pumps. the question of the required power for a filled machine with 

closed pressure valve plays a considerable role. Of course, no solution 

for such questions can be reached by means of a theory Which relie. quite 

considerably upon the concept of a defined through-flow. But the theor,r 

fails also in other respects; namely, it completely disregards the fac

tors of blade number and blade form When important specific problems 

arise. It yields excessively high values for input or output. It offers 

only approximately correct information about the product10n of ~drod1-

namically shockless transition of the flow into a atationar,r or rotating 

blade system. It gives no exact information contributing to the know

ledge of individual local values of the pressure distribution. It allow. 

for the calculation of only the mean values of the pressure distribution, 

and primarily only thOle at the entrance or the exit of the various blad

ing. ~he mean values of the pressure within the blading can be calc~ 

lated only if the theory is extended to a defined stream filament theor,r; 

the extension is such that the relative flow is assumed to follow along 

a mean filament to which are assigned cross sections, angles with the 

axis, and distanoeBfrom the axis. corresponding to the shapes of the 

channels between the blades. But this knowledge is insufficient, because 

generally when power is received or delivered, higher or lower local pres

sures must exist on the blades, these pressures deviating from the mean 

ones. The determination of these differences is important for establish

ing the lowest occurring pressure, and hence for estimating the danger 

of cavitation; in other words, for determining the permissible drops, 

operating heads. and speeds with respect to cavitation. 
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All of these questions are clos811 interrelated; they can be 

ans~ered only ~hen the actual hydrodynamic problem of turbo-machine 

theor,r is applied o Thi~ problem 1s the determination of the true flow 

through a turbo-machine of given dimensions. blade forms and blade n'~ 

bers, including the local singularities. The extent to Which this goal 

can be attained in the case of flows of real fluid shall not be pre

dicted here. Al$o, it is still problematic to what extent the true flow 

need be approximated in order to achieve considerable improvements in 

the present degree of knowledge and deBign. !nitiall1. it seems that it 

is less important to surpass the established efficiencies and more im

portant to proTide more reliable data, thereby increasingl1 eliminating 

the possibility of failures. Th18 limitation. however. does not make 

the entire problem any easier; it is logical. therefore, to start analy~ 

ing the problem from a "purel1 theoretical" viewpoint. especially since 

this analysis generally ia merely a f.'rst step toward the progressive 

problem of obtaining directions for desi.gn based on rational hydro~ 

namic concepts. These specification. would assure greater clarity Bnd 

reliability of action than the existing ones. and would also make P09-

lible the development of blade forms that yield good eff1ciencie. and 

ehow particularly favorable properties with regard to the above-mentioned 

queetion. (for example. the question of the pressure di8tribution). Now 

it can immediately be predicted that in a specific case precise results 

can be achieved only if the behavior of real fluids is taken into COD

lideration; and that. on the other hand. approximation methods are suf

ficient onl1 as working methods. ~he preceding discussion does not de

crease the value of such strictly theoretical solutions Which are based 

on friotionless fluid. that is. which assume "potential flows." because 

theee aolutions indicate their basically different aspecta in ccmpari.on 
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with the solutions of the unidimensional theor,r. In add1tion, for the 

first time, these solutions furnish numerical values for the influence 

of the blade form and blade number which until noW has been negleoted: 

also. by means of the obtained theoretical flow pictures with their 

velocity and pressure distributions. the solutions prov1de good points 

of departure for further transformation of the potential floW into that 

of "fluid with light friction." ~11 tattve and occasionally also quan

titative predictions can be made about the pattern of the potential flow, 

th.e occurrence of vortices, secondar,r flows. and separations. in aocord

ance with the knowledge of potential flow based on general experience 

and theoretical insight, Which form the substance of the modern flow 

theory. 

The following discussion shows how mathematical hydrodynamic. 

furnishes means for calculation of potential floWS through runners with 

finite blade numbero To be Bure, this procedure bas not yet been accom

plished for runners with three-dimensional blades; the solutions are 

limited rather to parallel-walle' radial-flow ranners with cylindrical 

blades. Essential~, this means that plane flows are being dealt with. 

This limitation does not affect the fundamental value of the solutions; 

the results are also of quantitative value in the case of high pressure 

turbo-machines with a radii ratio decidedly greater than one. 

The limitation to plane flows makes it possible to apply the 

calculation with complex numbers and with the so-called conformal trans

formation. in the manner in which they were applied by Kutta and JoukGW~ 

to the two-dimensional analysis of the airfoil problem. In the course 

of working the present problem, even Kutta's results of flow through 

grid,s were obtained as special results, simultaneously emphasizing the 
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difterence between the flow through a atationar,r radial-flow runner aDd 

the flow through the lame runner when rota tine.· 

Jigure J repre8ents a turbo-machine conliatlng of the runner. a • 

the draft tube. Sr • the guide .yatem. L • and the Ipiral calinc. Sp. 

Initial~, the runner i8 alaumed to be parallel-walled and equipped WIth 

cylindrical blBd... The machine can operate fundamentally as a turbine 

or ae a pump, with thele two P0881bilitle. exilting for each of the two 

flow directionlS from outside inward or vice verla. In the fir.t oale. 

the Ipiral impartl to the flow a definite mean ·vortlci~: (c .. .".) • u a 

with which the fluid approachel the runner; the runner changes thil TOr

ticity and discharge. the fluid with'a mean ·vorticity: (cu· r)i • 

In the ca.e of this flow direction, the guide appare,tu. m&T be omitted, 

10 that the fluid di.charge. freely through the draft tube with the 

Ipeoified vorticity_ In the second caa •• the fluid floW. to th~ runner 

through the draft tube and the guide apparatuI; now it i, the latter 

.-- ... _----
·Thi. article empha.ilel only the specific example and its results: the 

appropriate literature must be referred to for the mathematical prin
ciple.. Beferenoe m&T al.o be made to the BIbllographT at the concl~ 
.ion ot thi. article. 
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which i_part. .. dett.nite vortic1.) (cu " r)l'to the now. The runn.r 

cha.n&e. thh Yorticli7, (cu • r)1} into another Tort1ciiTJ (cu. r) ... 

with which ih. flow pa •••• through the .piral. In all ca ••• the .piral 

and cuide apparaiu. exert 'back' .ttect. upon the flow in the runner; 

the •• effect. are of a periodic nature and th.ir frequenci •• depend on 

the blade number. and the apeed. TheBe effect. are not ~et included in 

the theoretical analY.e.; rather. the problem i. 1dealized in the follow-

in« manner (rig. 4): In place of the apiral ea.ing, imagine an inl.t 

conduit or an outlet conduit with parallel boundar!e. extending trom la-

tlnii7 inward or to infinit7 outward, reepecthelY. 'imilarl¥.' lucln. 

the dratt tube i. replaced b7,two parallel wall' ext.nding to the axil. 

\ 

:Blade Space ot the Bunner 
/' 

--

! / I/Xf::~-~ 
I r/ ~~~"" ~ 
~.r~'M; ~\~. 
I If .1 \\ 

I ~r" lortex Souro. a. Su'btU tu\.' tor 
lBati tube and Guid. ApparatUt 

Jig. 4. Diagram of a Ba.d.lal-71ow Pump. 
Plane Sub,titute Ilow 
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Now the entire flo~ takes place between tbe two planes, ~h1cb are normal 

to tbe axis and which extend from the axi@ in all directions to infinity; 

the flow thus becomes a plane flow and is analyzed as puch. For flow 

from inside outward. the fluid must be imagined as originating in the 

axis with an initial vortic1tYJ(cu • r)i} (the latter is for the general 

case admitting of a guide apparatus). In the immediate vicinity of the 

axh, the floW thus occurs '-n logarithmic spirale, the axis pl~ing the 

role of a I'vortex source filament" (a "vortex lource, II in Bhort). After 

the discharge from the runner, the fluid with the vorticity} (cu • r)a • 

withdraws into infinity: at a sufficient distance <"a t infinity,· more 

precisely), the fluid age.1n flows in logarithmic spirals the t .w ... h Es. 

pitch angle different from thA one about the axis. The intini te dhtanco 

plays the role of a "vortex sink." For flow from outside 1n"'l'I.r~. there 

must be assumed the presence of a guide apparatus at e sufficient die-

tance from the runner, which causes B flow in logarithmic spirals with 

the vorticitYJ(c • r) ; or, expressed mathematically. the infinite die-
u a 

tance i8 now a vortex source. The fluid flows w1th the vorticity, 

(cu • r)i J from the runner to the ax1.s in paths Which, in the vicinity of 

the axis, again increasingly become like loga.ri tbmic spirals; that is. 

the axis is now a vortex sink. _ 

In accordance with the stipulated simplifications. the flow 

relative to the runner at first i8 stationary. because no one position 

of the runner, with respect to its surroundings. has an advantage over 

another poet tion; therefore. all boundary condi tiona for the flow are 

the same at every instant. The relative f1ow. however, will not be ~ 

lyzed here because it 18 nat a potential flow and. therefore. the above-

mentioned mathematical methods cannot be applied to it. Bather. the 

present analysis is based on the streamline pattern of the instantaneous 
\ 

\ 
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absolute flow. This pattern is obtained when the instantaneous direc

tiona of the absolute veloci ties are plotted 1n a femily of curves (by 

means of an instantaneous photograph from the fixed space). or when the 

peripheral velocities J u '= r • w} are s,dded geometrically to the rela

tive veloci ties) W. Since a defini te point in space has the same u at 

any time. then. in accordance with the above •. it follows that at sta.

tionary relative flow the pattern of the momentery absolute picture doea 

not change with time. and that this pattern merely revolves with the 

runner about the axie (as if H were' firmly attach,ed to the runner; more

over. this 1£1 aho the case for the relative picture). In other respects. 

the invariability of the momentary absolute picture proceeds exactly aft 

the invariability of the relative picture. on account of the identical 

boundary conditions for the flow for each position of the runner. 

The absolute flow originates from the state of rest under the 

influence of gravity, hence,it is a potential flow. This total flow 

varie~ with time. The entire variation. however. is periodic. 8S described 

above by the rotation of the unchanging streamline picture with the a~ 

lar velocity. GO • of· the runner about the axis. Aleo. the frequently 

mentioned inner and outer logarithmic spirals can be attributed to this 

rotating flow picture. On the other hand. at a sufficient distance from 

the runner. the spirale are also "true paths of fluid particles"; this 

is not the case for the remaining curves of the momentary absolute pic

ture. The velocity distribution of this picture has a potential, 

F (r. ,J ). where r and ,J are the polar coordinates of a system that 

is firmly affixed to the runner and rotates ~1th it. From this potential 

there arises the potential of the true absolute flow. when accoun,t is 

taken of the relationship between the relative angular coordinate and 

the coordinate of the fixed space J I ; namely. J ':= -J + w t. Where 
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t denotes time. It therefore reads F(r. "" I - w t). The complex 

computatton methods are applied to the momentar.y absolute pict~e. 

o. ~he Bounda;r Oo~dltions of the Momentary Absolute Fl~W 

a) In the vicinity of the axis and at infinite distance, the 

flow behaves as the flow of a vortex source or vortex sink; Buch a ~stem 

comprises the pure radial flow of a simple sourCe or sink (in accordance 

with the law -&- :: Cr'r = const. Jl, • .5). and the pure olrculattnc 

flow with the circulation or vortex strength about the source filament 

(in accordanoe with the law...I:.- :. B.··r :. const) which is simultane-211 ,., 

QUIlT the vortex filament (Fig. 6). The superposition of these two flowl 

upon each other yields flow along logarithmic spirals. The souroe strength 

or the sink strength must be the same in the vicinity of the axis as in the 

region at infinite distance (continuity oonditions); in eontraste the cir-

culations or vortex strengths differ. corresponding to the difference in 

the values of vorticity. Distinction is made between the inner circulation 

r i :. 2 7( • (Co.' r )1 a.nd. the outer clrcula tion ra ~ 2 TI • (au. • r)a ; bo th 

are considered as positive if their sense of rotation (direction of ~) 

agrees with the sense of rotation of the runner. The discharge (source 

strength or sink strength used in the senae given above) i8 ~en as posi

tive if the fluid flows from inside outward (source in the axis). 

b) If the circulation in the outer region of the runner is 

different from the ciroulation in the inner region. then. in accordance 

with general prinoiples. between these two regions there must be regions 

showing additional circulations. Mathematioally. circulation is the 

line integral. ~ C-C08 {c. ds)·ds, over a closed curve. Any one circle 

about the axis. within the innermost runner blade orbit. can serve as the 

closed aurve for ~1 t and any one circle about the axis. outside of the 
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ouhl'lDO" l"WlAer bWe orb1 t. call lel"t'. tor r •. 
r' , z,..plau I 

I-E~ l*.tf(y 

6 

Pure C1rOllla'10a 
no" ,,1 th \he 
Po'.'Sal 

f· _.1.' In z Zx 

C/I·".crmst..£ 

!be 01roulat10al located bet" ... th... '''0 oircl •• add curT •• 

"hich enclo.e \he 'blade. (lle. 6). 'lor a tingl. blad •• the circulation 

1. the .ame around each CurT. that .nolo.e. onlT thi. blade; .oreover. 

~ rea.on of the axial .,...tr.v. the circulation i, the .... about eaoh 

blad •• !hi. oirculation.., be de.ignated ~~. and lik.wi,e taken a. 

po.itiv. if the .en •• of its rotation about the blade acre •• with the 

direotion of rotation of the runner. Ph7eioal17. the exi.tence of cir-

culation around .ach blade oan be explain.d q, the fact ~t the deflec~ 

ing effect of the blad., on the flow oaul.' pr •• lure differencea which 

relult in veloci~ difference. at the two .ide. of the bled.. aence, if 

a oontrol curve il drawn c101e17 about the blade and the line integral 

given above 11 formed. then a value ditterent from .ero muat relult. 

'hI exilt'noe ot circulation around each blade i8 tbul. exactly aa in 

the plane airfoil theor,r. the kinematio equivalent of the ~namic fact 

tbat the blade. deflect the flow. If the path. ot' integration for r i 

an.cl r a are allUJlled to be compo.ed of part. of tbe patbl of integration 

about the individual blades, then it i, tmmedlate17 .een (l1g. 7) that 

n, ~ 1', + 2,' 1'. = 1', + 11 • r. (1) 
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liC. 7. Derivation of \he 

Rela t 1 onlthip' I:, I: ~ r. 

in whlch n 1. the blade number. The circulation about each blade 

naturally cannot per.i.t bT it.elf; it can onlT be det.rmin.d purely 

kinematically a. a portion of the total flow and th.n be .eparated from 

It. and it. magnitude can be determined b~ mean. of a ~.ical condition 

which i, yet to be dl.cu.eed. Thle magnitude. howev.r, i. directly re-

lated to the torque of the turbo-machine. al alrea4T .hown in rig. 5. 

c) In addition. the total flow i, .ubJect to one more bound-

ar,v oondition at the blade.. The relative flow hal only ~.ntlal 

velocitie. at the blad ••• but the absolute flow po ••••••• normal oompo-

nlnh allo. t.1 l11uetrated by the velocltT triangle of rig. 4. kch 

normal compon.nt. cn ' however. must agr.e with the compon.nt. ~. 

of the p.ripheral .... locl t7. u -= r Q • which the blade alaent und.r 

oon.lderation po........ ror. if .nch were not the ca.e, then the blade 

.lement would dl.place an elemental quantltT of watar differing from \he 

one which the continuitT of flow require.; oon •• quantlT. the continuity 

would be di.rupted.· 

·The condition eignifle. that the relative flow hal onlT tancantlal com

ponent. at the blad ••• 
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d) Flnallf. one more physical oondition remains which, to-

gether with the other ones. determines the f1ow o If anT-identical souroe 

strengths and circulations are combined at a defin1te rotational veloo-

tty, then the resulting potential flow general17 yields infinite17 high 

velocities at the sharp blade edges; this natural~ occ~rs both in the 

relative and in the absolute flow pictures. Inflnite~ high velocities. 

however. are a physical impossibilit7o Ever since the existence of 

turbo-machine engineering. it has been_known that the fluid flows aWaf 

from the blades relatively tangential~, at least in the cases of oper~ 

tlng conditions that are not entirelf abnormal. An essential approxi-

mation of the elementa~ theor" is based on the fact that the direction 

of the relative exit velocity from a blade system is set identioallY 

equal to the direction of the tangent to the blade. For ths theory de-

veloped here, onlf the following postulate is retained: Direct~ at the 

blades. the flow leaves tangentiall1; hence. the relative and absolute 

velocities remain finite. This condition suffices for the determination 

of Is when ra or r i • and alsO Q. and W • are given. In the 

case ~f infinitely thin blades, the theoretical velocities at the entranoe 

end of. the blade thus generally are infinitely h1gho This ph1"s1cal im

possibility must be eliminated b1 making the blade thicker and by ro~ 

ing its entrance edgeo The disoharge end, on the other hand. should re-

ma~n pointed. in accordance with the preceding ~lysi8. In this invee

t1gation. the blades are assumed to be infinitely thin and sharp-edged 

on both sides; this makes possible the applicat10n of the same formulas 

to the flow from inside outward and to the reverse_ flow (Fig. 14)0 

If. in addi tion to I • one of the 0 ther three magnitudes is 
s 

a.vailable (namely. r 1 · or ra . Q, ,and W ). then. in the theoret1-

cal flow picture. it is possible to establish finite velocities at both 
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blade ends. that is. to eetablish relative tangential approach flaY and 

discharge flow. In the language of the elementary turbo-machine theory. 

this condition of flow i8 termed "shockle8s entrance." In general. all 

of these coneiderations have full counterparts in the elementary theor,y. 

Of oourse. from the practical point of view. it is purposeless to deter

mine ~. such that tangential velocity exists at entrance but not at 

exit. 

The determination of the circulations takes place in acoord

ance with the same p~8ical bases as in the plane airfoil theor,y. 

D. Re,olution of the T9~1 llow into SuitablY Selected Partial 110w8 

At ever" instant the velocity field of the ab.ol~te flow can 

be resolved into two parte' 

a) The first part is termed "throug~flow." It originates 

from the vortex source in the axis or at infinity. Since an unahanging 

streamline pattern which rotates with the runner is valid also for this 

partial flow, the latter flow is directly identical with the throU&h

flow in the stationar,y runner. To begin vith. thia partial flow is given 

by Ii or 'a . and ±Q.. This impl1es. hoWever, that inlini tely high 

velooities vill oocur at both blade ends, even at pure throug~flov. But 

since tangential streaming-aW'a1 is to be assumed for the stationary 

runner, then a ~. can be determined also in the case of this partial 

flow. such that tangential .treaming-aw~ would occur even when thie ~I 

assumes a value different from the one for the rotating runner. It i. 

therefore advantageous to add the blade circulation to the throug~flow 

in the general case alBo. particularly since the thro~flow has the 

lame boundar" condit1ons at the blades as the flow or1ginating from the 

·vortex source (at infinity or in the axi.); namely, the bladee.are 

streamlines for only tangential velocities. Bot~ flow. (that 1s, for the 
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"through-flow with blade circulation") are determined by means of the 

elements, fi or fa • ~ , and Is . 

b) The second part is called "diaplacemen t flow." I t origi

nates from the rotation of the blade system about the axis. It i8 to be 

determined in such a way that no lasting transport of fluid occurs 

through the runner. but in such a way that only individual masses of 

fluid are being shifted or displaced. The blades displaoe the fluid be

fore them and it flows in after them. In the case of thie theoretical 

partial flow. the velocities at the blade ends are infinite~ high. 

Toward the outside. the displacement effects of the blades subside V8r,y 

rapidly with increasing distance from the runner; in the runner axis. 

these effects are canceled bf each other when more than one blade i8 

present and when the blades are arranged symmetrically about the axis. 

The displacement flow now is the one which has normal velocities at the 

blades, in addition to having tangential velocities; hence, the bound

arT condition expre88ed in this component (Section 0, Paragraph c) i8 

valid for this flow. 

c) Jrom the following facts it i8 evident that the total flow 

actual17 is composed of the two 8pecified partial flow8: All the partial 

flows are potential flows and when 8uperpo8ed upon each other again yield 

potential flows; in addition. the boundarT conditions for the total flow 

rightly result from the boundarT conditions for the partial flows. which· 

are not mutually d1eturbed. T'i or Ia' together with Q,. specify the 

initial state of the runner given by 8nT one guide installation. and ~s 

measures the effect of the runner on the flow. The displacement flov. 

the velocities of Which are proportional to (.J. introduces the eSlenUal 

boundar,y condition for the absolute total flow at the blade.. It all the 

determining part. are chosen optionally. then infinite velocitiea exi.t 
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at the two blade end., by mean. of suitable combinations. finite velooi-

ties can be ·produced at least at the trailing end and. 1n a specific 

case, also at the leading end. 

J. Zo,gllQ!Ad h!(Aang! it Flow lilrJ,ercr in: the ~bO:=~9A1M 

The torqu.e it famlliarl¥ 

It can a180 be wr~tten 

. (2) 

Bence. the torque 18 proportional to the circulation. In addition. the 

absolute Talus of the theoretical energy per kilogram of flowing fluid 

exchanged between the flow and the runner (theoretical specific blade 

work, theoretical head. added or extracted at unity efficiency) 1s 

(4) 

or 
(II 1/' t, 

t1 • -r;-
" 

(5) 

!be torque ratio or operatinc-head ratio 1s the ratio of these Taluee at 

a finite blade number. n , to the corre~ponding value. at lnflnltel1 

large n; theee value. agree with those computed from Iuler'. when. with 

increa •• in the blade number. the blade form and blade anc1e remain un-

Thu •• 

r . 
B" """ u Torque or operating-head ra tio ~ . r . 

S n""w . 
(6) 
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J. fBI APUh1cat1on if C2mRl!! 19Aci1QIlS and QQ~t2rmal ~raa.tQrmA~!Qa 
It the lbji.fodl.a!m1c, of PlMe Flow,· 

1V'e17 fu.n.ction. J(.). of a complex va.riable. 1& e x+13' 

(x and 1 are rectangular ooordinates of Gauait numerical plane), rep-

relents the ao-oalled oomplex potential of a plane floW. After resolu-

tion into re~l and imaginary parts. the derivative, Jt(z). y1elds the 

velocity components. ex and 7" in accordance ..,i th the relationship. 

Ox - iCy': l'(z) 

(The minus eien i. to be taken into oonsideration.) 

. If instead of x and ,. the polar coordinatea. r • ~ • are 

introdu.ced through x 1: r·COB J.. y 0: r· sin ~ • and. if the veloc1ty. 

o • i8 resolved into the radial component. Or • and the tangential co~ 

ponent, Cu. , then it can be 'Written 

(C r -- if,,)' e-"I == f' (z) (8) 

On the other hand. every :function. v( z). arran&8s the ao-called 

conformal transformation of a. m-plane 'With coordinates. x and y, u.pon 

a ",,"plane (perhaps "ith coordinates. Xl and y'). It can also be 

.t;ated: ~h. e-plane become, distorted and a v-oplane is evolved. In the 

smallest part,. the w-original and the w-picture remain similar, two 

lines which intersect at a certain point, ~ , in the .. plane at an 

angle.~ t interseat also in the w-plane after the distortion at a cor

responding point. "0 It W(Io)' at the same &ll.gle. 'but both lines are ro

tated Iii th respect to the axes through an anglCih oL • which is equal t.o 

the so-called argument of the derivative, v'(z). of the transformation 

function. [IV'17 complex D:\8.&lli tude, 't!. t + i ~ • has an absolute 

• ..... - ... _------
-10 Terification for this calculation is given in this article; however. 
reference mAT be made to the Bibliography at the end of this article. 
partioular~ Noa. 1 to S~ 
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value, ~ = I ~ 2 + '1 21 and an argument. ~ == arctan + ; this 

value is obtained from the second representation of complex numbers. 

~ iJ, 
S = r· e = r (cos,..9- + i sin J, ) • 

Once the streamline diagram of a potential flow has been de-

termined in the ~p1ane. then by means of the transformation function, 

w(z)t the diagram becomes represented .in a distorted manner in the 

~-plane, but remains a diagram of a potential flow o The potential 

values at corresponding points are equal to each other. Hence, the line 

integrals for corresponding curve segments between corresponding points. 

and consequently around the corresponding closed curves. are equal to 

each other. However. as a result of the distortion of the streamline 

diagrams. the velocity at a w-point differs in magnitude and direction 

from the velocity at the corresponding z-point; both changes are measured 

by means of the derivative of the transformation function. If the veloo-

ity in the z-plane is given by ex - icy~ FI(Z), then the follolfing 

is valid for the velocity at the corresponding points in the w-plane: 

C I 
X 

ic U 

Y 
;: FI{W) ': Ft (w(z)J = FI(Z)·~ 

dw 

-= FI(Z). 1 

dz 
If atationar,r bodies are located in the flow. then their contours are 

streamlines which are also transformed, whereby the boundary condition of 

the tangential flow around the body is satisfied in both planes. Essentially, 

such flows are termed through-flow, as in the preceding example of the 

turbo-machine flow. Therefore, the boundary conditions for through-flow 

still are correctly determined by means of conformal transformation. (Of 

course, the contours of the bodies also become changed.) With displacement 

flows the situation is different. The absolute streamlines are established at 
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definite angles with the bodf contour. In the traneiormal transformation, 

which has changed both body' contours and the streamline diagram. these 

angles are the same at corresponding locations. This is due to the fact 

that the normal and tangential components at the contours are in the 

oame ratio to each other. both in the original and in the transformation; 

that is. because of the transformation. both components undergo the same 

change in magnitude aa the combined veloci~. The change in the absolute 

values of the velocities. however. is given by the absolute value of the 

derivative of the transformation function. 

(10) 

c • n are the no~l and tangential com-

ponents respectivel1 to the body eontourso This relationship gives the 

change in the boundary condition at conformal transformation of displace-

The transformation function is subject to certain conditional 

For the outer region of the body in the flow, it mu\t have a unique point 

per point association with one another. In the original and in the 

transformation. the region at infinite distance must correspond to each 

other; otherwise, since the infinite distance al\"qs is to be regarded 

as a source or sink where fluid originates or disappears (rig. Ja), a 

souroe or sink which has nothing in common with the ~B1cal problem 

would appear in the traneiormation at infinity_ In addition, in the 

outer region ot the body in the flow. the derivative of the transio1'lll8t-
I 

tion function should be neither 0 nor 00 ; otherwise, phfeically im-

possible stagnation points (velocity = 0) or. again. sources or sinks 

would appear. On the other hand, ~oh points as are seen in the example 

s~ould occur on the bodJ contourso 
\ 
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G. Application of Conformal Tranaformation to rlo~ Through Turbo-Maoh!n., 

Naturally. the transformation is of value only when it fac11i-

tates the conversion of the required flow about one or more bodies into 

a flow about other bodies (fewer bodies, if necessary, even one body) for 

which the complex potentials can be given more readily or are available. 

This is actually the case only for the most diverBe forms of flow about 

a single circle and for the various forms of motion of a circle surrounded 

by fluid that is at rest at infinity; that is. it is the case for thro~ 

flows and displacement flows ~here the contour immersed in the flow 1s a 

-
circle. According~, an effort should be made to convert the total flow 

(or, still better. the two partial flow I ) having the immersed blades into 

a corresponding flow having only an immersed circle as a contour. In 

this process, the blades are to be regarded as double contour I (impene-

trable to the flow), each inflated into a circle by the distortion pro-

duced by the transformation and covered by the ~ransformation oircle. 

The outer region of the circle then corresponds to the outer region about 

the blades in the following way: The streamline uiagram of the turbo

machine has a period equal to the angular spacing. ~. The same Itate 

of flow is found at the beginning and at the end of such a spacing on a 

circle about the axis. ~he streamline diagram 1s divided into n-s8ctorl 

(rig. 11) in ~hich it recurrs periodically. by means of curves which are 

spaced at ?r 7f on each circle and of Which each pair encloses one 
.n 

blade. these curves extending arbitrarily from the axis into infinity. 

Each sector now is transformed on the entire angular space, 271, of the 

plane of the circle. 

Now the question arises concerning the appearance of the 

streamline diagrams in the plane of the circle. 
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a) T.he through-flow (Fig. 8). This flow bas a vortex lource 

or vortex sink at a point 0 that corresponds to the center of rotation 

of the runner; it flows around the circle, Which i8 a streamline,and 

possesses a vortex sink or vortex source at infinit7 (flow~ is toward or 

from the outside). A circulation. ~i ' around the point 0 exiltl on 

circles located between 0 and the transformation circle I; a circulation. 

~s ' exists about the circle K itself; on circles about 0 that do not 

include I, the circulation is ~a. The following relationship exists' 

f' a .. 11 + I.. The di scharge Q, 18 po si ti ve a t flow from inside ou \0-

ward. rigure 8 i8 valid for both cases when these have theaame ~i or 

~a in the same direction. At a sufficient distance from the axil and 

in its immediate vicinity, the flow proceeds in logarithmic spiral. of 

varying pitch, corresponding to the two circulations. ~i and T: . 

/ 
/ 

rig. 8. Through-now in the z-Pl.a.ne with 
Oirculation Around the Oircle 

/ 

1/ 
/ 
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b) !lw dhplac ... n~ flow (J1,. 9). !he nonal co.pon.n~. at 

the blade. are eiven. At the tran.formation circle I, ~he normal CO~ 

nent. can be computed w1th the aid of the derivative of the tran.foraa

tion tunction. lext. con.ide~t10n mu.t be ,iven to determininc the po-

tential of a flow that po •• e., •• the computed normal component. at the 

circle and that i. at relt at infinit1. One part of the c1rcumference 

of the circle corre.ponda to the front .ide of the blade and hal po.i

Uve nGraaal collponente that point avq from the c1rcuaference; the other 

part corre.pond. to the backdde of the blade and hal negative normal 

componenta that po1nt in"ard from the cirCWllference. AccordinglT. the 

floY behave, aa if one part of the circumference Were occup1ed br 

.ource. ejecting flu1d. wh1le the other part hal e1nk, receiving fluid. 

In reali~1' upon thie prellile il baaed one t1pe of repre8en~tion of the 

flov pote'nt1al 'bJ mean. of ilD8&1nary lource. and ainke located on the 

circumference of the circle. S1nce, on the whole. no quantit1 of :fluid 

i. traneported 1~to 1nf1n1t1 br the di.placement flov. the flow from 
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the .ourae. must be equal to the flo~ into the sinks; in other worde, 

each Bource must be opposed by a sink of equal strength. The oonclusion 

t~t the eourc&-sink distribution on tbe circle is directly proportional 

to the given Cn--d1str1but1on 18 based upon the preceding factor and upon 

the fact tllat the circle i teel! i,s a streamline for each 8ouree-dnk pair, 

this pair therefore producing norma,l components only at t.beir o\'n ind.1-

vidual looations. Therefore. it is necessary to arrange only elemental 

Bources, 2cu.ds, on the oircle; 1n order to produce the required flow 

'With the given Cn.-dhtribution, the ooefficient 2 16 necesea17 becauoe 

the sourC$S and. sinks act also in the interior of the circle.· Al10ther 

representation of the flo.., 1e based on the f'ollo\olingl A 8)'stem arranged. 

in the center of the circle conoentrates there, as it ~ere, all source. 

and sinks of the circumferenoej th1.s arrangement is such tr~t the sourceB 

and sinks do not again immediately cancel each other. but instead produce 

a strea.ml1n~ system which possesses the required cn-d,htri bution on the 

circumferenl~e of the circle. Nathema t:1. cally. a system of double sources 

f h~ h d 1 h 1 i 1 Al L Az o ... g er or ar. \ih c s represented by a Ber as expans on. -z- .. r- Z2 .... , 

and laaQs to definite integrale,.· 18 tully equivalent to the one given 

above. Figure 9 represents the On-distribution at both the blades and 

the circle for the caee of radial blades. as giTen in Eq. (4). and. gives 

an approximate picture of the displacement f'lo~ in the plane of the 

-Only the circle and, in the limiting case, the straight line extending 
to infinity have the property of sourOe distribution and en-distribution 
being proportional to each other. In the ca.se of other contours. each 
elemental louroe, not only at its own location but also at all other 
points ot the contour, producea velocities that a.re not tangential to 
the contour; on account of this, the problem becomes more complicated. 

Uln Spe.n.nhakeIB first ~ork: (see 1I1bl1ograpl'q'), he developed tl:~1e seriel 
expreuion; la.ter he gaTe the representation by means of definite int .... 
grals. 
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circle. The cn-di.trlbution on the circle i8 plotted as a polar diagram; 

in addition. it it plotted in the ~plane against the points on the 

blade. corresponding to the points on the circle. 

Section H present. an example illustrating the problem: 

Sinoe the calculations are particularly .imple if the blade. 

of the turbo-machine have straight linea al trace •• and since simple re-

lationships exist between such a Nradial spoke system" and Kutta'a 

"para.llel system," Buch a runner shall be the basis for the calculation. 

In order to establish the transformation relationahips between thi. runner 

and a certain "transformation circle" I, it i. neceasa17 to proceed from 

the ~plane of this circle (plane of the circle). In thia plane, there-

fore (rig. 10), a circle with the radius, q , is drawn around the 

~ and t: - plane 

C 
I . Iq t· "11 q 

11/"/'1' 

J'1g. 10 

" 

,_"7 q 
t 

origin, 0 • of the coordinate system. On the negative x-axis at a di.-

tance. Sc - -J\. q • from 0 , a point C i. marked "hich corre.ponda to the 

center of rotation of the runner. At first. the .. plane i. transformed 

upon a ~ -plane according to the rela tionahip, 

(10) 
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The contour corresponding to the circula.r contour is obtained when the 

values of the oiroumference of the circle are introduoed for ~ into 

Eq. (10); that is. 

z = q.ei~ = q(cos J1 + i·sin J, ) 

There resulte 

(11) 

HencIJa correspondenoe exists between the points on the circle and 

their projections on the diameter located in the x-axis. which appears 

doubl1 covered. The entire z-plane outside the circle becomes uniquel1 

transformed upon the total ~-plane. and for each z-point outside the 

circle, there is a corresponding single ~-pointo HOwever, there is also 

a corresponding single ~-point for each point inside the circle; there-

fore, the interior of the cirole likewise beoomes uniquel1 transformed , 

upon the ~-plane. Accord1ngl1• the ~-plane must be visualized as 

covered b,y two sheets, one of which corresponds' to the exterior of the 

circle. and the other to the interior of the circle. These sheets are con-

nected along the diameter in the x-axis. This diameter oan be regarded as 

a slot through which the interior of the circle is drawn during the distor-

tion. in order to expand over the ~-plane later. The second sheet need 

not be considered since onl1 the outer region of the cirole is of interest. 

The infinite distances mutually corresPQnd in both planes. The point C 

in the ~ -plane moves closer toward the origin; namely. it becomes 

Now the ~ -plane is transformed upon a t:'-plane. 1n accordance with 

the relationship. 

(1;3) 
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Thus, linea ~ t C = 0 when 

of the ooordinate system. 

~ = -uq. the point C moves into the origin 
e 

Jinally, the ~I-plane is transformed upon 

a v-plane. in accordance with the relationahip. 

II' .. /, I,':F or reveree". V /'4 . ~ "' " '= 111/\'-1 , , .It q , ( 14) 

Thh transformation is seen best when polar coordinates are introduced; 

too tis. when w ': r. e i.J and ~ t :: f e it; then 

I I 1. ,.1' 
r. 1" I . /' q n. ,," . l' II 

Th1a equation shows tha t the en tire angular region. "Yf" 2.,,-. of the 

~ I-plane corresponds only to an angular region. ~ = 
v-plane. Oonvereel1'. each angular region. J :& 

2.1( 
n 

2.7( in the 
n 

• becomes uniquel1' 

transformed in to the angular region, Y' = 2.7J'. The ~ I-plane mue t there

fore be visualized as being covered n times (n-sheeted): but it is 

necessary to follow the flow in onl¥ one sheet. Which is retransformed 

upon the ~-plane and then upon the z-plane (Fig. 11). 

\ 

/ 

plane 
w-n t.'-Ebene 

w-Ebene 
plane 

Jig. 11 

'" \. 
\ 

/' I '-tbene 
. C' /,'" plane 
"------; C-~./' .' 
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Each sector about a blade (or between tltO blades) with the 

2nU , now is uniquely and identicall¥ transformed upon the ex-

tertor of the circle in the ~plane by meana of three consecutive trans-

formations. In thi. process, the center of rotation (the origin of the 

v-plane) corresponds to tne point C (Ic = --Aq) of the "plane, and the 

infinite distance of the v-p1ane corresponds to that of the B-plane. 

The three transformations can be regarded as being combined in a sinele 

one. w = f(z). The derivative, -ti- ' MUst still be investigated. 

It can be written 

The individual 

Hence. 

dll' till' d ~' d~ J ~' d: 
liz d "' , d~ tlz J "I I , d_ dz 

till' 

derivatives are 

t ~, I ., 

dw 
d ~' ... I', d ~ _. I (I _ q~ 

(,II q) I - n , II ' II'" - I ,'- ) d:: d z ~ :2 

_. . 1-d II' I I ( q~ 
dz --(/lq)I-".n·II'''-J 2 Z2) 

(16) 

(17 ) 

(18) 

lor w = 0, this expression becomes infinitel¥ large; however, this fact 

does not matter because the vortex source at the zero point of the 

v-plane nevertheless is correctly transposed into a vortex source at the 

point, z ~ Aq • of the ~plane. A.ho. :: ~ 0 for z:: '±"q: this 

fact does not matter either since the points lie on the circle. On the 

contrary. this fact corresponds to the properties of the flow in the 

v-plane and serves to formulate pnysical conditions. as shall be .ho~ 

later. In other respects. ~ nowhere become. 0 or ~ • 

Later it will be necessary to determine the absolute value of 

~for all points on the periphery of the circle or for the corresponding 

points in the v-plane. The following points correspond to the points 'on 



,the circle. • 1: q: 8 1 ~ , 

- ))-

( '--= q cos {}; C' ;= q (p + cos !9j 

1 

( 
I cos {} ') n 

).11- /1 q I -r-
II 

~he point. in the w-plane are located at first on the positive 

»-a..xis and represent one of the .... blad. .. ; however, on account of the 

multiplicii1 of the root, n • Eq. (19) aleo furnishes the absolute 

value, of all pointe on the n-b1ad8s. Jor the points on the circle. the 
1'12 . 

additional factor, 1 -- -a-- • in Iq. (18) at first yields the expree
z2 

aian, 
\ 

I -. (' 2 ff "= I __ cos 21'1 + i sin 2 f) 

the absolute value of Which becomes 

r (I - cos 2 0)2 + S i~ 2"2 1? ~ 

Hence, the final result 1, 

I. ~ Bad1i Bat12 o{ th~ ~~ SZ!ttm and the QQ~.~t& 0' tht 
franliormation lugct1qn 

(20) 

(21) 

~e inner and outer end~points of a blade in the ~'-plane 

have the following distances from the center of rotation, t:1 ~ 0& 

l!i = q 1,11-- 1); (I",cc. q (I' + 1) 

'rhe correspond1n& radii in the tf-plane are 

. 'iF:" . I 'VU ± I r, "', P Q : r = /l' 1/ 
/' '" II 

Hence. the radii ratio is 

r, ~(ji=I 
p~c r:: V fl + I : 

I +p" 
Il~~ --, 'I __ pn 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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1r0M,)-<S i( A + -t), there follo"8 

i, II + (uz -- I 

in which only the positive root i. applicable becan.e there must be 

A > 1. In addition, 

or also 

r" 'I I /1 

l/:: TI /I ~ 
I .- p" II, 1 __ +_ p" 

'u 1-1- pn l 2 

r, n--i;-' _', I - p" n 1 +P" 
q' Ii I II --.- 1 --- f1 ' J +- fI" \: 2 

T.he conltante of the tranGformation funotion are thus determl~.d. 

following can not. be noted, for eventUAl use' 

(2.5) 

(26) 

It is useful to estabUsh severe.l limiting values: p varies betveen 

o and 1. 

:p -+ 0 a t finite 

p -+ 1 at B.1i'¥ n; 

n ~oo 0< p(l: 

n; ,r- ':/1 
,~' ",', 0, 1'= I, i. = I, q :--"y 7 . f" 

r! ,= J, ",II =Y, i. = '-; ,;: 0 
"P" ~= 0, u c. I, i, .: I ; q = f". 

J. ~. P9t!n~1a.l Qf ih§ Thr9}¥cll-l1ow "t th Clt<mltUQP ",yg\Yl4 tao 
C~role 1~ the ~thaA! 

The function. ~- Inl , represents a pure source at the 

origin of the coordinate system. This iB ~uicklX proven ~ calculating 

the velocity of the flow by means of differentiation. 

( ,).,~ 2nz, 
C,-Ieu t'-- I, = Q" .e-I.J 

Hence. 

. Q 
(,-'Ie = .. .. 2:nr 
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It i8 8$en that only radial velocities exist. or • -~ , ~hlch are 

constant on circles. and are lnveraelT proportional to the radius. Q, 18. 

the flow from ~e source. 

In a aim'11ar "8¥, it h recognized that the tunction, J' 
- I ;;- In z , 

_:7 

represents the circulating tlo~ (circulation) in counterclockwise direc

/' 
tion wi th ') Cu r . I.'un,t about the origin aa circule tion nucleua on vortex 

_7l 

point. If the source points or vortex points are located at any point •• 

:& = BO • then B - 10 must replace z in the :tun.ction~1 

A souroe (or 81nk,±~) and a circulation novl~e placed at the 

point, z: --~q. The two functions noW read. 

(~ ') dF ,i'I(" F,~.c2·ln(I+/,q an '2 -I,) 111,l.q), 
7l _7l 

BOW8ver. the flow thus produced should flow around the circlel there-

fore, it should have onl1 tangential velocities on the circle. !his is 

achieved in accordance with the SD-called "method of images"'· Eirat. 

the point. Z: --Aq. i. mirrored in the circle; thus, the point, 

z • \- -\.- • is obtained in plac'. of the souroe of equal strength and 

the vortex of equal strength, having opposite direction of rotation. 

~e.e have the pot.ntial~ 
. Q ' q) 

ra= 2~ In~z +,t and. 

In addition. it should be taken into conllderation that the flow at in-

finite distances has a vortex .ink, and that this flow must alBo be re-

fleeted in the circle. fhe reflection pointADf the infinite distance •• 

however. 1. the center of the circle. Henoe. the followlDg potential. 

-- .. --~----
.~n. following simple example clarifies the method of taagea. 71gure 1 

ahowlI the flow origina tint: from a louree Q. in the vicini V of a fixed. 
tmll. 'If - W. Thil flow h obtained. whln to the flow from the Icurel Q. 
whioh ia free and unl11ndered by the wall. there :1, added. lte retlee'eel 
~e ~I(the wall being regarded ••• mirror). It i, l .. edlatel1 ,.en 
\bat ~e luperpoeitlon ot the two flow, Tielde onlJ tan,ent1a1 "'810cl
tie. at the ~ll. whtoh i, al it should be. ~e re.ultant streamline 
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arise 

(j , l' 
-;-- lns and r 6 C_""C - / I In l, 
2~ 2n 

rlnally. a circulation. ~. • about the circle proper tbould allo exl,t; 

thie i8 like~iee positive in the countercloc~i8e direction and hal the 

potential. 

The required potential of the through-flo" 11 founcl by addiD8 the bdi-

vidUAl potentiale. 

(.J - i 1'. (.J + '/' ( Q + '(f' + r 
F'" 'J 111 (~+i,q) -j 1,/' In z+ ~)- /2' .J Inz 

-~ ,n t ~ , 

It la deaignate8 the circulation around. circl., about the center C 

which enclose the circle X. then the follo"in& i. validz 

1'" 1', +- 1', 

(30) 

(31) 

d1agraa i8 obtained in accordance ~ith ~ell'l method of diagonal dra~ 
lng. See J .C. Maxwell', TnTBOOX OJ' ELECTRICITY AND MAGNmISM. VolWDe I. 
Berlin. 1883. page 296. The reflection from curved contour, 1, more co~ 
p11cated but i8 the .ame in principle. 
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Xo The Potentiil of ihe Displacement Flow 

On acoount of the radial setting of the blade •• l1n = 11 =: rw; 

r is the absolute value of W for the blade points; r = Iwl. W 18 

alrea4y known from Eq. (19) and is expressed in the angular coordinate. 

J, , of the corresponding points o'n the oircle. Since u n= "'4' 

('h ' = normal oomponent of the flow at the 1i:Ilades in the w-plane) wat 

be valid. the following can be written: 

I 1 

On' = /"'1- W = W)Aq ~+~n ()2) 

Mul tiplying the On. , b1 I :: I give B the On ( = Or) at the co rre spond.

ing points on the circle. ~his is likewise already known (Eq. 21). 

Thus, 

sin ~ =- Wfto 
n 

The circumference of the circle now is regarded as being 

covered with elemental sources, dq =- 2c·ds; each of these sources 

furnishes an elemental potential, 

ZCnds 1J. 
dFa := 27t" In (z - q. e ) ()4) 

After substituting for cn from Eq. (33), the potential of the total 

covering is found by integration over the circumference of thecircl.& 

(.35) 
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The total flow through the turbo-roe.chine thus p08,esses a 

transfOl"'ma.tion in the z-pla.ne represented by the total potentia.l. 

L' ~., () iI", , Q" i /" ( 1/) L 
1-- lnL'+/,qIT '). Ill':+'T :l:! _ J I, 

2 1 

() + i Ir, 1 J'.l W/II/2 ,. ~;in 0 '"Ill (l-'I/' ('I :~) til? .- .- -- -- -- III Z -I 
:2 ;7 7l ' 11 " " '/ ) I _. I . f- L I. , ." 

• \ /1 
I) 

(36) 

Together wH!1 the transformation functions of Eqs. (11). (13'), and (14). 

thh potential also deecl'i bes the flow in the ~plane. The velocities 

are found by d1fferentigtion. In the 1rplane the velocities 0.1"01 

(,.1 Lit, i (r I· 1',' 

() - iI', 
1 

~.'I' (Z -+ i,ql 

~ , 
IVllq2. sin/J·t/i) 

~, ,j', 11 \ '--c-, ,,,-, :.:./,:';'\ i-~" :..:.....---
• (1.; If . I ~ tJ I' '\ 
U ,I' 

!Prom this expression the "felod ties in the \f-pla.ne are found, Which now 

appear as 0x'- i~' '= *' by lllultiplioation \-lith dwtdi* l 

til-' 
d I!' 

11 F . (II In' ", 11'11''' , 
--_., ), --..:.:-----:\"--

d:::. - . l_ 
I -:-~ 

(38) 

For z = ±q, that 10, at the bla.d.e ends in the w-plane. the denominator 

becomes zero; hence, the velocitr becomes infinitely large if ~ 

dOGe not 81multaneou9lr become zero. Therefore, if the magn~~udes ~. 

11 ' Is ' w • appearing in Eq. <J7), a.re determlned in such a 'Way 

that -1!- becollles zero at one or both blade ends. that is. for z ~ ± q, 

then the velocity a.t the blade ends r~mains finite and is dJrected re).a... 

Uvely tangentially. In tba case of this pa,rUcm.lar example, however. 

it can be stated Clirectly that the magnitude q, ;.rill not plllj' ,a.ny role 

in thh rele.t1onllhip. This Q, repreeents 8. p1U'el¥ radial flo\( 'Which 

from the beginning proceed.a tangentially at the bl.e.dell and therefore, of 

its o"'n accord, yields (1),lr finite velocities at the blades. Therefore, 
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in ,atting up the equation ot cond.ition • ..Jl..!leo 0 tor z:: ,±q. ~ can 
dz 

be omit ted (se t equal to zero). Re.o.ce. the general equs.t1on read., 

iI', tI'. 
I 

:1.,11 \ . 
. I. 

21 
i 1'., 1 (n p C/ .• si Il 17 • d fj 
~ -~---\ '. :.. Jl q ;r . /I (I)~ r'J I -!. 

..11+-1 Il·(i I----e':') 
II \ ,lI! 

in Which ra replaoea It + 1, in the third oolu.um. 

M. ~ov Irom ~n.i~e Qgtwarq 

At first r;, and W ahall be considered as given; ,then r. 
and hence also r can be calcUlated. After aome conversions and • 
re~olut1on of the integral into real and imag1nar,y parts* (Jq. 39). 

taken with the plus sign. give, 

The first integrnl in the brackets becomes zero;" there remains 

in which 

.... - .... --- ...... - ... 
·!hie occurs' simply by muliiplying the numerator and denominator oy 

(1 - .-1-& ) [the "conjugate" value of (1 _ e+1J.- )] • 

. ·-This follows trom the faot t~t the integrand ia an odd tunction with 
the period. 2 7( • 
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which at &n1 time can be evaluated as ~rature. Since there i8 an 

even periodic function unJer the integrand. it is preferable to write 

/ 

\

" 1 + cos .'1 n 
. 2 d 11 

( cos ~ )'-1+ /l 

• Jl 

(41) 

I) 

and obtain 
• 1 ') 2 

J' = r I. - + ~ (J) Ii q . J 
o I), + 1 Tl J (42) 

Thus. Is ': fa. - Ii is also determined: 

1\ '.~ 2 /II,;' q2 . ) J _ 1', ( 1 _ ~;:-) (43) 

The same circulation existe in the w-plane abO'.lt each of tne n-b1adee as 

in the I')-plane around the circle; in addition. 'i is n times greater 

in the w-plane than in the z-plane. Therefore. ra is also n times 

greater in the w-plane. 

The follolNing is therefore valid for the 

I' j' i. - 1 
""' = I') 1 -t- 2 011/ q2 . )t 

" • .; • I 

and with ~ .. f's' II 1'.. /' .. l' 
U u 'w 

~'I', ( i. - 1 ' 
':.!(I,/,q~.·JI--I"II' I -) - i. + 1, 

-
For n = ex? t ",. 1: ,II 

i.·- I 
l'i.+1 n, q 

integral becomes 

Hence. 

)1'" 'f. \' d ,'1 ;'l 

Il 

\\'-p1ane: 

(44) 

(45) 

r a 
(Section I), the 

But this is exactly the same val'~e as the one computed in accordance 

wi th the old Eulerian theory, (C u ,,-=- u" r,,' w; /'" :2 ra:'l' ClIo :2 ."Tr,,2. w). 
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If ~1w e 0 (approach f10~ ~ithout vorticity, no guide appa-

ratus in the interior. as in the case of normal pumps), then every in-

fluence of the through-flo~ disappears and la and r. are completely 

independent of~. Moreover, a pump exists for all cases, since an in-

c,reaee in vorticity is achieved. In this case, this is exactly as in 

the elementary theory according to ~hich, at approach flo~ free from 

vorticity, pumps ~ith purely radial blades have a specific blade ~ork 

that ia independent of the discharge quantity,~. If ~~ is differ

~nt from zero. then the through-flo~ makes itself felt tnrough its 

initial vorticity; the latter can. of course. be kept constant indepen-

dently of~. In the case of variable discharge. however. a guide ap~ 

rntue varying ~1th ~ exis te. An unchanging guide appare:. tus produces a 

vorticity proportional to ~ if the apparatus can be regarded approxi-

mately as a blade ring with infinitely many blades (see the calculated 

example in Section 0, Para,graph b). If r~ is different from zero, 

then it must also be investigated ~hether the '-"heel operates as a Puml' 

or a8 a turbine. In the firat case. ~s is positive; in the second 

case, it is negative. The runner runs therefore aa a pump, neutral or 

turbine. respectively. according to ~hether 

I ,' ~ (I) jl q2 
I 'C . . J " '.- i. _ I 1 

1-- i. + I 
(4b) 

1inally. the conditions of "shockless en try" shoulCl be in-

veatigeted. Should shockless entry exist. then the veloc1 ty in the 

w-plane must remain finite at the inner blade ends alao. and in the 

~plane the velocity must correspondingly be zero also for z :-q. 

Thi. furnishes 

which shall be 

a condition for 'i or 

designs ted by 'i 0 or 

f1~ of the ahocklesa entry, 

f1~0. The equation of condition 
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is Eq. (J9). taken with the minus sign. If in this equation the ~1~ 

-1~ terms are collected and the integral is expanded with 1 + e • where-

by it 1s separated into real and imaginary parts. then. since the real 

part of the integral becomes zero. the result ie 
27l' 

r 0 (_ 1 + 1 )+r a 0 + W.,M. q 2/ 1 -co B '" 

i \ 1\ - 1 ....L _ 1 n ( n_)l - .E 
A l+cog"" n 

.~ . 0 /'-

clJ. (4'7) 

Introducing the value for ~ao from Eq. (42) into Eq. (47) result. in 

the followinga 

::. O. 

Bence. final17 

r 0 )\. 2 - 1 • U).).4 q2 f2_1T' ___ d_J.~ __ _ 
1 = 2 i\. n ( n. ) 1- .& coU ~ n 

o 1 - --::-

or 

A 2_ 1. 2 • 1.0 wJ-Aq o J 2 '1 = A n 
(48) 

with 
7( 

J - f 9,8-
2-

(1 
y_ 2 

+ c~J, n 
0 

(4Sa) 

According to Eq; (42). the corresponding ra becomes 

la 
W~q2 l (A A 1)2 oJZ+2 J l \ = n 

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - ~ 

*The formulas for shackles. entry developed here agree with those ob
tained in Spannhake's previous work by the roundabout w~ of Fourier 
expansion. In that work, the expressions are interrelated a8 follows: 

~ riwo t 1,0 
E~ odd = "1f'J2; l:~ even = =F(Jl - J2); n·m = """"21r; n· c = 27r· 
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{' (} = r 0 ~ r O=c 2 W /1 q2 I I J + J J}_ 
• '" ). 2 1 --- 2 11 I.. (,SO) 

!he •• valu •• multiplied bl a are T&lid tor the w-plane. 

lor n ~ 00. 1"10 first appears in the indeterminate form 

O' 00, sinoe A -tl and J2 --t c>o. But in accordance with ~81cal 

.. 
conditiona. the direct result 1s 

J'. = 2nr 2 ·w 
fWl'l_OO 2' 

whioh i8 confirmed by the evaluation of the indeterminate form. 

N. nq" hom Outside I:,g.ward 

In this case. ~a and 0) are assumed aa given; at firet it 

\ is required that the velocity at the inner brade end be tangential, that 

. is, * '!S 0 for I e -q. Thorefore, proceeding from Eq. (4-7). r i 1'; 

determined from the given r'a-

In the z-plane, 

, A -- 1 I ' I 2 W ,n q2 'f1'\" 1 - __ cos_ U _ t 'J I I'=A_ I Iai-·-n -- - - I I_~ll 

t- \ ~ (1+ co;,", ' I 
/' = ;.-= 1 {p .t 2 (II/I q2 (2J -- J l} 

, ;,+1 a 11 2 1 (52) 

and in the w-plane, 

(53) 

When n: ~, an indeterminate .xpre~81on results at first. But in 

a«reement with l>h7e1cal cond! tiona, 1 ts evaluation ShOW8 that '1 1a 

independent of la and Ii :!. 27( r 12 w • 

........ -_ .. -._-
-See footnote on page 4-2. 
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, 'I' 1. .. - 1 ) 1. - - 1 2 W /I q2 , 
1, = 1 a .1 -- t. + I - J. + l' n (2)2 -- )1) 

and in the ~planet 

" " A·-II i.-1 \] --/ (1--.... _-)-- . ·2W/IQ2(2)-)) 
- •.. au" ;, + 1 ~ + I ' 2 1 

.... lo~ aD r. le 1& pod tive, the machine is a turbine. the runner 

operate. respectively a8 turbine. neutral or pump, aocording to tho 

fo llo\iing' 

(,5,5)-

(,56) 

The question regarding the condition of shockleD. entry has b.en settled 

in Section M by the corresponding calculation; for since at shoekle •• 

entry. the interrelated valu88. laO and rf are generally independent 

of ~. they are alBo independent of the direction of ~. 

o. 

The results are as follo~81 

1+41 
5 . 5+ 25 

1-'= 1 _ I =:3; I. = 3 . Y 9 - 1 = 3. 

4 
Q = 0,475 ro = 0,95 r/. 

I . i . A 

11 = (1 + cos .'J) d II =, ,'J + sin ,tt . == n. 
'0 

I 

12:..::·Jd~=n; 11,--12=0; 2)2·-·)J=n. 
o 

a) Of course, shockl ••• entry never oocurs at flow from 1~ 

aide outWard wi thout in1 tial vortic! ty. fIle runner altl8¥8 operate. as 

a. pump. It the runner has In:f'1n1t1.'1l¥ rn8.XlJ" blades. then, independently-
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a theoretical operating head, • With two blwdeD. the 

runner produces (likewis8 independently of ~) 0nly 

1'.'"-2= 2w(O,475r,,}2. ~."7 (),375'~7lr,,2'(J), 

that ie. only 37.5 per cont of tne value for infinite blaae number; the 

operating head is reduced in similar ratio. Figure 12 snows the theoreti-

cal characteristics. 

}j 
0,8 . 

~r~ . 
~~tlO6'f 

( "I~. __ ---..-..:.n;--.:,' 2:.......-__ 

021 
I 

. J,i--r;,- Tr- :"g-----;o ~2 

Q 

- 2 Jrr/'w 

Fig. 12 

radii ratio. p = --r -a 
flow from inside outward 

entrance vortiC! ty, r1 = 0 

b) If shocklesa entry i8 to be made possible in the case of 

an outward-flow turbo-machine having radial blades, then a b~ide appar&-

tus must be arranged at the entrance. AS mentioned many times previously, 

the guide apparat11s is regarded as being closely concentrated about the 

a.xis and equipped wi th very many blades. at first conetant. that may end 

on the circle of ra.diue. r ,at the angle, ot , witn the positive e 

peripheral dtrection. The flow t!Jrough the exit circle then occurs at 

approxima tely the sa.me e.nglee ( :. ~) and wi th approxlroa tely the same 

veloci tYi the guide aye tem produces an ini tial cir-cula tion tI.lB.t is com-

puted ss follows: '" flows thro~h the circle, r ::. r • wi tn the radial e 

velod ty. cr :. I,:, • hence wl th the tangential velocity. c" 
2T( r2 

Ij 
. C()tl!' \ 

:2 ." .. 
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ThuI, the circulation is r1 = Q, cot ot!. hence 11nlarl1' dependent on ~ 

and cot cL • 

With infinitely many blade., the theoretical operating head 

would be 

(41) 

dnoe at the outBide, r. n - OCi = 2n ra. 2 (I) 18 obtained independentlT of 

With t'tio bladee, however, the value of r at the outdde la, 
a 

aocording to Bq. (42), only 

1'0.11_2 = r j • ; + : + 0,375' 2nr.2w 

or 

and the differenoe, r" -r; = 2r,. 'bec0ll188 

I r QcotglX 
'"_a=O,375,2nr"l!w- 2 ' 

'rom this. it followa 

w 
Hth = -- , "-a g 

Q cotg IX 0315 .2"r IIw_ ----, " 2 

2" 

Both chara.cteristic. (tor n ~ 00 and n = .J) are atralcht 11n •• Wh1ch. 

are determined by means of the pointe tor Q, ~ 0 and :a s 0: 

HQ_o. "-I = O,375HQ_o. .... a:> 

QH_o, ... a=O,75QH_o. "-(X), 

At lntinitlJ.f ~ blades, iWockl ... entry occurs when 

at n = 2, on the other band, the followlD,1 muat hold. true (JIq.' J.i.6)c 

31 -1 5 
Q' cotg IX = -3 -. w (0,95 . r j )! '"3 n 

= 4,005 "",;t. w = ~ 1,0. "r,," w 

t. = ....... 0,5. 2 "r .. ltw 

"., .. 
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henoe, ~ twio. al large al in the caBe of 1n1'1n1 te blade number. Thi! 

r •• ult Ihould not be surpr1sing. lor at infinite blade number, ~i 

neada to furnhh on17 a velocity. Cu:: r1 w on the circle. r = r1 ' 

.inca the blade circulation ia infinitely .mall and furniahea no oounter 

effeot bf means of the flow around the blade endl. At finite blade 

number,however. the blade oirculation produoes a counter velocity oppo-

aitely to the velocity, r~ • qy means of the streaming around the edge. 

Thi. opposing velocity at the blade edge8 must be counteracted b¥ ~i ; 

that is, ita magnitude 1n excess of rW must be additionally produced 

b¥ ~i. The re8ult i8 analogous to the curving of the streamlines in 

front of an airfoil. Figure 13 shows the operating nead, 

Q cotg IX plotted against ·'2 2 .,.. • 
1£ r (J) 

. 
Naturally. pump effect exists in the entire 

region. At lhock1eu entry, the operating head ratio is ............ 0.25. 

0.8 

:tl\ 
~'t.uo.& 

t o,~ 

SloOf~ier Ein'r'l'fl 

." shocklesa 
+"" entry 

021 'SIO/Jfrekr . L---=: [in/rit' 

Q,l 0,'1 -;r C'.8 1,0 
(}·ctg a 

--2:rriw 

lig. 13 

r i 
radii ratio, p = ---- =-1-2 

ra 
flow from inside outward 

entrance vorticity, Ii :. ~ ctg ot 

c) Generall1, when flow occurs in an outward-flow turbo-

machine with 8.Il¥ yet oonstant. initial circulation, the machine operatos 

either as a pump or al a turbine. depending on the ar~1ar velocity. 

When the runner is at a standetill, r i is reduced to r",,,~o j ' ;. -- 1 I, 
'i.+1 -'}.', 
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To this value is added the amount, O.J75·21(ra~ GU • caused by rotation. 

At first. the latter amO'lUlt is insufficient to produce ~ » 'i ; 

hence. the machine operates as a turbine at first. '1'h18 operation paues 

in to pump opera tion a t the ins te,n t when ra: r i • l1gure 14 shows the 

linear rise in the nttatned circulation and the transition from turbine 

operation to pump operation. The diagram is valid for an outwarG-flow 

Trans! tion 
iror.! turbine 

<.::-t Ii 

operation to 
pu:op operation } 

Fig. 14 

rl ' radii r&tio. p: ---- : ---ra 2-

flow from inside outward 

entrance vorticity. r i :: Q. cot c::L ': const. 

turbo-machine with fixed guide system between axis and runner at can-

stant dhcharge, or with a variable guide appf'ratuc and a variable. '" , 

such that It ~ Ii cot of is constant. All circulations are measured in 

terms of Ii as unit~r. Here the fact reappears thn t, at 

the initial circulation for n:: 00 is smaller (namely. 

than for finite blade number (namely. for n = 2: Ii 0 = 

d) The flow from outside inward shall be investigateu in a 

manner in Which it is usually done for t'lrbines. The turbines are 

braked at various speeds While constant head is maintained for several 

fixed guide system settings; the moment curve is plotted and all further 
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data are determined from it. rrequent~, each diagram obtained in this 

W8T for a fixed guide system setting is adjusted for a constant ~j con-

8equent~. the moment curve is changed and the head which is necessary 

for the operation of the turbine becomes variable with ~ • Therefore. 

a guide apparatu8 around the runner is assumed at a sufficient distance 

outside of the runner, the apparatuB discharging the flow witn constant 

circulation. r a • at constant discharge. At infinite blade number, 

[ [' • to Which the moment is proportional, th'lS is ~. /', • 
lor a runner with two blades. this value is replac~d by Eq. (54)1 

\'j' j' i.-J /' 
- s - II -- i. -I- I' ,,-

,~'.2(')(O,95fY· ~ 'n 

J /' () 75 ') 2 2 ,,~, . - :r f, (II, 

The ahockless operation occurs at n: 00 when 1'" - 2:rf,,2(IJ 4·~:rf,2(1J 

but at n = 2 ",hen (Iq. 49) /'" -, f'J {O,95, f,)2 ~ (~ ;r + 2 n) = 2,5·2 n f,2 ',u. These 

relations are presented in rig. 15. ~ is chosen as the circulation 
a 

unit. At the given direction of flow. the entrance circulation for 

shockleBB entry is smaller at n:. 2 than at n: oC (namely, in the 

OJ 
/ 

/' 
/ 

l{ _____ _ 
fil fJ,~ M 

radii ratio. p : ~ • -1-
ra 2 

flow from outside inward 

entrance vorticity. ~i ~ ~ 

shockle .. entry 

cot'" • const. 

transition from turbine operation 
to pump operation 
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ratio 2.5.4). fOi, 1, again under,tandable. lor in thl, caee, the 

clrculation r about the out~r blade end, at turbine operation pro

duo., velocltl., that have the same direotion as thOle produced b.r ~, • 

At infinite blade number. the •• velocitie, are omitted and ~a has to 

turn1ah the full amount. 0u:' r. W, on the circle, r = ra • 

P. The lloy at SMt10narx Bunnlr 

~hl, flov i8 compriled in the formulas. It 1, denoted b.r the 

rlla tion8hip, 
A-I ra= A+ T,r, 

for flov from inside outward. and 

A-I r =_···--,r 
t ,( + I Ii 

(42) 

(5l) 

for flov from outside inward. ~t ia, independentlT of the direction 

of the thro~flow. the radial c1rcular lattlce change. an entrance 

ciroulation. 'l' into an exit circulation. 12, which 18 _ller 1n 

the proportion, 

due ed, then 

A-l 
ATl • If rad1i rat10 and blade number are 1ntro-

The absolute value of the d1fference 18 

(58) 

1,1 

6,1 

F(1-ypn) 

lic. 16 
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!he sign 11 pod Uve for flow from outdde inward. 9.lld i'li 11 nepUYe 

for reveree flow. In each case, however, I~ ~ol i, proportional \0 

the torque of th. SYltem about the axh. At n = 00. I L r.1 ,,1"'1 ' 

becaule the entrance oirculation become. completely destroyed ( ~2 • 0). 

Hence, 

and this exprel,lon must a180 bo equal to the torque ra'10. 

l1gu.rt 16 ahow. the cours, of the function. l--rpn: 

~ Itow ~A£09&b a Para~181 &lItem with Blfde, HQrma1 \0 Aft18Jtf 1l"11 
(latta'. Lattice ll~w)· 

The circular system with n radial blade, 11 obtaJ.ned by 

meane of tho tranlforms. Uon. w = I' q ~CV. If \hit tra.natorlD& tioD. 11 rer p. q 

plaoed by the transformation. 

W= In~' (60) 

and dneo 

w=x'+iy', C' =e"e i ,',. 

then 

x' + i .v' -'--= In g + i 11' 

hence 

x' = In!:?; )1' = If' (61) 

!be lines parallel to the imaglnary ax18 correspond to the c1rclea. 

,0 • con,t •• and the lines parallel to tho real &.:Itil correlpond. to the 

radii, yr. conet. But since the .all. rad.lul CAQ. haT'e the value, 

'I' ~~+21(k (kit 1,2.). -1. -2 •••• ). the enUre ~'-pla.ne at f1rlt 

correspond. to a. strip 1n the v-plane from l' e 0 to y' !II 27T. and. thea 

allo to all other .trip. of the IMe Width. Therefore. the ~ I_plane &ad 

hellee the t: -plan. and the .. plane are to be regarded a. intia1 telT JIlUl. t1-

th •• ted. 

--- ~ ~ --~ --
's •• B1b11ograpQJ BOl. 9 and 10. 
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Oonveraely. eaoh strip of width. Cl.y' ~ 27(. about a blade in the 

~p18ne becomes uniquely transformed upo~ a sheet of the other plane •• 

An infinitely extended lattice with the blade spacing. t '.Ie 2 T(. COl'

responds to a blade in the ~ '-plane. The points. w = In q vu! 1) t 

correspond to the points. ~'eo q ()-(.::tl); accord.ill&l.y. the len«th of 

the blados in the w-plane ( := height of system h) is 

~+ I ).+1. h= In·· . = 21n . 
11-- I II - I ~ 

The lattice rat1ot~t accord1nglT becomes 

or reverael¥ 

h 1 ).+1 = ··111 .... 
t n ).--\ 

II 
I 

(62) 

(6:3) 

, .. ~ e I . (64) 

In all other respects. the sequence of the tran.formations from the 

... plane to the w--plane is the same as before. The points. I: -= "!q, aga1n 

correspond to the blade ends. In these tranaformations. 

becomes zero. Alao in this caee, the result 18 that the velocity. 

dF dF 
d \II = dz d W 

dz 

at the blade ende in the w-plane becomes inHn1 ts if ....9l- doea not 
dz 

(6S) 

almultaneously become zero. The flow in the .-plane 18 changed by the 

transformation as follows: The location of the vortex sdurce. 

Z : -Aq, 1s reached in the ~ '-plane at the point, ~, ~ 0; the region. 

x' ~ - oC). in the w-plane corresponds to 'thil point in the ~ '-plane; 
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the yortex oource i. thus shifted into infinity. 

the vortex source produced flo~ in its immediate 

rithm1c spirals at the angle, '(/1 (wi th ta.n ;r 1 == 

While in the .-plane. 

vicinity along lo~ 

'-1 ) w1th the radi1; 
Q, 

the transformed flo~ proceeds in the w-plane at the Bame angle wi~ the 

real axisl hence it is changed into a parallel flow. In add1t1on, for 

Z -t co the changed flow proceeds aa that of a vortex sink along lo~ 

( ra ) 11 .a. rithmic spirals at the angle. >'2 tan ¥2: Q, • with the rad • A 

parallel flow correaponds to this flow at the anele. ~2 • ,,1th the real 

axis in the w-plane in the region. Xl ~ +~. The vortex .ource flow 

in the ~plane from inside outward. with the circulation around the 

circle. is thus changed into a parallel flow through the lattice. defleo-

ted from ita original direction. 
I 

blade. The line in tegrals S C'" Ii \' 
(\ 

A circulation. r •. exht. about each 

correspond to the circulations. ~i 

or r . over a blade spacing measured in front of or behind the lattice. a 

The relationship bet~een r 8v and liw • however. is under the condi tioll 

of tangential velocity at the trailing edge, the same as heretofore. 

r =1' i.- I. 
fit(. '''').+ I 

At a sufficient (strictly speaking. infinite) distance before and behind 

the lattice, it can be written for la and 'i ' 

accordingly, 

, I 
=CVj ::;' -,-, 

"t e (66) 

The change ACy in the y-component of the ",,"plane const! tutee a diminu

tion; its absolute value 18 

, e" ~ - I 
,AclIl= ,C 

.".. h -'co 
(61) 

t I 
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If \be blade, are oom~ct~ ,paced, then the ltmit1ac value of the f~ 

tion beoolle, one azul l A a I • CL 00. 'h1l corre'pondl alto to the 
., '1 

conception that an 1nfinltelT compaot blade lattice produce. a perfect 

parallel floW' parallel to the :a-a.xi" that h. 1t .nt1re~ ,cancel. the 
.', 

a.,-component of the flow approachine in tront of the lattice. !he re].a,.. 

tive effect of the lattice i. therefore mealur~ ~ 

1,1 ell It 
t 

h ,,--
t '-- I 

= --"1i 
'Jr-

t ' 

I A c., I 11 equal to the blade circul.a tion aDd 11 proportional 

to the force in the direction of the lattice (tucential th1","t) exerted. 

b;r the now. flcttre 17 ahOWI the course of the function. 

J'lg. 17 

, 

rr I. 
e '-I 

h w-
e ' 

!he expa.nded relationshlp hal been found. b;r lutta by meana of other 

tran.formation. ~ee BlbllographT 10. 9). 
,.. 

.. tA. Geneal now !brow the .Rotating lllmp.r 

• 

When all the macnitud.. Q,. Ti. r. . and W in Eq. (36) are 

know, then the now in the .-plane or v-plane 11 fully determined. 

lI .. enUally. the concern 18 "i th the determination of II or r:. i •• 
• 1nce ~. ~ • and Uj are to be regarded a. knoWn. elther constant or 

T&l'Tinc 1n the known .pecified manner. JIq •• (45) and (55) enable th1l 

ie"NiDation. It 11 •• en that L r. 11 compo,ed of '''0 parts. fbe 
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tirat part originates from the thro\l&h-:f'low in the etatioJllU"¥ runner; 

ita absolute Talu. i, the ~e for both directions of the through-flow, 

and it i. proportional to the given initial oirculation. The second 

part com •• from the rotation of the runner and increases lineerl1 with 

LU; it is different for the two directions of the thro~flow. Since 

the ini tiel circulation 11 proportional to G, 1n the case of :fixeQ, gu.1de 

installation •• [ " become. a linear funotion of Q, and W. 1n accorQ,

ance wi th the gene'ral formula 

~.: I:, = lI' Q -+- /1 ' ('J 

The structure of thh formula h exactl1 the Bame aa in lIlulerla the017; 

howover. a and b have the eMit values as in Iu.lerts only for 

The absolute magnitude of the coefficient, a , .:for the purel.r 

radial blades h 

( 70) 

See Eq. (,58) and. the diBcuedon 1n Section 0, Paragraph b. 

lor flow from inside outward, the magnitude of the coeff10-
" . 

ient. b • for radial blades i. 

see l!lqe. (26) and. (4,). 

For flow from outside inward. 

T- 2 I --. [1" ' I + p" t 11 VI 
b = fl . 1 + P" ( 2 ) (212 - Jl) ,(;2 (72) 

The functions of p Can be read1lT evaluated for eaoh pair of 

values. p • n. The integ~al. 11k.wi8, are functione of p and ~ , 

81nce~ 1. ouch a'~ct1on [compare the defining Jq. (24)J. and ~ be 
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adJu.ted to this form by meanl of Buitable substitution •• -

2 2 

JI .. ~ 2/1 I ( I -= pI! ) 11 E" (p) - , p" ( I : p" ) n p' Kit (p) I 
2 

JI 0-' I ,~!" ( I.~ p,,)n p2 K .. (p), 

where 
,2 2 

Eft (p) -: S II - (I - pn) sin! x JI1 d x 
o 
.,2 

K. (p) = 2n J. dx 

II - (I - p") sin! xl 
o 

lor n: 1 and n: 2. these integrals can be evaluated 

directly; for n: 4. they become perfect elliptic integrall of lecond 

and first kind. 

l"fpJ 

t 1.5 
~l 

1.0 

45~--------~~----~ 

OL--------.4~5--------~fO 
-.p 

I1g. 18. !rhe In tegral ~ (p) 

1.5 

plK"IpJ 

t 
1.0 

o as 

lig. 19. !be Integral p~(p) 

I1gur.1 18 and 19 abo" the cour •• of :In and Xn or p2xn for 

n • 1. 2. 4, 6. 8. 10. 

---- ------
-Dtp1.-1ac. _. Weinel drew attention to \hi. poI.ib11ity. 
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~he conditions at the blade. proper are of primary interest. 

It the velocities at the blade. are known, then the pres.ure dlatr1bu-

tion is a180 known; velocity and pressure are interrelated at each 

point by means of the ene~ equation. 

p + c2 - 2 w ell' r Po + C02 -- 2 w (e" . rio k 
-- 2 ,,".co 2 = onst 
?' g I' g 

The subscript 0 refers to a region in which p , C t and ~r are 

known (either the region at a great distanoe outBide the runner or 1n 

the vicinity of the axie). 

~he task 1s therefore to oalculate the velocities along the 

blades in the w-plane and hence along the circle in the z-plane. 

a) The throug~flow yields on~ tangential veloc1t1ee. In 

the case of radial blades. a part of this flow oan immediately be speoi

fied in the w-plane; ns.mely, that part of tho souroe flow whioh aa 

radial flow follows tangentially everywhere along the radial bladee. 

For this part. 

(74) 

(Q. lilt qu.an t1 ty of flow 1n the ""plane.) 

~h8 velooi ties caused by Ii and r, are calculated at first 

on the circle in the z-plane. The following 18 obtained from Eq. (37). 
iJi 

omi ~ting q, and the displacement flow, and replacing z with q: e , 

" ~i.'1 i 1/'( 1 I) r.'1 
(Cr-Ic,,)e "'" '2nq I ; ~ +e' :1 - 1.+e'.'[ -/"

1 (75) 

The right side ot the eqUAtion should be separated into real and imagi

nary • Thu~.' 
" f '0 I 

" -- I .'1 I .' i"1 I." -- - • I' - I :1 

(cr - leu) e =:-:. 2 7t q I { I e I + i.2 -+ 2 J. cos {f -- a e 
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As it should be. only cu-components result. name~, 

I i,~ I }' 
I ;', i,~ 1- I + 2 J, co~ iJ 
1',. ;2 - I l r: \ I .-- i,2 -+ 1 '+ 2 i. cos 1') '/ 

(76) 

Dividing bYI~ aocording to ]qa. (18), (19), or (21), the correBpo~ 

ing velocities at the bladea are obtained. 

dw 
dz 

ror ~a • ~ • or r: t the given values of the ~plane or the 

values computed from the particular approach and discllal'ge conditione 

should be inserted. 

b) The displacement flow has normal components (CIU~ and 

tangential components (Olt ) at the blades. The normal components are w . 
known, since the potential of the displacement flow has been computed 

from them. Therefore. only the ~6ntial components need to ,be deter-

mined; for this purpose, it 1s necessary to return to the 0-plane and 

compute the tangential components. c t on ~e circle. The integral 
uw 

.1n Eq. en) must be separated into real and imaginary. However. per-

i~ haps it 1B beet not to set z ~ q-e right aW8¥, but instead to dif-

ferentiate bet~een the variable of integration ~ and the current coordi

nAte ~ • which fixes the point on the circle Where the veloci tl 11 to 
\ 

1'" be determined. Therefore. it i8 suitable to Bet z ~ q·e ~ and write 

with 
sin :J t (3) = ------ ---T 

( COS 3.)1-
I + . ii--- n 

(80) 
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':here resul ta 

2 I 

C"" - i CUIU = r J ~~~(~~(J> • a;:nQ . 
b . 

Jlxpa.n~10n \tith l~ei(~-~) 1ield. 

hu •• 

Settin& + -~ 

2 I 

w~q C sin (gJ--O) 
cuw = '2. n u J I ({}) J --COS ((I"~ 19) . dO, 

o 
:: cr givee 

eu =~,,- ~:~- (II (gJ + 0) --I (I}' - 0)] cotg ~ do 
o (81) 

The integ~l can be evaluated for a~ value of CPt it does not matter 

\bat at the point, S : 0 , the integrand at first seems indeterminate, 

&S cl08er investigation reveals. In the w-p1ane, 
I J 

cfIU = cu",' -!- dW·-· 
i -d . 
I Z: 

c) SUmmation of circulation flo" and displaoement flow in 

the ~plane yields 

(82) 

It ha. a1reaq been '8tabl1shed that this exprenion become. zero for 
\ 4' !lI 0 and: ¢ flit 1"(' at sui table determination of '1 e.n4 r... ':he 

same 18 true forJ-iIi ot oourse, quite general17. 1ndependent17 of 

it and ra. 1'he velooi tf ~t T. w' at the blade end., therefore, at 

tiret B8em. indeterminate and must be dete~1nathb1 d1!terent1atinc 

lIIq •• (82) and (21). ':he d1fterentia.tl.on fielda 

: dow I 

d: ttz ' 
dO 

( I _ Q I 

(J cos /1 • I J ( J ) ( cos ') 
J \ + It ) -. n. cos {} + '" J -,i sin2 U I + J1 I - - n 

(I ~~~s ~_). 2 - ~ - -

. J1 

II 
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ror J; ~ 0 and ~ = 7( , this expression beco:nee a fin! te vHlue. In 

differentiating Eq. (82). it should be noted tHat in the first term t .. l' 

current coordinata is given in terms of J. • "'hilt: unU.er La inte&rb.l 

the coordinate is given in tel"ms of ~. Hence, tnt:: first term snuulQ 

be differentiated "'ith respect to ~ , and the second \\lith r,:sl'ed to 

~ ; the resulting expressions will then be eVl:1lu.a tea for \(}I ~ 0 c.nd 

cp = 0, respectively. ThuB. 

d (e u,. ,.,' 
d(I'J,f() 

/', . A2 1 , • . , 
2 '("2+1' ')" 'J)2,21,"'II1,I'1 nq I. " ~ I. COC; I 

~ , 
+ (JJ I' q \'/ () (1- cos, (/ 

2 (0 
:t n , 

-O,)CO ... ·(f/ - Ol-- ... in!('1 
(1- CO'>'(I-- 01)2 

t'I) 
tI iI. 

Ij 

It i, 1mmediate~ Been that the first term becomes zero: at ~ ~ 0 

and ~ ~ ?( , thiB is similarly true for the second term because, at 

~ = 0 or £P ~ 7(, the integrand is an odd periodic function of ~ • 

T. 

Therefore. at the blade ends, 

Re,ult, for the Two-Blade Bynner with ~ ~ ~ 
r2 

Using the numerical valueeestablished in Section 0, the 

value of become., 

J'", {I 
2;"(·(1,95,, 

r 
J' 

, 
• 

~ I 
10 + 6 cos,'J I' 

(8) 

It 18 desired now to determine the flow from outside inwara. that 1s t 

turbine operation with shocklesB entry. For 
I' 

this purpose, * = 0.8 , 

aa taken from rig. 15. In addition, it is to be remembered that 

1"" 1 /' • Bence. 
2 II". 

C" I 
1'". . 1 J 1 
2:'[(, 1.9 I 

fi,4 I 
1 II -1- Ii . co~ lJ I (84) 

In order to determine ~- • the integral -uw 
2 , 

\'SinO,sil1«(/ O)dl~ 
• 1 cos ('I - 0) 
li 
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ahould be evaluated in thh epecial caBe. BT substi tutiDt: 4> - ~ !: X , 

the integral become. 
2'1 

r ' ( sin X , J Sill Y - x), 1 _ cos x,d x, 
() 

Thi. re.olve. into 
2 I 2 I 

\' \ cos x --cosy (I +-cosx)dx -j-sil1ll sinx'l' tlx, 
, -- CII~ X 

II II 

The second integral become. zero because the integrand 1s of an odd 

periodicitT; the first term becomes 
.\ 'I 2, 

cos If (x + sin x)- 2,"1' cos 'I, 
\ 'I 

Introdueill8 the current coordinate ~ again ':'n place of cP , jlq. (81) 

become. 

(OJ 1/ q 5 
cu" - -- ;1 l'OS I~ - ('/ Ii ,11,45 r, (tiS t'J -- (),7~:!, r, ('/ L'\I~ /1 

(8.5 ) 

Introducing 

2 2 - () 4}', _ I',r /I' :r', /rJ-- , , qV" ','(,J-O,4,? 
_:r " (85e) 

taken from rig. 1.5 for shockless passage, Eq. (8.5) becomes 

I'll H Q 

C = - 0,316, -2--' cos IF ""I :r r, (86) 

Jina1lT, the resultant for circulation flo~ and displacement f1o~ is 

1'". { I (1- 6,4 )' _ II,Jlb'COS,'ll, 
CU/ :"-" '2:1" I,Y IO+tlc{)sii 

FUrther, bT inserting the numerical values: 

Jrom Eq. (19) 

I 

"' =, (', - ,. '.) 0" 1,582 (I +- 0,0 . cos 0) :l 

(87) 

(88) 
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hom Jlq. (21) 

I ~ ~ ! = ~ . ____ ~~n~ ---l 
(\ + 0,6. cos 0) 2 

Wi th thele value. the on the circle and the on the 

blade can be calculated. 

The re.ult. are presented in'figs. 20, 21. and 22. The veloci

~, obtained by dividing the approach ciroulation. ~~, Q7 the circum

ference. 21'Crl' 11 aeleoted a. unit of all veloci ti,ea; thus. a dimen

lionlel. representation of all velooitie. il obtained. 

velocities at the blade 
at ,hockless inlet 1" ,;~ 

uni t of the veloci tie. ~- iJ
Y6' 

2~ \ \ L--+--£:--i-L1i-~--I: :~ 
1-- ) ",.Q' • ..!l.. ,-

. t1r~,.2 , A / I 

-- -r .• 1-----JI ./ J 
------'--l'a-2--~~ti---f. --+---

/ /-
I1g. 20. Inward-now Two-Blade 'rIlrbine..!!... =..l-

ra 2 

fne oval in 1ig. 20 aboWI the COurl' of the tangential veloci-

tie. originating from the circulation ~d dilplacement. These v810ci

tie. are equal on the front dde and ~~ .. 81de, but are oppodtely 

directed; on the front 8ide their direction is trom outBide inward. and 

on the back ,ide it i. trom in.ide outward. 

!he velocitie. caused b,y the dilcharge ~ are represented bl 

Since Ct • m- . then for r. r 1 ' 
Q, 
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I a" . 

If this value 18 compared with -- , then 
21fr! 

Q 
/ ' = }"I" . 

fiil' 

211', 

The d!menaionlele value of the Ct~dlagram 18 thus a mea pure of the 

ratio. ~. !he·ct -hyperbolas are plotted fer two such values, ~Fa- ~ 

namely, for~ e 0.5 and 1.0. The ct -values on the front side and 
a ~ 

back side are of equal ~i tude and have the same direction, namely. 

from outside inward. 

Arrows indicate the directions of the two ct-values at the 
\ 

front side and back side of the blade. 

The normal components, cn :: r· (.). origin.atin& from the die

placement flow alone. are represented by the straight line through the 

origin and the point r: r i • ~ '!'! 0.4 [corresponding to lilq. (8,5a) J. 
Theae components have the same direction on the front side and back side, 

namely, that of u; therefore, on the front side of the blade theT are 

directed away from the path of the blade, and on the back 'ide toward ita 

path. 

The cn-components and the ct-components noW are combined into 

resultante which are drawn as vectors in Fig. 20. The velocity diagram 

corresponds to the flow which arises whon the blades rotate in otherwise 

atationary fluid (~~ 0) and thereby deTelop such circulation. that the 

tangential velocities at the blade ends remain finite (and of coarae, as 

shown previously, zero). In the second article 0 f th1l ·.~lletin. it 18 

shown that such a flow cannot persiat by itself, but it changes into 

another one with single vortex oenters located in and moving with the 

fluid. Yet this flow is important as partial floW' of the theoretical 

total flow (~ ~ 0). 
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relultant velocity 
distribution for 

Q, = o.s ra 
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on fron t side 

Fig. 21. Outward-l1ow ~o-Blade Turbine 

on back lide 

backflow region 

In Fig. 21 a d:! scharge, Q,:. o.s , is al18umed and the flo'" 

caused by it is superposed on the partial flow given above. AS a result. 

tangential components arise. At the front side, these components are 

increased toward inside; at the back side, in contrast. they are increased 

only partly toward inside and aleo partly toward outside. The occurrenoe 

of the latter phenomenon results in a back flow of a part of the fluid 

toward outside, Which of course is not limited to the layers at the 

blades, but reaches into the fluid. A so-called island is forme~ "'ith1n 

Which the flo", relative to the blade proceeds in closed path. (perhaps 

similar to that in Fig. 24). The combined resultant. c, originating 

from ~ • ~, GJ , are plotted a8 vectors in Fig. 21: within the indicated 

backflow region. the resultant. have the characteristic components to\fard 

outside. 

Figure 22 gives the relations for Q,= 0.8~. Here the ba~ 

flow on the back side of the blade has completely disappeared, linoe now 

the ct predominates everywhere. 
Q, 



ehocklese 
inlet 

r~sultant velocit7 
distribution for Q,:. O.Bla 

fig. 22. 

65 - on 
front 

tide 
0,8 

02 

on back dde 

Y1gure 23 showl the pre8Sure diatribution for the caBe of 

Yig. 22. In this case, any preesure. for instance. the one at infinity, 

1s taken as the zero level of the pre86ure. If the runner were in-

stalled in any drop, then the zero pressure datum would be the excelS 

pressure over the atmospheric, equal to the fluid column of the meter, 

indicating the location of the runner below the head water (at approach 

flow free from loes). The abeolute higher pre.aures naturally occur 

Cl 

~ shockleu inlet 
UI 

negative pressure Cl 

on the front side: ~ -% 

! I\! t + --j~ -----,';I---'\'I-,o--~t-::1~S --~--izo 
p08itive pressure 
on the back ,ide 

pressure distribution 
on the blade. 

( r. l.., 0,0 L). __ 
21rl"j <9 

0,6 

o,z 

J'ig. 23. Outward Flow Two-Blade Turbine 
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on the back aide of the blade (turbine effect. driven runner). The 

value \i~')2,_1 
2nf" 2g 18 ohosen a& unit of pressure. The blade 18 

driven more by negat1v$ pressure than by positive pressure. 

If the calculation 1s carried out until complete streamline 

patterns are drawn. then a comparison can be made with eXperimentally 

obtained streamline patterns. SUch a comparison was already made in 

the preceding Section and an appreciable difference was established. 

A difference would exist :!.n many other cases alBo. In contrast to thllh 

the standpoint should be maintained that the theoretical potential flow. 

with or without circulation, i8 a state which tends to be established in 

the first moment and Which mayor may not occur depending upon the par-

ticular conditione. If it does occur. then the question of ita duration 

still remains. The primary transforming C&UBeS are retardation8 at 

gu:l.de \falls and excess'iv'ely high veloci ties at the edgea (even When theY' 

are not yet infinitely high). In the present example of Fig. 22, aome 

prospect exists for factual ocourrence of the theoretically determined 

flow. The retardation of the tangential components (Whlch in this 

special case simultaneously are the relative velocities along the blade), 

at the entrance end on the back Bide and at the exit end on the tront 

side. is alre~ considerably leas than in Fig. 21. At etill'larger ~, 

I 

+
I 

\ 

J'lg. 24. Backflo\<l at the DlMEI in tho 
Relative Streamline Diagram 
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these conditions become .still better. General~, it can be said: The 

factual flows will ag~ee more close~ with the calculated potential 

flowe the nearer the operation approaches the shockless one and the 

greater the diseharge is in relation to the speed (~) and. f1nall1, 

the stronger the flow is acoelerated in the section and lQcal~. Hence, 

in the present particular case of radial blades. flow from outside 1~ 

ward 1s more favorable than the reversed flow. 

The investigation ~f the manner of transformation of the 

potential flow into the actual flow. whioh for the present can be com

plete1y carried out onl1 b, experimental means., is an important supple

ment to calculations such as the present ones. Toge~er the two are an 

effective means for progressive knowledge of flow research in turbo

machines. 
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DISPLACEMENT )~WS PRODUCED BY ROTATION 
OJ!' CYLINDRIC'AL :BLADES IN A LIQ,UID WITS FRlIllil SURFAClil 

W. Barth 

INTRODUD'l'ION 

The purpose of the experiments deacribed in the following 

article has been to visue.lize the IIdispla.cement flow" occurring due to 

rotation of runner blades in originally stationary wa.ter. The factually' 

occurring :t'lo~ differs oonsiderably from the circulation-less displace-

ment flow discussed by W. Spannha.ke i~ liThe Presentation and Solution 

of a Hydraulic Problem of Turbo-Machine Research. II page 20.. The floW' 

described in that article occurs merely as partial floW' in turbo-

machines; it cannot physical~ persist by itself but immediately changes 

into a flow with vortices in the free fluid and circulation around the 

blades. This fa.ct was made evident by the experiments and was recorded 

in pho to graphs • 

The observations comprise those at the initial state and those 

at the steady state. The designation, "initial state," refers less to 

the approach to the blades than it does to the beginning of the motion 

of the fluid proper. The established forms of motion in the initial 

state are similar in many respects to those established D.1 v. ~rman. 

and Rubach,** as ~1l1 be found later. The methods in the experimen.tal 

technique communicated by Bubach oould be applied in this case. 

iii 111111ne etromu.ngstechnische Aufgaba dar Krei~e1radforsch'\¥lg UIl~ ein 
Ansatz zu 1hr6r Losung. II MITTEILUNGEN DES INSTITUTS FUR STROMUNGS
MASCIUNEN DEli TECHNISCHEN ROURSCHULE KARLSRUBE, Heft It MUn.chen und 
Berlin. 19)0, Seite 11. 

·-Th. v. Karman and H. Rubaoh. "Uber den Mechaniemus des Flussigke1ts
und Luftwiderstands" (About the Mechanism of 'RElBi6t~ce of Liquid a.nd 
Air), Physikal, Zeitschr1ft. 1922; a1&o R. RuOOch, \lUbel' die lilntste
h'UIlg und Fortbew6guDg des Wirbelpaares hinter zylindrischen Korpern" 
(About the Occurrence and Progression of the Vorte~Pair Behind Qylinr 
drical Bodies), Forschungsarbe1t, d. VDI, Nr. 185. 1916. 
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The present ~ork is to be regarded as the very first step in 

experimental investigation of partial flo~s in turbo-machines. It par-

ticularly contributes to the understanding of the flo~6 in centrifugal 

pumps at shut-oft and explains the output at this operating condition 

ao resulting from the vortex-flow and the secondary flow; the influence 

of these flo~s is felt even when the discharge approaches zero. and they 

greatly change the theoretical capacity curve in the familiar manner. 

The theoretical considerations in connection with the experi-

mental observations are not regarded as a complete explanation of the 

phenomena. Especially the type and manner of occurrence of the vortex 

at the blad~ edges remain quantitatively unexplained.- In other re-

epecta, however. the representation differs not inconsiderably from 

pre~iouB ones of similar subjects.·· 

-'. IXP:m.RIMENTAL PAR'l! 

Section I 

Experimental Arrangement and Method 

a) The arrangement. The experimental apparatus is presented 

in the Photograph Fig. 1 and in Fig •• 2 to 6. Since the state of 

motion was to approximate the ideal case of infinitely extended fluid. 

s circular vessel with relatively large diameter (1.5 m) has been in-

stalled. The walls of the vessel are 20 em high. A weir of about 

50 cm in width is built in at one place. Various heads on the ~eir 

can be obtained b7 changing the weir plate (rig •• 1 and 2). The 

- - - ~ - - -- - -
• Prandtl. ·Uber die Entstehung von Wirbeln in dar idea~en FluBs1gkeitM 

(About the Occurrence of Vortices in the Ideal lluid)~ Vorirag8 aU8 
dam Gebiet der ~dro- und Aerodynam1k (Lectures in the field of 
~dro- and Aerodynamics), Innsbruck, 1922; Verl. Springer, Berlin. 
1924. 

• ... Rubach, ill. cit. 



11g. 1. General fiew of \be 

Ixperimental Arrangemen' 

purpo.e of the weir i. to make po.Bible the oyerflow of the lurface 

laT.r of the liquid in the ye .. el. that h. the lqer which 18 Ipr1nkle4 

with aluminum powd~r. The rotating experimental blade. are driYen ~ a 

nrtical .haft about 1.8. 10Qi;. turning in the uta of ~etl7 of the 

y •••• l. At the upper end, the .haft i. guided on a tranITer.. luppor' 

~ mean. of a ball bearing; at the lower end in the middle of the Te ••• l. 

1t il guided b7 mean a of a thru.t bearing. the latter conaiating of a 

bardened .teel pin turning on a .teel plat.. lor te.t. with one blade. 

a fiat ateel bar, on which the blade holder I 1& arranged in a rad1al17 



Q 

f I 

I 

WI 

4. 

~ 
I 

; 

adJu.table manner. i. acreved on to the .haft (~ig. 2). lor t.ata vith 

.everal blade •• the bladea are fastened to a .teel rim which 1. attached 

to the .haft bf mean. of .pokes fabricated of riveted ahe.t iron (.ig. J). 

!he individual bladea are aecured to the ring ~ mean. of the blade 

holder B. With the aid of the two devicea. the elevation above the 

bottom aDd the angular poaition with reapect to the radlu8 can be chaDged 

at will for various blade number.. OnlT cylindrical bladea with elementl 

parallel to the axi, were ueed. !he driving of the .haft wa. effected 

8inl1' b7 Ileanl of a w81ght (Jig. 2). !he latter 11 BUlpended on a cord 

vhich runa over a pulley :a; durine the telt. the weight unliiindl froll 

the drum ',which is fixed at the upper end of the lhaft. Hovever, in 
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order to be able to accelerate the rotor a. qul~lT a. po •• lble an4 ~n 

to mOTe it with aean con.tant angular Telocl~. a .prlne , 1, attached 

to the end of the drum cord (rig. 5); the .prlng 1, .ultabl1 .trained at 

the highelt polltlon ot the welght. After a .topping'deTlee 1, dl,eD-

gaged, the elaatlcltT of the .prlne and the welcht together accelerate 

the 'Tlt •• : the latter then rotate. rapldlT untll the .prlne beeo ••• 

• lack. Hereafter. the welght alone doe. the work necea.ar" tor the ro~ 

tlon. The rotor then continue. to move wlth .lowl1 Inoreallne aeaa 

clock 

tl •• 
record.r 

rlgur_ 4 

w 

6 

rlg. 5. DrlTe tor InTe.tlgatlon 
of the Initial state 



angular velooity upon which fluctuations are Buperposed neverthelesi. 

The tluctuati9ns could have been reduced if the moment of inertia of 

the rotating mass had been increased. or if the driving had been 

effected by means of a motor regulated for constant speed. HOwever. 

this was not done beoause, in conneotion with the vortex formations 

occurring in the flow, the velocity fluctuations are exactly character

istic for the entire process. ~he gradual rise in the mean velocity 

occurs also because the surrounding water is gradually drawn into rota

tion. Both Weight and spring were used during the investigation of the 

initial state; during the observation of the states of equilibrium, it 

was sufficient to set the system in motion and to maintain the motion 

by means of the Weight alone, since even then the process of accelera

tion still is relatively short. as compared with the entire e~perlmen-

, tal process. 

The arm S is installed on the shaft and is adjustable in 

the vertical and circumferential directions (Fig. 2); a slider F can 

be moved radially on this ~rm. A Voigtlander camera of anastigmat ]\-4., 

and 9 by 12 negative Was fixed to this arm for the purpose of photogra~ 

ing the relative flow patterns; for photographing the absolute flow 

patterns, the oamera was set on various specially erected frameworkso 

For measuring the speed of the shaft. a wooden contact 

diso L (Figs. 2 and 4) on which 32 contacts are uniformly spaced. is 

attached under the drum T to the transverse snpport ~. OVer the$$ 

contacts slides a contactor F (Fig. 4), which is firmly attached to 

the shaft and 1s conneoted to one of the battery poles through a sliding 

contact G. but which otherwise is insulated. The other pole of the 

battery is connected through a magnet of a time recorder to the contacts 

of the disc L. the terminals of which are so wired that. 1f neoe8aa~. 



all 32 or~rcontactl conduct the current. Thul. 32 or leis motion

.arkl per revolution are regiltered on ~e time recorder and .imu1~ 

n.oullT, on. ttBe-mark per lecond i. registered by mean. of a clockwork 

~ith Ipecial .agnetic and electric circuit •• 

c 

The contact dilc is allO Ulad 

for lighting the flalh bulb during photo

graphing. lor thil purpose. the contact 

il disconnected from the electrical cir

cuit of the time recorder at the place 

~here the photographing i8 to occur, and 

is connected to a relay. shown Ichemati

cally in lig. 6. by means of a Ipecial 

electrical circuit through the contaotor 

1. When the contactor touchel the con

tact ~ired in thil ~ay. the magnet M of the rel~ dra~1 the member B 

to it.elf (lig. 6) and the rel., Ipring 1 18 relea.edi by meanl of 

the .ember I. the Ipring connecta the two terminall, J. and B, ~hioh 

are connected to ~e high yol~e bulbar. and to the two flash bulbs. 

b) Method for visualizing the flow. The flow at the lurface 

~al made distinguishable by means of scattered aluminum powder, and \he 

flo~ in the interior q, mean. of confetti loattere4 inlide. Th. con

f.tti ~a. uaed to facilitate the recognition of the lecondary flo~ •• on 

account of ~hich the motion mainlY differl from a two-dimenaional on •• 

When tully .aturated ~ith ~ater. the confetti becom •• lome~bat heavier 

tban tbe water and linkl at firet to the bottom. But onoe motion .et. 

in. ~e confetti i. ~hlrled otf and follow. the ·flow lufficientlY ~.ll. 

l3ecaus. of ita oUin .... the aluminum po~d.r st.,. on the lurfac. wh.r. 

it ver" soon forml a film of fairlY .trong coh •• ion, 10 that at !irlt 
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there is doubt whether the particles sufficient~ and accurately' follow 

the motion of the liquid at the surface. For this reason the scatter-
? 

Ing is renewed from time to time. In all other respects. it has proven 

correct to allow a certain surface film (Seotion II). Bo~ the surface 

on which the aluminum is scattered and the confetti 'floating in the 

deeper layers can be photographed well. The two kinds of photographs 

must naturally be taken separately. The bottom of the vessel ia painted 

~ black; therefore, the aluminum powder and confetti may ver,y easily be 

seen. 

c) The photographs. In order to record the entire develop-

ment of the flow. it is necessary to photograph the flow for a complete 

series of various developed angles of rotation; that is. for each pic-

ture to be taken, it is necessary to let the apparatus rotate at least 

up to the instant of the exposure. This is done as follows: After the 

water has calmed down. the shutter of the camera is opened during the 

interval of darkness and the rotor is ,set into motion by means of the 

release of the stopping device. Once the photographs are taken at the 

point maintained by the contact disc, the camera becomes shut, the 

• 
weight cord is fully rewound, the water again is calmed, and the next 

test can begin. 

Often a special mark located on the rotor i8 also photographed. 

Since the velocity of this mark is known from the data of the' recorder, 

the duration of the exposure can be ascertained from the streak drawn in 

the picture by the mark "during the photographing, taking into con8id.~ 

tion the dimensions of the streak. Thu8, it is also possible to deter-

mine approximate~ the velocities of the flow from the length of the 

streaks in the picture produced by the floating aluminum or the confetti 

particles. 

• 



Section II 

Ixperimept. Pertaia1D& to the Initial State 

Plates I to VII at the end of the article contain photographa 

covering the period of time from the beginning of the motion up to the 

completion of t to 11 revolutions. lor the moat part. photographs 

~ere taken of a surface on ~hich aluminum ~ae scattered; confetti ~a8 

introduced in the interior of the !lo~ 801ely for the obaervation of the 

lecondar,v flo~8. but the latter are hardly visible in the pictures. On 

the other hand. their movement ~aB readily follo~ed ~ith the eye; in 

this ~ay it ~as ascertained that, just ~hen the surface film was not 

quite new and consequently not immediately disturbed by vertical aecond-

ar.y currenta, the aurface movement of the aluminum particles furnished 

a good average picture of two-dimensional tundaaental motion. In par-

tlcular. it sho~ed that the axes of the vortices contained in the motion 

actually reach to the bottom, and that the position of the vortice. waa 

correctly indicated by the surface pictures. 

All the pictures in Plates I to VII were t&ken v1~ a movin&-

picture camera; hence they sho~ the relative stream11ne pattern. 

Plates I and II describe the flo~ produced by the rotation of 

a lingle. plane. radial blade. ligure 7 ahows the plan vie~ arrangement 

(arrangement a); the depth of the water ~as 7 cm. and the clearance be-

tween the bottom and the blade ~a8 1 Mm. The thickneas of the blade 

ca •• I )'1/1 

a) ~KJ· 20 Ull 2!"1 em 
h) ~ )()' 20 llll 24 rrn 
c) 7) , :!() (111 24 rm 
tI) !lO' 2U ll11 24 ll1l 

ficu.r. 7 
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plate va. 2 mm, the blade edges vere blunt. In lig. 8 the angular 

velocities of the rotor rotation are plotted a8 a function of the deTaL-

oped angle of rotation. 

Immediately after the beginning of motion, yortices are formed 

at both blade ends; the vortices withdraw toward the rear relative to 

the blade. their vortex strength continuall1 increasing. In 11g. 9 are 

a) one blade -C = 900 

angle ot rotation ~ 

b) two blad.u 0< -- 900 

-1 
I 
! 

• --~--i 

ancle of rotation . ,. 

~2 

1(1 

t 09 

C;o 

0," 

02 

C) one blade ec ; 710 

! r~-

. -,- rt= 
o 0~"""'-",9,;"'OO"---;1fj=0'-0 -----'2=70=0 ----,:Jo,~tJ,.....o -j/+60=. -S~'IQ"""~6~ 

&aile 01 rotation ~ 

d) eight blade. oC =- 900 

t ~8 -

fJ,t 

tJ,2 

(J (J ,HJO 18(J' 270' JDQ" 'if'-
angle of rotaUoa -+-

11g. 8. Veloci~ Di.tribution 

plotted the instantaneouB. relatiYe, and absolute positionl of \he 

yortex center. taken from the picturel. and thus a180 the relatiYe and 

ablolute (true) path. of the Yortice. are presented. When \he.e pa\bl 

are compared with the streamlinel of the circulation-le •• relat1Ye di.-

placement flow of a rotat1ng plate,- pre.ented ln lig. 10, \hen a great 

-Xucharald. IIstrolDWlgen einer re1bungsfre1en lliilllgke1 til (llow. of a 
1rlctlonle •• llu1d), B. 132. 
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relative ab.olute 

a) one blade oC • 900 

relative 
c) one blade 

ablolut •• 

0< • 110 

o 

b) two blade. 0( • 900 

Jig. 9. Vortex Pa~8 

limilarity i8 evident between the vortex paths and the atreamlinea that 

paBS in the immediate vicinity of the blade end.. UndoubtedlT. the 

vortex paths become lomewhat changed because the true flow does avoid 

the high velocitie. at the edge •• a8 a re.ult of the mutual influenoe 

of the vortices; the general tendencT of the streamlines of the 

circulation-lea. di.placement flow. however. existl in a defined w~. 

Once the vortice. have been formed. their taSk then 1. to 

produce counter-velocltle. at the blade end •• oppoBlng the lnf1n1telT 

hlgh valociti •• produced ~ the original diaplacement flow; theBe oounter-

v.locitle. are of Buch magnitude that the resultant velociti.B remain 

finite. lor thi. purPOI., however. as the vortice. progre •• 1n movement. 

'heir .trength must lncrease. fbis increase in vortex strength 11 
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computed in Section V where it is sho~n that after a certain distance 

the vortex strengths must increase greatly if they are to continue re

storing finite velocities at the blade ends. In the true fluid, new 

vortices are formed when this state is reached. This occurs at first at 

the outer edge after a kind of dead-water has previously been formed in 

its vicinity, the dead-water itself containing numerous eddies of all 

kinds. In Photograph I.? the new vortex has just been formed at the 

outer edge. Photographs 1,8 to 11,12 show ita receding and growthj in 

Photographs 11,13 the third vortex already is formed at the outer edge; 

the process is repeated. A second inner vortex is separated later; the 

first indication of such a vortex is present in Photograph II,lO; in 

Photograph 11,11 it already is definitely visible. In Photograph 11.12 

to 11.14 its further growth can be followed. 

The phenomenon 1s the counterpart of Karman1s vortex trail be

hind a rectilinearly moving plate (Fig. 11). In the present case, the 

vortex trail forms a curve around the center of rotation. The position 

of the individual vortices is plotted in, Fig. 11; it approximately cor

responds to the state ~hich the flow has assumed in Plate 11814. The 

water moves relatively in a curve with numerous points of inflection 

about the center of rotation. Yet this vortex trail cannot develop any 

further because the blades cross the vortex paths again and aeain, thus 

destroying the vortices already produced. In addition, the vortices are 

gradually destroyed under the influence of friction and the secondary 

flows are released by the friction. The flow gradually clwmges to the 

state of eauilibrium. Which is discussed in detail later, so far as such 

a state can be said generally to exist in this case o 

Plates III and IV show the flow produced by t~o radial blades 

located diametrically opposite each other; in Fig. 8b the instanta-

neous angular velocity is plotted as a function of the angle of rotation. 
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b)~) ji', ~ f/ 
~ ~ ~ 'iJ 

1ig. 11. Vortex Arrangement 

11g. 10. Belat1ve Dieplacement llov 
lor cae. a) one blade oc • 900 

a) for rotating blade 
b) for blade moving in 

a I traigh t line 

fhe relative and absolute vortex paths are taken from the picture. and 

plotted in lig. 9b. In comparilon with the flov pattern past one blade. 

nothing hal e.Bential17 changed. The vortex paths ever,ywhere are .im1-

lar to thoBe for one blade; the vortex separationl proceed. at laalt in 

the beginning, in the vaT delcribed above and according to the .ame 

angle. of rotation. Thi. il readi17 underetood lince, at the beginning 

of the rotation. the blade. are not influenced ~et; the picture changes 

later on. ina.much as the second blade enters the region of the vortice. 

produced b,r the first blade and de.tro~s the vortex formation •• 

Plate. IV and V .hov the initial .tate of eight blade. 

arranged normallT to the peripheral direction. The cour.e of the veloo-

i~ 1. to be ~en from I1g. 84. AllO in thi. CAse of e1ent blade. 

(11g. 94). the vortex pa~h. follov courl ••• t.ilar to tho.e in the eaee 

of one &Ad tvo blade.. Of cour.e. the outer vort.x cannot be folloved 

a. far a. the one in the preceding ca •• beeau... after a abort time. 
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this vortex enters the region of the succeeding blade and 1s thul 

deBtr07ed. In the case of eight blades. the inner vortex has a some

what still stronger tendenc7 to hasten after the blades. Yet it does 

not move toward the middle of the blade to such a great extent as in 

the first two cases. After a rotatio~ of about 100°. the stead1 state 

already is nearly reached, as will be described later. Flow patterns 

past a blade inclined at an angle of 700 with the peripher,y are found 

in Plates V, VI, and VII; the corresponding velocit7 diBtribut~ons 

are in Fig. 8e, and the relative and absolute vortex paths are in 

Fig. 9c. The vortex paths again exhibit the characteristic symptoms ot 

the other cases. The path of the inner vortex is somewhat flatter and 

clings to the contour of the blade more than in the case ot the radial 

blade. The path of the outer vortex is bent toward the center ot rota

tion slightly more than in the case of the radial blade. 



Section III 

Experiments Pertaining to the stet¢r State 

With few exceptions. the flow was visualized b,y means of COD

fetti introduced'in the interior of the floW. The pict~e8 thus obtained 

confirm the fact that the flow is composed of a basic movement. which i8 

sufficientl1 and accuratel1 described by the surface pictures (Photo

graphs 54. 6J. 69. 7S. 76) and the secondar,v flows. At any point in : 

these pictures. the 8uperposed flow patbs of intersecting directions can 

be discerned. 
" 

When the blades rotate in the liquid. they'graduall1 draw 

along also the liquid particles located outside the blades. so that the 

liquid likewise begins to rotate about the center of rotation. This can 

be seen from Plate XI.7S which shows the flow photographed by the still 

camera (aluminum. hence surface picture). It is seen that the blades 

impart certain peripheral velocities to the liquid particles. the veloo-

ities becoming increasingl1 smaller with increasing distance from the 

blades. Because of friction on the bottom of the vessel. the velocities 

are lower there than at the surface. Therefore, the peripheral veloci-

ties at the surface are greater trlBn in the proximity-of the bottom; in 

addition. the centrifugal forces caused b,y rotation are la.rger. The 

influence of the bottom is manifested by the tendency of the water par-

ticles at the surface to move toward inside and by the tendency of the 

water particles at the bottom of the vessel to move toward outside. 

Thu8, secondary flow originates which transports the upper water par-

ticles away from the center of rota.tion and the lower water particles 

toward the center of rotation~ This flow can be discerned 1n all pic-

tures that were made visible by means of the confetti. For the ,ame 

reasons, secondar,r flow can originate also in individual vorticeB. as 

shown in Fig. 12. 
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In I1g. 13 are drawn the ab.olute and relatlTe .treamllne. ot 

the .ource-Torte1 flov and .1~Tortex flov re.ultlng from the pure 
k 

radlal flov. or = t + . and the pIlre Torh1'- (potenUal Tortex) 

flov. "u : 't+. U can be .e.n that cr .. ' I1ml~arl" exht. 

vith the ab.olute picture XII.19 (.till camera) or the retatlTe pic

ture X.11 (moTing camera). !he transitlon of the .ouree flov in \he 

upper half of the water to the sink flow in the lover halt .nat oocur 

in a middle l.,er. !h. distribution of the radlal Telocltl •• .a.t 

J1cu'e 1) 
• 

Tortex .ouro. 
relaUTe 

, . 
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\herefore be approximatelT a. shoWD in Jig. 14. If it were a ca.e of 

.trictlT .eparated depth layer. aero •• which the Or-component. were 

• 
• 1milar17 dietributed in each c71inder. in accordance with their magni-

tude which is inveraelT proportional to the radius. then there would be 

infinitel1 m&n1 logarithmic .pirale of a pitch angle changing from ~.r 

to l~er. But becau.e everywhere out,ide a certain cylinder water flow. 

from the upper layers into the lower layer •• and because everywhere 

within another cylinder water flows reverselT from the lower layers in

to the upper larers. cr varies different17 than with ~r, moreover. 

the distribution of cr aleo varies. The pitch angle in the upper 

IBTer must therefore become flatter toward out.ide until the spiral 

changes to one with an angle that again increases toward inside. The 

reverBe occurs in the proximit7 of the center of rotation. 

a 

aurface 

.~:I; h 

lhtI." 

~op 

ft&\U'1 14 
a) Pattern of the s~condary fiow 
b) E.timated distribution of \he 

radial component of the velocity 



Two patterns of streamlines are clearly distinguishable in 

the photographs: the flow in the surface layer and the flow in the 

bottom layer. Because these two flows have a relatively unique charac

ter, it may be concluded that the velocities at a point in the individ

ual layers are nearly constant. The transition from the rising spirals 

to the falling spirals is fairly sharp. From this fact it can be con

cluded that the flows from the bottom layer to the surface ~er and 

vice versa are concentrated in definite circular regions. In Plate x,67 

the relative streamlines computed for one quadrant are plotted, and in 

the inner transition region they are connected by means of loops. The 

solid lines correspond to the flat.' in the surface layeri the dashed 

line corresponds to the flow in the bottom lS¥ero 

The two pictures of Plate X, 70 and 71. represent the same 

state of flow, yet in one picture the flow was visualized by means of 

aluminlm and in the other by means of confetti. In Plate X,70 the 

streamlines outside the blades change to circles; in Plate X.7l the 

streamlines at the corresponding points are spirals of the form already 

discussed. This is due to the fact that the flow picture. visualized 

by means of the aluminum, does not reproduce this secondary flow. The 

latter tends to wash away the aluminum on the surface toward outside, 

but the surface film discussed previously prevents this washing awayo 

The attempt to remove the influence of the secondary flow and to obtain 

ideal two-dimensional flow can succeed if the surface layer flow and 

the bottom layer flow are imagined to be superposed. Then the influenoe 

of the secondary flow must vanish. This can be approximately achieved 

in practice if the velocities in the two l&fers are added and if the 

streamlines are drawn or, what is approximately the same, if the 

diagonals are dralin in the resulting curved squa.res of the spira.l net o 
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If this is done, then in the present case. the picture of Plate X.71 

~ieldB a picture which almost ,exactly agrees with the one of Plate X.70 

visualized by means of aluminwn. Thu$ it is confirmed that the aluminum 

poWder neglects the disturbing secondary flow. but that it reproduces 

the tWO-dimensional primary motion in a sufficiently exact manner. 

Pictures VII. 54 and 55, show flo~ patterns past a single 

radially directed rotating blade. In Picture V,2 the flow pattern is 

visualized by introducing paper; in Picture VII,54 the same flow pattern 

is visualized by means of aluminum powder. 

As has already been ascertained in the investigation of the 

ini tiel s ta te. the inner vortex bas the tendency to stay in the prox

imity of the blade as long as possible. In the initial state, the vor

tex is repeatedly washed away. In the state of equilibrium, ho~eYer, it 

pursues the blade and retains the sarne lasting position relative to the 

blade. Occasionally the vortex probably swings to and fro about this 

pos! tion and it sometimes happens that the vortex is washed away, thus 

causing the formation of a new vortex Which assumes the function of the 

first one. On an average, however, the stable position of the vortex 

with respect to the blade is unmistakable. One or two more small vor

tices that are partly concealed by the axis can be seen in the picture. 

These are attributable to the fact that in the middle of the vessel 

there is a cylindrical pipe around the shaft. Since the fluid flows 

around this pipe, small vortices are formed Which likeWise assume a 

stable position relative to the blade. 

In addition to these Vortices. another relative motion can be 

observeq as shown schematically in Fig. 15~ At a relatively great dis

tance from the center of rotation, the water flows in a direction 

opposite to that of rotation; in the proximity of the center of rotation, 



I a) one blade 

lig. 15. Relative Ilow 
Picture 
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the flo~ i. in the direction of ro~tion; 

on the face of the blade. the flo~ i. 

to~ard inside; on the back of the blade. 

the flo~ ie toward out.ide. fhi' flo~ 

actual~ i, the one recently d •• icnated 

a8 "relative channel vortex." It ie 

kno~n that .uch a motion occur. when a 

closed blade passage i, rotating. The 

water particlee which remain at reet in 

the absolute .pace. due to their inertia. 

describe path. relative to the moving 

IYBtem. similar to those ,hown in lig. 15. 

Picture VII,56 ,ho~s a rotating inclined blade. The vortex 

behind the blade. ~hich movea ~ith the blade. can be recognized again 

and the flow about the blade. described immediately above. can be aacer-

tsined if the part of the lecondar,y flow is separated from the reat of 

the flo~. The course of the streamlines is slightly distorted. aa com-

pared ~ith the preceding case. 

Picturee VIII and IX show the case of two blades. Behind each 

blade there formB a vortex that moves with the blade. The relative , 

channel vortex can alBo be seen here; it is immediately visible on the 

aluminum picture •• while on the other pictures it is not 80 readily reo-

ognizable because of the secondary flow. but is present in exactly the 

Bame ~ay. Plate V111,6l shows an absolute picture for two bladesi the 

vortices that form behind the blades and move w1th the blade. can al&o 

be Been 1n th1. casei the greate&t part of one of the vortice. i8 covered 

by the ehaft. 
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Plate IX reproduces the flow pictur~for four radial blades. 

while in the pictures of Plate X the four blades are inclined with re-

Gpect to the peripheral direction. In the case of the radial blades, 

the characteristic vortices that move with the blades can be clearly 

, . 
observeCl behind every blade; in the case of the inclined blades. this 

phenomenon becomes considerably leas clear. On the other hand. the rel&-

tive channel vortex between the two blades can be seen in both C&8es. 

In the cases of eight and sixteen blades, the picture is 

different. ae compared with the previous ones (Plates X to XII). ~he 

large vortices that follow the blades have disappeared and have often 

been reple,ced by smaller vortices which occasionally trail away from the 

blade ends. In addition. in many cases a flow is formed about any one 
.. 

absolutely fixed point with respect to the vessel. In examining the 

absolute picture XII.79 • for instance. it is found that the center of 

such a rotational flo\I' exists at the point A marked by the arrow. 

In the relative pictures, the center of rotation is mad.e visible 

mainly by means of the accumulation of pe,per (Picture XI.?). The con-

fetti moves mostly within a clearly visible and relatively well-defined 

region that can be replaced by a circle in the middle of which i8 located 

the center of rotation. The velocities of the flow are relative~ low 

outside this region and are not capable of preventing the paper.from 

sinking to the bottom. From the latter region. however. the paper is 

carried back into the center of motion by the secondary flow. 

Therefore. it appears tt~t in many cases the center of motion 

does not lie at the center of the shaft. ~he secondar,y flow converges 

to or diverges from this point. In the proximity of this point. the most 

vortex separations at the blade ends occur. Since this point doee not 

move wi th the blades, the regime between the inciivid.ual blades is not 
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completely stationary, but only periodically so. The so-called channel 

vortex is formed again between the indivlaual blades. This can be 

clearly seen in the flow pictures visualized by means of the aluminum 

powder; to ascertain this flow in the "blade channel" from the pictures 

visualized by means of the confetti, it is necessary to eliminate the 

influence of the secondary flo~. On account of the eccentrically 

located center of the flo\-, and because of other irregularities w at through

flow frequently occurs in some channel cells in various directions 

(Plate X.?l), Such is the case mainly for radial blades. Blades that 

are inclined at a definite angle with the peripheral direction offer a 

much greater rea1eto,nce to the through-flow from inside outward. so that 

in these cases the state of flow is a much more stable oue. Hereby thE) 

center of rot&tion and the midpoint of the motion usually coincideo 
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Qeperal •• p.et. 0: the Method. of Calculatiop· 

The blade. are regarded a& elite in the ~- or v-plane 

(branch .ections in the ,- or v-plane consi.ting of D-.heet.) and are 

tran.formed to a circle about the origin of the .-plane. The calcu~ 

tion 1. carried out with one radial blade for the initial .tate and with 

tvo radial blade. for the .tate of equilibrium. 

In all ca... the primar.y flow is taken a. the theoretical. 

circulation-le •• di.placement !low which yield. infinitely hieb yeloci-

tie. at the inner and outer blade edge.. This flow is alreadT mentioned 
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and. 11 drawn in Jig. 1.0 for 8. fillingle radial blade.. BT mean. of su.per-

position of t~o circulationa (or vortex strengths) about certain Nc1rc~ 

latiop cores' or M~ori.x points,' the infinitely hIgh velocities at the 

blade enda are removed. that h. fine.! (a,nd relatively tangential) 

velooitie. are obtained there. The poaitiona ot the vortex pointa are 

taken from the picture.; only tho vortex strengths remain to be deter-

mined. for whIch purpose there are tee two condition equationl available 

for the velocities at the blade ends. About the blade proper there 

result, a circ.ule.tlon of such ~nitu.d.e a.w1 such direction that the co ... 

biued. circulation around a. curve enclos1p.g the blade and tho two vortex 

cores 1. equal to mero. 

In the calculation. for the: steady state. the circulation 

around a vortex point oriented in the fluid i& replaced q, a circulation 

around the blade proper. The circulation around a curve .,closing a 

blade and -the vortex center riow 11 not equal to zero. 

The vortices in the fluid a.re regarded 8.8 poteut1.al vortic ••• 

The general transformation ~xnction ~hich transforms the 

n radial blades in the t -plane to the circle in the 2P-pllUlil" 11 given 

b7 the tollo~ing two equational 

" . 1 q2 \ 
( occc V w + J. q : W-ce ') (2 + 1 _ \ Z . 

J1gu.rt 16 illustrllte. th.is function. The following relation.hip_ ex18\ 

between the dimension. of the blade BYltem and the conata.tthA u4 q" 

('lg. 16); 
r n _ "). -1- I I" f.1" ---. I l l' =IJ;q=), r, A -- I - eu -" I)" 

1=1 q {l? + I -- 'i }, -- d I 
... - ....... _- .... 
"8" al.o 8pannbeke, N.\nwendung der konformen .A.bblldung au! d1, :Berech
nunc von Stromungea in xre18elr&dernH (App11c$t1on of Conformal Traae
tOrlat1on to Ilowe in Turbo-Machine.). HIDBAULISCRI PBOELJMJ. VDI-
Verlag. 1926. · 



'rho revu8al of f02"J!U1a (1) yield., 

(1&) 

'rhue formu.la. make poruible the determination of the pointe in tho 

1f-plane. flM Bub.equent17 those in the r.-pl.a.ne, CQrresponding to the 

points in the ~ -plane, A simple graphical construction, which 11 

obvioul from 11g. 17, reBulte for the relat10nBhlp be~~een I and w~ 

thh construction is based on. the repreE;ent&tion of complex nwnbus a8 

vector. in the X-, 1-plane. 

... 



Section V 

The 1'o11o\d.nt cCllcullltiotl2 are based on Jig. 9411, \ih1ch wae d.e-

rived. from the photogralih[; and which shows the variou$ posi tiona of tho 

inner and o~lter vortic~a du.ring rotution Clf a radial blade. :Potential, 

vortices are 8,oeuroed in theae pOGi tiorH~; t.he • tren&the of thele vortices 

are 80 Mtermi":led that tJ:Hdr tv~tior.. c:)ml-ined with that of the circula.tion-

less dhplaceruent flo\,_ yields finha veloc1tiea at the 1nn~r and outer 

blade end", in every pOsitloXl e , The calculation proceeds a& foll.ow.: !ro 

begin with. the instlHltaneOu.s distribu',ion of the absolute velocitit'll 

is deter;nint!!ci; thta f1lrniahes an instanianeoui,l absoltite etl.'ea.mline pattern 

that moves with the blade Just as t.he relative pattern does. The blade 

is tr£tnuiormed to Ii ci.rcle radiuG q about the origin in. the Z-plft1l6 

such that the pointCh Z '::! ±q. on the circle correspond. to the blade 

end.s (Jig. 16, traulformntion function Eq. (1) J. The vortex poinh o:f 

thf't planf't of flow ( t;. -pla.ne) m~ then be trans;f'ox'!D(1d to the points f 

:18. and "1 (transforma.tion to the z-plano in accordance wi th. Jig. 17). 

Vortices of etrength'h c;a, a.nd c;1 (ro 2 /.,) are 81)pl1ed. at tht)se points. 

Since tht, circle thua b800mea fA streamline, vortices of oppos1 h rotAtion 

to that of the 9.bove-mf!lntionec, vo!'tices should be applied at the image. 

of the '1'ortex points, that h. at the points. -fa and *,. The com-

plex floW' potential of the vcrUcts in the I-plane then r",a.dl 

i , I 
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:,,) - In (: -- '. \ I ' 

""1 . 

Uj 
;!'r I 

x., -r i )",: :., . X,,' 1.1',,; i 

::,'--x,+I)',:" :c--i)', 

:11 (: 

d (/1 
The "complex velocity, li (' _ . C, - iCy' 11 found by dlfferentiati(m. 

tlz 



1Jeslgnaied. by ca. + q and ca .... q or 01' +q and c1.t-q t respea-

tively, the velocities 8. t th& en.d poin tl!i of the diamet~r z ~ .± Q.. 

produc.d by the pictu.re of the ou.ter or inner vortex, re£;ult in tho 

i· ~.. r,.: ,( 
:.> .1 ': . ,.,.-' - .'.\ Y 'I" I 

, , . . I 
2.1' 'I . <" . 

(4) 

Corre/lponding formu1&'1J ruult for the otl::er velocities "ihleh C&!."1 be 

\tid t h:Cl liko the fi.rs t orl(~ in th.. fo l1Qwing ivrtlH 

I 
" 

(5) 
I. ",- I .!.I ,/ 

.( -, 

1 :::, 
(6) c --.,-

" ' . : i I{ 

! . ~ I 

C'I-"J .: :1 'i 
.( 

«() .. 
The c'-values are obtained from the dimensions of the flow picture. The 

cr-values for posi tiona 1 t.o 8 of the vortices in .Fig. 9 are cOnlj,lllad. in 

Table I. 

Jo:-;r-ihe .. 
10rhx 

position/! 

1 
2 
:; 
1+ 
5 
6 
7 
8 

...... _ W 111 ....... _ t I !PIP 'I ........... r • t _ .......... ,,_ ._ 

' ____ a_- ............ __ . __ .. . ---"" """"'"""------
-1.60 
... 1.19 
-1.0(, 
-1.00 
.. 0 .. 91 
-0.87 
-0.85 
.0.&5 

0.25 
0.41 . 
0.-S5 
0.66 
0 .. 82 
0.97 
1.06 
1,,1.1 

0.16 
0 8 214-
0.26 
0,27 
0.)4 
0.5.5 
0 .. 69 
0.74 

-2.68 
-1.68 
... 1.)7 
-1.107 
-0.81+ 
-0.79 
-0.88 
-0.97 __ . __ ~_r ______ .' __ '_."' ___ _ 
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!he c1rculatioD-le,. dilp1aceaent'flow haa \he coap1ex potentlal 

(8) 

!hl, expre •• ion can be verifled •• follow,. In place of the z- and 

1'-componenta of c. the radial and peripheral coaponenb. or and au. 
are introduced in • polar coordinate q,t_ r, ~ (rlC. 18); the Iboaplu 

!hh 1ield, 

c 
d$ 
dz 

( ') - ,:/ 
Cr -/ Cu e ' 

, -,,'I 
(C,-Icu)e 

+ i(I' . + ---{ i.q:1 tt} 
Z2 - 2 Z3 (10) 

If the values on the periphery of the clrcle, Z :R q.el~ • are In •• rted 

tor s, then 

(c, 
'J ' 3i~} , - ,/ ., - 2," q. { 

/ (II) e - + / (t) V q e + 2 . 
frOID thha 

hence 



NultiplTing the •• normal velooiti •• on the circle by the absolute value 
\ 

of the derivative -ii; of the transformation tunction. or by (~~-

gly .. the normal veloci th. vn on the blad.. low, tf " .1" \ '!,~ ,. 
II .-

In.erUnc I 111 q. e1"- 1n thh expretaion. 
d:: :' ' \ 

'\' c (\ rl,,~iJ-. i'JIlJil), d ~ .! ') 

The absolute value 1. 

Bence 

d.: 
tl: 

\ 
'J I 

~ I :! (\ '-C c ()~ .! II ) 

/'" ('I lj (i, ~- ('()~ iI) 

(12) 

(13) 

Thi. factual~ agre •• with the normal velocitiee on the radial blade 

at ita point. r:a A q + q COI.J.. which correspond to the points 

i~ 
I .. q2e on the circle. The complex potential q> v (Iq. 8) in the 

.-plane 71eld. complex velocit1es on the end pointe of the diameter 

I e: ± q , the value of which 18 obtained by inserting I -e: t q In 

Iq. (10): 

, (. \ ) C.:. V Iwq I. j 2 
(14) 

low the velocitr at the point. z ~ ±q • r'lultinc trom the vortex 

flow and the dilplacement flow, should be equal to zero; hence. atter 

carrying out the tranlformation to the t. -plane. the ... elocit, remain. 

finite at the corr"ponding point •• t~t i •• at the blade endl, beeau.e 
I 

th. factor ""i1Y' NCO ... int1ni te17 large for I .. ± q. Thl. tur-
dz 

nisbe. the two equational 

Cu , +q + C" 'v + c+ 9 = 0; 

C", -q + Ci • _q + Lv = 0; 



or , ,-, 1 .. 1 , f· 1 i 
, "I < + 'I J { (I) q (I. . ; :.! r 

{ I 
-;---~~'r (' -'I .j ~,L, .. ,/" \ 

1 I 
~ r 

1I 

Il, 

t., a and t; 1 cSln btl cal cu1e.. ted froM the.e. 

The vta.luu 

. , 

,. 
, , 

, '; I (i, \-. ,I) \ (, Q 

+·2 ,If'I' 'I" I ' ,I 

( l t, ' " 

c' 

i I .. 
\ 

I '.' , 
.1 1 c" v Q 

L I _. r: 

c:1 , -- f} 

. , 1" I- I 1 ,I 
I~" ~- ~,I(:'_Q~-/·--- ~Jt,;II.+V 

were computed for the various positioAS of ~he 

(17) 

(l8) 

vorticaa with respect to the blade, with the value A: 2.5 whiQh correg-

ponda to the chosen arrar.gement. TheBe values are immediately valid 

also for the ~-plan6 because the conformal tran8fo~mat1on, leaves thG 

c1roula.1ilona a,round the mutually corresponding vortex ~inh unc.baaged. 

~ha values are compiled in Table II. and the course of the vortex Itrength 

1e plotted in Fig. 19 against the angle of rotation of th~ blade • 

-fa:"·;i" t,he 
. .. ,~_U"-. __ .... _____ , 

vortex 
poai tiona 

- -
1 
2 
:3 
4-
5 
6 
'7 
a 

~ 
d1splacemen1i ;, 
of the blade :!r ('I q. 

_i -- - ..... l1li __ 

~~ 
1.90 
2.90 
; • .55 

41 4.11 
63.5° 6.25 
860 22.20 

1080 169.00 
1;10 +1410 

_II .............. ~_ _"''''''_-11 ... _-

.. 
0.93 
1.90 
2.87 
4 .. 27 
8.72 

29.80 
205.00 

+1660.00 
. ... ....... "'~ 

• 
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Both vortex atrea«thl increaae extraordlDari~ fro. about , 
800 on. 

II 
Of courae, on the baaia of the applied calculation 1t caano' 

b8 determined whether 1n accordance with calculation the voriex .treactba 

become iafinite at a certain polnt. In practice, nev vortlce. are .~ 

rated from the blade endl at the t1.e when. In accordance vith t~ tr1D4 

.hon in 11g. 19. both vortex atreDCthl grow verT rapidlT. !he que.Uon 

t IS • 

'~lol-
...... : I 

" , 

1eer 
TOI"_ 
J"n~nwlrbrl 8 

,J' 2J "0 ?j' 

ucle of rotation - Orrhwlflke/-

liC. 19. Diltrlbution of the 
Vortex StreDCth 

r ... in. unanawered a. to the rea.on thi. occura firat at the outer eDd, 

al though in the inatant under conlideration, the calculaMd .treDC~ of 

the outer vortex i. le.a thaD. that of the inner one. !he poaalbili~ 

natural17 exhta that the re.ult of the cOllputation,expre .. ed in the 

curYe of lig. 19. i. affected ~ inaccuracie. in de,ermininc the vortex 

center. froll the picture •• 

Since the actual occurrence of the Tortice. i. not made co .. 

prehenlible ~ the applied calculation •• tn. entire que.tion oannot be 

cOllpletelT clarified D,y the.e calculation.. ~he atte~t to deteraine \be 

Tortex path. and vortex Itrea«th. in accordance with ielabolt.'. theor ... 

vould briDC adell tional clarification •• but .uch an aU_pt 11 outBide 101M 

,co))8 of thi. wort. 



lig. 20. Abeolute Ilow picture 
in the Initial Stat. 

lig. 21. Belatiye llov Picture 
in the Initial State 

32. 
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ligur •• 20 and 21 Ihow the ab.olute and relative streamline 

pictures. respecti~el¥. which are produced by superposing the circula

tion-l ••• displacement flow upon the flow from the ~ortex p~1r; they 

correspond to the photographed picture 1.4 which shows a notable agree-

ment with the plotted relative picture. The theoretical pictures are 

drawn in accordance with the familiar method of Maxwell. ligure 22 i. 

the conformal tranlformation of the absolute flow picture to the z-plane. 

in which the blade i, transformed to the circumference of a circle. 

rig. 22. Streamline Pattern 1n the z-Flane 
1n the Initial Stat. 
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SlcUon VI 

lhtorlt1qal APe lY.1. of \h. atltdl at.,. 

a) 'he •• an two-di.lnl1onal flow. In thit ca8l, an agr .... 

•• nt il obtained with thl flow picturel if upon the circulation-l"1 

dilplacement flow il luperpo.ed a circulation around the blade and 

another circulation around a vortex core of which the po.ition relative 

to the blade i. derived from the picture.. The two circulation. are .0 

determined that finite velooitie. are obtained on the blade enda. In 

the ca.e of radial blade. and blad •• that are inclin.d at a ..all ancl. 

with the radiu •• a. w.ll a. in the case of blade number. up to four, 

lOod agreem.nt i. obtain.d if .ach blade i. assigned a separate vortex. 

In the ca •• 8 of blade. of large incline and blade numbers over four, it 

prove. correct to combine all of thes. vortic •• in the cent.r of the 

abaft and to ar~. a lingl. vortex there rotating in a direction oppo-

.ite to that of the circulation. around the individual blades. 

Jigure 23 

!h. calculated ab,olute flow picture for two radial blade, i, 

eiv.n in Jig. 23. and the corresponding relative picture i, given 



J'1gure 24 

in lig, 24. Figure 25 is the conformal transformation of the absolute 

flow picture to the ~plane. in which the two blades are transformed to 

the circumference of a circle. ~ite good agreement exist8 between the 

flow pictures and the two-dimensional flow layers taken from the photo-

graphs; see Photograph lX,62 (aluminum particles). 

/' 
/// 

/ / // / //.~ (/ / 

11gu.re 25 
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b) The influence of the eecondar,y flova. A source-flov from 

and a li~flov to the center of the shaft are luperpoeed upon the rela-

tive picture. 11g. 24. correaponding to the fact that ln the upper 

. l~er. vater 11 r.-tranlported outvard. and in the lower l~er' vater i. 

r.-tranlported inward. The louree atrength and 'ink strength are 10 

chelen that the direction of the flow on a circle about the blade enda 

correlpondl approxlmatel1 to actuality. ligure 26 ahove the relative 

flov picture calculated in this way. Oorreaponding to the aleumption 

of a lource or link concentrated at the center of the ahaft. all the 

etreamline. must converge there. vhile toward outside they must eontin~ 

oUllT diYerge. 

1igur. 26 

1low from outside inward 
1lov from inside 
outvard 

In actuality. before it hal reached the center of rotation. 

tne vater floW. from the bottom lRyer into the auriac. layer. and re-

ver.elT out,ide the blades. In order to achieve agreement vith act~ 

alit1 in thi. point allo. each of the Itreamlinel of the .ouree-flow il 

led into a .treamline of the link-flow in .uch a manner that in the 

field of the blade. the calculated .treaml1nes remain unchanged. bu.\ in 
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the proximlt7 of ~he center of rotation and outside the region of the 

bladea. the ende of the etreamllnee are connected by meanl of a quick 

and unconetrained tran.ition. Thereby. application may be made of the 

conolueiondra~ in Section II which stated that the atream11nee 

change to one another fa1rl1 .harp~. ligure 27 8hOWI the flow pattern 

obtained in thie w8:¥. The e.t;reemen't wi th the photograph. in Plate VIII. 

57. 58. 59. 1. an aetonieh1ng one and provee the correctness of the 

a.8umpt1on.. The flow picture can be made to resemble the indlvi~ual 

picturel 8till more by means of another choice of source and sink 

Itrengths and by the use of more or less complicated aesumptions regard-

ing the course of flow between the bottom and lurface l~ers. Figure 27 

also showl the approximate flow in the vortex that follow8 the blade. 

ligure 21 

llow in the lurface layer 
- llow 1n the bottom layer 

This flow 1n turn causel a small secondary flow (perhaps in accordance 

w1th Jig. 12). Which 1s superposed upon the vortex flow. The two .8COnd-

ary flows are unwinding together; this could be Ob8erTed during the 

experiment. The pre.ence of a secondary flow in the vortex that follow. 



38. 

the blade eXI;lains why the appea.rance of the vortex differs when the 

flow is visualized by means of aluminum powder and when it is visual

ized by means of pa.per. 

Because of the great amount of work involved, the calculatory 

determination wa.s not carried ou.t for flow patterns for more than two 

blades: nothing basica.lly new would occur in this. 



Section VII 

The Re§istance to ~he Motion ol_the Blad~ 

The power used for rotating the blade system could not be 

measured with the given installation. 

In general. the following can be said about the power: In 

the starting state. vortices are periodically generated and washed aWQ¥. 

The work per second of the blade resistance thereby increases with the 

kinetic energy per second introd.uced into the vortex motion. This 

energy increases at first because of the growth of the outer and inner 

vortices. As loon as a new outer vortex is formed. the energy reverts 

to an intermediate value; then. on account of the further growth of the 

inner vortex and the growth of the new outer vortex, it begins to rise 

again. This periodic state of the velocity fluctuations is expressed 

in Fig. 8. 

In the steady state, the work of rotation is used essentially 

for maintaining the stationary vortex flows and the secondary flows 

against the losses caused by friction. A more exact ana~·sis can be 

carried out. but in this case it shall.be left'undone because no control 

1s possible by means of the experiment. 
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Ernst Weinel 

ABOUT THE HYDRODYNAMICS OF THE I:DlW.lZED TURBINE FLOW 

1. Bases and Objective of the Work 

Every two-dimensional potential flow is designated by two scalar 

position functions f (x.y) (velocity potential and 

atream function) which are interrelated through the Cauc~Riemann dif-

ferential relationship. (1). each therefore separately I&tisfying the 

Laplacian equation (2). 

(2) 

The complex expression 1 (z) = (;Prl'r ) is. in the sense of the, 

function theory. an analytical function of a com~lex position vector 

z = x+ 1y .• A statement of this function F(z) fully describes a 

plane potential flow. 

lor the velocity components at every point, the following is valid' 

and in general the c~mponent of the velocity'in any direction n 1. 

(5) 

-In the original, Eq. (2) i8 missing; one of the two equations of (1) 1s 
given as (1), while the other is given as (2). 
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when Is- designates the directional der1YEit1ve normal to n. It is 

thereby stipulated that the directions n. s follow the same sense of 

rotation as the x, y-axes of the coordinate system. 

A basic property of the analytical functions is stated in Cauchy's 

theorem: If in a singly- or multiply-connected region the function F (z) 

is regular and single-valued throughout. then F(z) at every point in the 

interior of the region can be represented t~rough the values 1(8) at the 

boundary in the form 

J'rJEJ -. f J(S;.a) 

in which the integral is to be token over all boundaries. 

Considering Zs as a function of the arc length s. measured along 

the boundary curve. the division of Eq. (6) into r€b.l and imb.t:;inary parts 

yields 

tp(X;Y) -;6-f 2~os(~V,~ '(9h1Z'72(f.V) ·ds -

'1prX:YJ _-1ift-IWSJ.C'osrt;J+f($)·$i12l1YJ.ds. 

(6a) 

(ob) 

In the above !'. / Zs - z/ and (f J V) is the angle between the radius 

vector ~ and the normal V of. the buundary curve. w.t.ich is to be re-

garded as positive in the counter-clockwise direction. 

It is worth noting that tt1s E0. (6) is not to be underetood as if 

the value F(e) could be arbitrarily specified. To be sure. analytical 

function,s are formed tl.rough introduction of arbitrary functions., (s). "'/J(s); 

however, these do not assume, among others. the inserted. v&lueG e:.t. the 

?u'..Uldary. 

In the potentihl theory. it is proven that the functi(Jn F is 

uniquely determined from the statement of ~ (s) alone or from that of 
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1(0) alone (first bounc.f\.ry value proJ-..osition of the potential theory). 

The "second bO'l!)(ibry VAlue problem." for which the normal derlva

ti va /v~tsJJ.dl-- ,B:-:.d t$(S) -.DR- 8 t the bounc.c.l.ry are preseri bed, 
... ---. 

can be reuu~e\l to tIle f1 r s t O!1t! by meane of simple quaara tUl'€; from the 

Cauchyo-1Uemann conditions in the formula (5) there follows: 

and 

v;. (:1) ",X-!!-- • h-Jtl 7'(4). r-('O,. (3)d" 

Ti($) -.x.1f .$ hI 'Pr.J') -:J-/u..(:J)(i8 (7a) 

Naturally, each problem of the first type can be similarly converted 

into one of the second ty}.le. Therefore, when further on we continually 

refer to the problem of the first type. it does not impll any limitation. 

In the flow processes with \tihlch \tie shall deal in the following, the 

normal compone!1t of the velocity vn =vn(s) at the bounueries 18 

specified. Hence. the boundary values~ ts) are known according to 

The object of the following investigation shall be to determine the 

boundary values ~ (s) corresponding to th~se values 'Y' (s) for the prob

lem of the rotating circular blade series. 

By virt11e of Eq. (6). we know F at each point z and thus the en-

tire flow. 

That this problem has a unique sol'.ltior follows from the above

mentioned fact; namely. t~t F(z) 18 uniquely determined from the state

ment ofl'( 8) alone. and hence also the boundary values" (s) are deter

mined from 'f (x.1).. We shall now proceed with the eye tema tic analysis. 
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II. Formulation of the Problem 

Given a plane runner, sym.T.ptricfll Ilbout the E.J.xis, (Fi~. 1) roto.t-

ing with the angular velocity u) The n blaaes nc.y be cA.usen ... t th 

thick o~ tLin profiles. Let the flow in this blaae s~ries be iaenlized 

in the fc:m:Diar manner and ciivided into i t8 linear }JEsts; 1) ana let it be 

written for the complex potential F: 

," The first term expresses the fact that a vortex source is locntea in the 

axis of rotation, thro'lgh Wflich tf.e effect of the uraft tube ana. probably 

of exi2t:ng G'licie a}';fJE1r&tU(l is iUEJalized. The meaning of the otner mem-

bers anll the corresponc.in-s bounaary value pro!,osi tiona, as well as other 

relationships, are arrivea at from the adjacent group (page 6 of transla-

tion; co~pare also Fig. 1). 

The determination of the potential F shall tliereforF.'. in accord-

Bnce with ... hat has been previously atatee, ao proceed that we assign 

to the boun(iary val'J.es 11' 1 (e) : then, according to Eq. (6). 

we know also 11 at each point. We achieve tr..is objective by way of an 

auxiliary function F~·. 

III. The AuxilJf.ry Function F1· and. Its Bound,arz Conaitio.,n 

For each of the complex potentials Fi~z) (1 = O,1,2~J), the n 

blade contours are surfaces of discontin'lity; by analytical continuation 

of., i into the interior of the blades, ... e at least arrive at continuous 

or discrete sin~llarities. 

1) A detailed descri~tion of the "idealized turbine flow" is to be found in: Spannhake. A TECi1lHCAL FLOw PHOBLEM, "Transactions of the Institute for Hydraulic M.cbinea of the Karlsrw1e Technical Uni versi ty," BUlletin 1. (Spannbake, Eine str8mungs tec.qnische Au!gabe; "Mitteil~n~en aus dem Instltut fftr Str~mungama8chinen dar T.H. Karlsruhe,lI Heft 1.) 
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Because of the axial symmetry of the blade series. the singulari-

ties are the same on all blades; it is possible, however, to replace 

the function '1 by a new function Fi$ which has the discontinuities on 

a single blade only. 

Suppose toot the flow net (streamline and. equipotential ,line net) 

of the function i1 is obtained by super~osition of n congruent elemen-
, 

tary nets of an auxili~ry function F1- in sucb a way that each elemen-

tary net is displaced by one blade space from the adjacent nets. An in-

finite number of combinations may be selected to do this; the function 

Fl· is selected in order to exhibit the existing sinl~111b.rities at, or in, 

Blade 1 and in order -,0 be re~ll,ni' at thr "tr.er blades: 

r; • XI ( ,~ + 1· "p t ) 
The bound.ary values of Y 1· at. .D.laa.e 1 are Y; 1·'1 (a); tne values 

of vr 1· at the corresponding ~oints of the other blades (2,3 ••• n) are 

• (8) ( ) y.; 1'ro • m._ 2.) ..• n. It is imrlediately seen that by superimpos-

ing n nets, each characterized by one of the abeve-mentioned functions 

and located one blBde space from the adjacent nets, boundary values 

given by t rt't,:n ($) are obtained; these boundary values must be 

equal to tht> boun,lary values gi"Hm"by 1/1.".($) 

The boundary value conditions for the function )?f 1 is now given in re

lation to the function 'i·. 

For the boundary values of the velocity potential. an ana~ogo~s de-

velopment yields: 

(10) 
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The original problem has noW been converted to a new problem: 

To determine a flow '1·' in the space surrounaing a single blade which 

8ati.f1~s condition (9). 

It is now possible to ap},ly one of the various methods that have 

been developed for the determination of flows in the space surrounding 

a cylind.er. The method of conformal tra,nsformhtion, extensively used 

in airfoil theory, and the associated representation of the potential 

by means of sources and sinks. have proven to be particularly useful in 

this connection. 

IV. Conformal Transformation and Representation 
of the P9tential bZ the Method Qf SQurce8_~d Sink, 

Let z ~ z (f) be a regular function wnich trana:f'ormB the slJ8.ce 

surrounding Blade 1 on the inside of a circle r'ICfY'_a • By this 

function, other blades are transformed into lines on the insiae of 'the 

circle; the point z: ~ appears as a point within the circle 

(Fig. 2). 

Then, a potential function 'i·' in so far as it is regular in the 

entire interior of the circle, can be written by the method of sources 

and sinks in the form: 

( 11) 

The integral over the as yet undetermined boundary of the source 

( x. ) is to be taken over the c1rcle~ rrX) -ae(,· ". 
In a paper by Spannhake and Barth1 ), it is shown that Ci 1 for the 

circle 18 a/.t times the normEll COMponent, c ,of the velocity on the 
n 

circle, <fi - als.d" -I-.-/F-
"X 

~(r) -1-{-Ir--bJ(r; ~ r,,)dx 
-E , 

i);;n~:).'~ :n1 Bhrth, Z.A.~.M. 1929, !-. ·na, 1q. (1) 

Hence 

(11') 
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By partial integration we o~tain: 

I!iJ(O-c(,.i+i'-i~:~):~ 
-K 

(111 I ) 

where cJ;i is a rep,l coefficient. If .... e itltruQuce polar coorcinatt::s, 

then 
~ 

J;-(l;) • ~i·t ~wf-lljJ~: (X) f-ielIC-X) 
-K 

(lltll) 

and division into reel and imaginary parts y1elds 

(lZa) 

(12b) 

Physically, Eq. (12e) and (12b) can be interpreted. as a comjJlex potential 

of a double source on tLe circle. 

The exprE's8ione 

( 12c) 

are reel functions of the given point t;: .1d the angle X wnich 

characterize the points on BLade 1. 

G and H are to be in'terpre ted as those values of the veloei ty po-

tential end tbe strecUTl function wI,ieh ~~,. "induced" by a double source at 

the point t; .. .JJei~ ,similar to the one of unit strength located at the 

point ~:aet¥ . we wish to desl~natfJ G and H as "influence func

tions." After carrying out tr.e conforr:w.l trc.:.. :'orm ~'i:T, of the blade 

aeries, they can easily be obtained .... ith the ain of eI~mentary geometrical 

conatructions (compare sections 13.2)0 
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The fju6stion still arises now as to tbe behlwior of EtJ.. (l'za) and 

(12b) at the bounciary, that is. for')u:: 1. 

If ;:t ap!-,roaches 1. tber, 1:0. (:2b) bfocomes 

J.K 

Iii f-.l;!?ft,: (X)·d X : OJ (13) 
~% 

For tht'> correspcnd.ing bou.acif,ry vl.luE'!'. fl/~ • t.he follo",ring i8 valid 

according to Eq. (12a): 

( 14) 

For A, = 1. the integrana at the point X ... ( is d.iscontinuous. and it 

must be proven that in slli te of tht B tfJ- converges toward. a fin1 te 
j ) .," 

value. as seime to be guaranteed by the physical reF:litJ' of tte problem. 

In Eq. (14) we ;,12cf' ~-~ • X- • Rna in the vicini ty of x. 0 of t.te 

in teera1 we consider x: 1n tne regi or: -I:. < X- < +l! : tr.en 

7-[i;'~ (X) ~1-:t ·dxIII: ~(:(~,() J.~~ dX'f. ~ I,f 1~1 - -eMf-x 1 ~ , .,~:t. - ~.C'a1~ - ~ 

%' 

11f'~: (b~) - 7f!;,', (~-:>l.,.~O$ x< dx< ;' 

It can. now easily be shown from t.be integral:t_hlr.(~,,€1 rj'ti .d~ - .., '1 Y'~., S-if". ~. ~ 
~ 

that it always remains bounded. and for suffic:ently small ~ it c~n be 

- --
made as Rma1l as desired.. We imagint: . "P[., ('X) to be e.x llanci.eci at the 

poir.t X. ~ 

Tht;) ~ 

J; -J~.1J((,XC)I;j:V.."j),x. ~03 X a)(' 
-E 

) 

and. tf:t lIJbc..;.. VhJ ue tl~eorem ()f tllf; integr£ tion y1 £:108 
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1.n. which use wSP IDI,de of tte 8y.jJ8nsion 

tn(~+l·-'ZJ, tOSir). -21; J)f11'~ 
(,I' < 1)i 

In this formula it is easy to Bee teat J 1 remains finite also 

for I\, :: 1 and disappears with L. • in so far as alsoueo.J2{(i-,rc~IA"'I<e 

is boundec. AccorQing- t'· thf' mean vl:ilue theorem of tntl curved path. 

however,.x has the form 

and consequently. ~ must be assumed as fini te over the entire 

bounc..e.ry • 

. After tAese deliber~tions, we can now perform the transition of 

limits in Eq. (14). It becomes 

- ... 
If.:~ (ti) .. e.Jll ~ JjJll.f1''''i-Jlu«-J''J ·cdbf·dJtCj (14 1 ) 

in which M 19 a 11mi ted magni tude; anc., since £, c6.ll'"be small as de-

sired, there folloW8 

6 

1i~ ((). -if ,:, (ff1-1/4«-xi . t:aY f . dxo (14' 1 ) 

Herein, for x. 0, the integrl'lnci 8l"f';lmet'l tLe value 

above a.nd as always occurs at j;l.;{I~ic&.l. DoundE'ries • .. 
In Eq. (12a), (12b), end (14'1), the fUnction Fi*' inclllliing its 

• behavior at the bounuary, noW is represented by the bounuary vbluee ~~~ • 

It ap~,ee.rB, noweVt'r, that nothing is to be gained noW from tbis represen-

tation, since the bounaery valu8S " ~4~ are unknown. jq. (9) constitutes 
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the sole condition to which the function 11• still is subjected. and 

this condition furnishes--direct in connection with the representation 

by sources (12a), (12b)--a definite integral equation for the unknown 

boundary function .~~ • 

If in the ~-plane we designate the position vp~t0r8 of the corres

pondingly located points on the n-olades as r.,·" .r ... · ....... r .... ' then. in 

accordance with Ra. (120) under consideration of Eq. (1)1, we obtain 

,u· t occurrinD' in Eq. (9), in the form . r,;" '''b 

(9) thus becumint; the in+eP.'r,q1. p""lAti,)n 

"It 

1fc(f)- ?/i:(t}/olf!ft.~(-x)t...Pl(r".,"X)'-IJdx) (1b) 
;.r 

I n this, the rm;; r((} are to be rega.rded as func t ions of t.ue angle €' 
\V'hich gives the position of the point. ?;.ae'f . The "core" of the 

in t~~rA 1 erp.l.B tion 

(10' ) 

can easily oe' determ'ined geometrically; in the following we shall deal 

with the means for its det~rmination. 

At this time We wish once more briefly to review the object of our 

work and to ascertain what we have generally acco~plished: 

Our main objective is the determination of the four functions 11 (z) 

(1 = 0,1.2,) for which simple boundary value conditions, ap~licabl. to 

the n-01ades j have been given. 
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We introduced the auxiliary functions 'i· t thus reducing the 

problem to the task of determining the flow in the space surrounding a 

single blade)with the aid of the seconQary condition (9). 

We attempted to solve this neW problem by me~e of conformal trans

formation of the single blade on the circle and representRtion of Fi. 

by sources and sinks. The "pseudo boundary conditions" (9) then furnished 

the integral equation 

· "1'1.: (() ~ i fl~ (X!.%,. ((, 'It) dx. "'/'t(() i (17) 

• • for the bounuary value _~f~! • The following is now apIJarent: Once we 

determine .~:~(f? from (17), then we immediately have also the value of 

the veloci ty potentia~ tf, (~ ) at the boundary, wi thout having aepe.ratelT 

to know the function Fi· itself. From Eq. (10), in connection with 

(14") and (12a), there follows 
4 

fP. () - fl. -(()I-,t.(";,, 4.((' x)dx I 
J' I.,""" Jr. I 

. (18) . 
. . 

with 

From the standpoint of the method adopted here, we shouln therefore 

rightfully designate Eq. (17) M the basic el'uation of our problem. 

VII. Method§ for Solu..~lon of the Integral ~uat~ 

A. Seriel Metho~. The following is a suggested procedure: 

Since all the fune tions in ~ and -X are periodiC wi th the period 
• 

1,.- " we attempt to obtain 'lb... in the form of a fini te or lnfini te r'," 
trigonometric series. 

(20) 

r" .... 
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. .. 

For ",., it is possible to present the expansion in tlle usual manner; 

His 

(21) 

( 2.2) 

Since tnese s~ries are uniformly convergent. then. throush insertion in 

the initia.l eC'ustlon under application of the orthogonality con<1itiona, 

the following is obtained: 

0-&; [(./I,. -«.) I-t;rJ'IIl a1ll.~ I-~ • .b"" "J}C~ ~f 
. - ( 2) 

I- &;.[(~.-ft.)fr;,(.;", d,.".; '//1It~1I)}J'4n.?2; 

By the usual method, this eC'UB.tion dissociates into the systems 

(24) 

and 

(25) 

Bere we have one system each of an infini t~ n'lIDber of )..inear eOUCl.tlons 

for an infinite number of unknowns. Such systems can be solved with any 

desired degree of accuracy by means uf est_aj:l.lishiTl5 ar;lJroximate solutions 

and successively improving upon tnem1 ). However, if the functions ~~~) 

1) 
CO!lpare e.g. Hencky. "Th. State of Tension in Rectangular Plates. II 
Mftnchen. 191). (Hencky. Der Spannungszustand in rechteck1gen Platten.) 
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and S. may be represented with sufficient accuracy by a few membera. 

then we obtain, for each An and Bn' a finite linear equation system 

whose solution offers no difficult!es. 

A second procedure, Which can be carried out more readily in prao-

tice, is based on the following analysie: 

We consider a blade series of congruent blade form and increasing 

blade number n (n = 1. 2, ). 4 ••.• ). 

For n = 1. '.xt •• , disaplJears, and "(:(~). , .. () 
ror n = 2, it is to be expected that tht • J",:., does not d.eviate too 

much from '''4i~) ; at any rate, we always can write 

Hence 

(26 ) 

:'.' . 
If we now ass:p.me ,~f' • ~~ .~ as an approximate 

through insertion in (26) a first approximation , 
,first approximate value 

solution, th~n we obtain 

'mel ,thus a 
• 

With this approximate value we return to the integral equati~n and ob-

tain a new approximation: , \ 
J-I 

1 

(27 ) 

The procedure can be continued until tAe desired degree of accuracy is 

attained. Wi\h regard to the convergence, it is to be stated that the 

1) . A:((J.#-pr("}.K.((~)dX 
w . , 
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existence of a limiting value for the :""f'l't. 

4; I-~~ ~ .............. i1~ 
does not necessarily imply that this limiting value provines the solution 

of our integral equation. The latter determiaation is to be effected 

separately. For the 0 ther values of n) the development eMll be regarded 

not as a mathematical method, but merely as a guiding procedure. 

For the blade number n. 4. the solution for n = 2 can now be 

taken as a first approximation and can be improved to any accuracy by 

means of the same process. For higher blade numbers, we take each sol~ 

tion for the next smaller n as a first approximation. ann it may be 8X-

pected that the convergence remains sufficiently rapid. 

The possibilities for solution of integral equations of type (17) 

sri, however, not 'exhausted with this method; for practical calculations 

one should consider whether or not one of the other numerical or graphi-

cal procedures could be advantageously utilized. In any case, the deter-

• minaticn of~. 18 practicall1 achievable. r4", , 
ft-, can now be established from the valuea accorning to 

En. (18). With this the major part of our work is accom~lishad. 

VIII. Addttional Properties or the Boundarl Values 

Some addi tional propert i e s 0 f the f'l11c t ieme 

• tlJ· SIt , ""I r,;,~ .I fl." 
are presented, which would be particultl.rly usel,~l to the control of the 

accuracy of the numerical CO~PltRtions. We are lea to this by tne follow-

ing analysis: After we have found' f,((J , it must naturally also be 

possible to construct the function Fi from these boundary values alone. 

For this purpose we analyze the fUnctton - r;~·~ (~~ -l~Pt) • 

This f'.lIlction formally possesses all the properties ()i ll\ ,if only W8 
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sUbstitute Y for Y; and - f for JIlin the formulAs valid for Ii. 

We then obtain, AS a reversal of Eo. (17) and (18), as it were, 

ft~() • Ft.~ (fJ j. i-}: (X)..e; tt ')() dx 

1fJt(()·1P(~ (()-tft4-(xJ L.·(f, ¥)dx 

As a reversal of (14"), the 101lo~in~ iR valid: ... 
p.:m--:t!"trtWI':((-tJ. ~idJt',. 

«ith the aid of these formulas, tne correctness of the n~ericblly 

obtained results is easily checked. 

IX. A Remark About the Blade Qirculati2n 

(17' ) 

(18' ) 

The essential condition for the possibility of reprtsentdtion of a 

potential Fi • in the interior of a circle was that F1- be regular 

throughout the inside of the circle; this proves correct for the absolute 

through-flow Fa, '1 and absolute displacement flow 12 , but 1s not 

correct for the blade circ".llation. If there exists a circulation T' • s 

around each blaae, it is an indication that there are vortices of total 

strength lr on or in the blade. According to a theorem of function 
s 

theory, there mus t tnen be a vortex of s trengtIJ. - n r. at an infinl tely 

distant point. In the conformal transformation, an infinitely aistant 

point in the blade series ~lane now a~pears as an inner voint 

of the circle. and it therefore CAnnot be a point 01' regl.l.1ar oenaYior 

for the potential of the circulation flow. 

We now proceed as follows: We dissociate FJ into 

( 28) 

in which '5 is regular in z: co, but 14 is npt. irom the corres-
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ponding asterisk functions FS· is regular in the 

entire interior of the circle and F4· is re~~lar in the interior of 

the circle wi tb the exception of r. t:. ". we can further require 

can easily be cons tructed wi th the aia. of tile fruniliar re:flecticn method. 

ThuB • 

... h11e F, is represented by the 

f: · -ifo: ("Xl- tkr. X) d'K i 

Tl:..e. ::Jo,.nC I1 r.,: conai tiLn ~-O 

mE'tnode of sources and sinks 
Me 

. 't.··#-i~'('4f!t('Cx)-l}d~~ 

. !,en becomes 

~r '. " 

'1'4: (() +1j~:()c).1t,,(f. X) dx -.JJq!1!4n r..~~ fl. 
This eouation has eXb.ctly the same form all.kl7). For the bounaary 

values of the potential we ~et 

The previe;usly noted difnculty has thus been overcome. 

x. The Velocity Distribution on the B1ade~ 

(31) 

Once the values ft({) ,Rre computed and plotted on the development 

of the blade in the z-r> "It> , PI,;-, \0'<, immediately obta.in 

V~.~!JL 
tbrough differentiption of tl,i£ c'~rv~, L!:lit is. we obtain the distribu-

tion of the tangential velocity on the blade. 

Since this dlffHentiation must be eione mostly graphically. alao 

in this case it Beems deairable to control the magnitude of the inaccu-
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racy. Therefore, we determine' Qt;.. in still another way. 

Through evallla tion of Eq <> (H~), 'We 1'1 rs t obtain t.p i as u func tion 

of the arc length < on the confcrmal picture of the blade 1. 

The tan(!;ent1al ve.loci t<C';4 _J?;.jp-:l the circle can like-

wiae be estHblished through flotting of 7 i on the develoyment of the 

circle and. suit&ble differentibtion. Thus, because 

&.-~J.[v.-lvd/itll (JJ) 

Sinep. ,N- is kno"'n fro/'G the transformation function, ther\;; is avail-

Hble a certbi~ control. 

If tl.e blpdes m.ve snnrT:.;r ;-ro:F?cting leading ana trailing edges, 

llS is m08tly the CRse in hct'1rl1 ty. then an ini1ni te tangential velocity 

will occur e.t these points for aaer. portion of the flew alone. By ID€ans 

of a s'lithb:e choice of the as y(·t unasrJgned c.nstnnts Ko Kl 

K2' K), hoWev8T, we can produce fini te veloci ties at both E'nus 0;' the 

E~perposition of the four partial flows. In tnis CMse WP & •• ak a~w • 

"il1~€'t without shock ll a.nCl iltangentie.l str€,p:n1intHI £It trail:nt: ec4;," ...... 

experience ttaches. tanger..tial atrt'lpm11n.,s FIt tI,6 tr&.11il¥ e-.ge I-rs.cti-

cally always occur, wnile inlet wi thuut stuck, on trl€ contrE.ry. can be 

achieved 0n'.y at r'~i te :::.e:in1 te operstill6 condi tior..e.. 

Thf> occurrence of infini te veloci ties at the blade enos iE; caused 

by tl:'€ tact tnat at these pvints tr,p transformation u}.-cn tr,e circle is 

no longer conformal; insttlaa, at ti,t! IJrc.,jl;cting euges) ·~.O . 

AS alreBClY stBtea., on'..y thf' tar.t~en·"ial cOID)!One,.t increUFes wltLlout limit. 

~ince by virtue of th~ bonncl ry C' r.01 t!ona th(' n,;rmal comionent is well 

defined 6Vt'n at the Dla:e ~·Bo 
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For the velority on the bl~de, Eq. (JJ) is v~lid now 

[( 'Il- ic"J • [V'" - i u.l~ -q. - c,.. 
From this we imcediately Bee thbt unly W !.'= r. C'~" , --"'0 ca.n 9. ' 

(necessary' condition), 

~ ..... O finite velocity reoult a.t the points for woid. 

If we de8i~nRte the picture-points of the blade ends by 

';fe ifa, ,. - ae . ; " ... cze . then the concii tiuns for inlet wi thout 

shock and tangential streBm:lnes at the tr~i1ing edge read 

The value • .j-f-- ,however. have already been determined during the 

calculation of t"e velocity '!"t;6 , p. 19, (p.19 of translation), 

Eq.(.3J). Hence we obtain two linenr eqtw.tions for the four magnitudes: 

Ko ' Xl • KZ I K) • trw t h, for 12, r, 1;, IJJ. 

XII. Potential and Velocity.at any Point 

From the boundary values 7;. and'jJi. we can noW calculate, in 

accordance with Eq. (6). the velccity potential and stream function at 

ea.ch point. It is recommencied, hOl .. ev.~'r, that this method be reGerved for 

an eventual control, and)insteB.d of Uds)Fi should be rel·resented by the 

bounciary values of the velocity. In order to arrive at this form, we 

integrate Eq. (6) partially and obtain 

Now 

Hence 

.;; (11;) --l:l/J:f b2(JI; -~6)dt1 

H ·.1;·(7{1J .,t z'~:n) 

(38) 
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With 

II' £., -£ ". p.e ,wo get 

I· 

Pt(~y)· ~ t:'l',; ffon 'n! ~ ~;6·r}rM 
P..r~!I) --li~/!7{nr- r{8./nt/d, 

It is 8X1-.e.;.L::nt to c.1\'iae v .. \.'f'lorl~/-U at tll • .:.r. l}vint inio rauial 

Then, 

.,.. • - ./ /m. •. ,fi12t!tf - rh;,;·,tinI!jP de : 
. v,;'11 I, 

For thin contours. tnese equa.tione becumf' rt tl.er consiaert.1Dly siml-lifieu. 

XIII. Some Remarks About the Fractic8.1 Carrying-out of the ProcedUl."e 

A. Blade Form~. The described procedure can be carried out for every 

o:ade form whose conformal transformhtjcn upon the circle is known. 

Of the thin contours, the following are suitable: 
, 

1. Straight blade. 

2. Circular arc. 

J. Logarithmic spiral. 

Of the thickened profiles: 

4. Joukowski profile wi th straight or circular arc-like 
skeleton. 

5. ~o intersecting circular arcs and the forme derived 
from it. 

B. The Determination of the Co~ In and Ln. 

The functions Kn and ~ a.re constructed in a.ccordance with 

Eq. (26') and (29) from th8 values of the influence functions H and G 
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a t the correspond tng blP.a.e J;oin tis. But we can deter:nine H ( ~ , X ) 
ana. G (~ • X- ) for all }Joints S of the interior of the c1 rcle ana. for 

all Val'.1t36 of the par!ilne tt?r X by means of a siml)le geometrical expedi-

en t. It' we hold X cons ten t, t~'lf\n l ( S ' X ) becomes a function of 

r,=J2(jl~ only, and. it is e5.sily seen t.'18. t the lines drr, "X).~:'JnS1iant. 
}., -:: cO:1stant, ar~ c:r:l€8 of rF,,;.i 4d pw;:f.f:-' all of tit.lem passing 

through the poinl ~. a(;l"·. , while tit-eir Cf'nters 11e on the tangent to 

the ci rt.!lt3 in ~ "ra-ip}e'" · 'rhpreb/ :U<a. When 'f>x • 

Similarly. J!.(t,'X) • constant y1elo.s a fam1ly of c1rcles that are 

t'lrned by - 90 u wi tn re'~ ;,f:!ct tu U(r,,,; • the radii of the indivia.ual 

circles being J'~_2~~' • Tben we can a.etermine the influence line 

illll'1tHli3.tel,{ and point-by-p':Iint for all points . '- by 

l:\,l',rll: vf tJ:,~' following expedient: 'tie draw on transparent paper tIle line-

net H = ho' hI' h2 ••• , in each circle of radius a 

for the angle X = O. The periphery of the circle carries a grauuated 

scale. n'xmbered in accordance with )l in the clockwise direction, when 

)( is considered positive in the counter-clockwise direction (Fig. J 

and 4). 

We place one of tl.ese sheets upon the conformal picture of .Blade 1 

1n such a way that it can be t'~rned I-bout the centE:lrjnow we find the re-

latioDshir- X .. "f")· lr X. X(,Jf) "o,r each fixed point r ... as follo1lis: 

The transparent sheet i8 turne~ until the lines G: gO. 61 .0. 

(H = hot h1 ••• ) successively pass through ~"" : ther. x...t X", ••••• can 

at ODce be read from the angle divisions. Thus. G: G ( t; , X-) • 
(H ':: H ( t:: • X.) have been dete:rmlned for the point ~ without 8.D¥ calcu.-

lation. 

The preparation of the transparent sheets is a work to be ~one but 

once, since and H • Y ) are independent of the 
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Ilpecial form of the transformation function; therefore. the SIleets can 

be applied to all calculations. 

Through summation over tte H- or G-values for the correspond-

ing blade, points. we obt~dn the eXI·ressiuns &n. Ln' and noW can 

proceed with the solution of the integral equation (17). 
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'i~. J The Influence Function 
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INVlUSTIGATIONS OF FLOW IN AN .ANNUIJIJl. SP.A.Clll 

lDd&:ar Schroder 

In troduc tipn , 

The investigations of. turbulent flows. which bad been oarried 

out for the purpose of olarifying the problem of turbulence. naturally 

dealt primarily with simple flow formq euch aa flows in circular pipe. 

or annular pipes. lirat, greater preoision of meaaurement. was attal~ 

able with simple flow prooeases; secondly, the results could be repre-

sented and interpreted more readily. If the re~lt8 of Buch 1nveat1~ 

tiona were of great importance from the practical, technical standpoint, 

then of much greater importance from this standpoint should be the cor-

responding results of flow processes in more complicated flow passage. 

ooourring in technology, perhaps in such channels, annular spaces. draft 

tubes, and bends as occur in practice in turbo-machines. 

The present work undertakes such lnvesttgat1ono in,s flow 
. , 

passage formed bw two surfaces of revolution. The investigated diver-

sion of an axial flow into a purely radial flow corresponds to the diver-
I 

sion of the water before the runner and in the runner of a centrifugal '. 

pump; in the caBe of retarded mean flow. it corresponds to the proce.ael 

in a correspondingly formed draft tube of a turbine. 

GeGeral ~erimental Arrangemept 

The two shells forming the annular space are ~uBtablf arranged 

opposite each other in the axial direction. Such an arrangement make, 

it possible to obtain various forms of gradual cross-sect1onal changes 

without essentially changing the general character of the passag •• esp.-

01al17 the mean radius of curvature of the deflection of the axial flow 

in the radial direction. While the normal position of the two shells 

yields a flow of constant mean velocity, the shifting Qf the two shella 

," 
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on the average results in a retarded or aooelerated floW. Figure 1 

ahove the annular space,and the adjustability of the inner shell. ~he 

~etry of the installation can be readily controlled by moving the 

inner shell to the extreme position with closed exit section. Annular 

spaces of the kind disculsed here oocur in centrifugal machines through 

whioh the flow proceeds in both possible directionso In this work, how

ever. on11 the diversion of an axial flow into a purely radial flow 1s 

investigated. The advantage of lnve~t1gating this case, as oompared 

with the case of reversed flow. is that it is possible to use a straight 

approaoh throughout, so tharthe existing entrance conditions permit 

rapid obtaln1nc of suffioient data q, means of measurements before the 

annular passace. Therefore, a vertical arrangement of the entire in

stallation was ohose. sinee on11 such an arrangement provides oomplete 

s~etry of flow on the oircumference at the exito 

The selected size of the experimental annular spaoe wa. the 

re~lt of a compromise. In the interest of experimental accuracy, the 

annular space bad to be large, While the measuring instruments to be 

installed had to be small. On the other hand, if the investigations 

were to be carried out at high Reynolds numbers. the available pump ~ 

pac1tl had to be taken into oonsideration. Moreover, the entranoe di~ 

eter. and henoe the required length of the approach, increased with eaoh 

increase in the size of the flow pasmage. 

Figure 2 1s an assembly drawing of the installation. The 

arrangement of the two pumps 2 and ,5, from the draft tube 1 to the !I!

piece before the bend 6. Vas available from a previoue experiment on t~ 

bulent flow in pipes of annular cross section. The function of the co~ 

1'1ecting installation. acting as an approach, was to supply' the water too 

the annular space b7 utilizing the total head available in 'he labo~ 

tor,r. A third bend, which was initially installed at the location ot 
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Figure 1 
Mounting and Adjustability 

of the Inner Shell 
of t.M Annular Space 

Figures 2 and 2a 
Schematic Diagram of the 
Experimental Arrangement 

the veloci ty-equalizing chE.mber 8. had. to be replaced by this chamber. 

An investigation of the velocity profile upstream of the annular space 

revealed that the influenceD of the triple diversion of the flow \\fere 

still strongly pronounced at the end of the short approach of 20 diam-

eters in length. The sectional of Fig. 2a sho'\'8 the constr.lction de-

tails of the velocity-equalizing tank 8 by means of Which considerable 

improvement waR achieved in tne inflow. 

The parts a are perforated metal sheets, b is a deflection 

straightener, c is a conical tranaltion piece. In order to remove the 

air separating during the experiment, a water jet pump 14 was continu-

ally in operation; the suction piping 12 was equipped with a sight 

glass 13 and WAS connected to the top of the chamber. Numbers 10 and 11 
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of Fig.. 2 show the experimental model whioh 18 shown in detail in F1,0 1 • 

.An elevated platform 15. erected near the pump SUlDI" served to accommo-

date the neoessary experimental appara~B pn a table in the immediate 

vicinity of the flow paesageo In this waYt in conneetion with the 

measuring apparatus, such sources of error as occur directly due to the 
\ 

seattered measuring installations or those which depend upon ready vis~ 

bility of the entire setup have been eliminated as much as possibleo 

Properlies of the MeaeuriQg Instrumentl 

A pitot sphere (Fig. 3) was used for the determination of the 

velocity and pressure distributions in the annular SpaC8 9 W. v. Cordier 

describes an instrument of this type in detail in his dissertation of 

1910, IIInvElstigations of Flow in a Pipe J3end l1 <'5).· In the pre;ent work. 

the direction of the flow was determined photographically and the inst~ 

ment whioh is not sensitive to 8mal~ deViations in the direction of flow 

was aligned with the flow direction with the aid of a ball joint. Sinoe 

the direction of flow in the flow passage under consideration is to be 

anticipated, it Be~m.d possible to use measuring apparatus of particular 

insensitivity to direction, even without exact knowledge of the direc-

tion. This will be discussed further in & later section devoted to the 

investigation of the accuracy of measurement. 

The pitot sphere 1 oonsists of an annealed ateel. ball 5 mID in 

diameter with openings of 1 mm in diruneter Q Two tubes of 1 mm outer 

diameter form the connections to the instrument holder)o ~hese tWQ 

~bes lead into two larger tubes 4 of 2.2 rom in diameter to which they 

are soldered. Tnbes 4 pass through the holder and are equipped at their 

ends'with tube connectors St 4 mm in diameter, for~the purpose of attac~ 

108 the rubber tubing. 

----------
*Numbere in parentheses refer to the correspondins numbers in the 
Eibliograplv. 

.. 
I 
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Fig. 3. Pitot Sphere Apparatus 
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Device for Calibr~tion 
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Arrangement for the Determination 
ot the Pitot Ooefficients in Various Ap~roacn D1rcctiono 

s. 



The insertion of the instrument into the flow was done by 

means of the arrangement shown in Figo J. This arrangement consists 

mainly of a simple guide bushing 6, which is screwed in a threaded 

socket to the experimental flow passage. A second bushing 7. which 1s 

6. 

moved over the guide bushing 6. carries a scale graduated in millimeters; 

on account of Weight oonsiderations, the scale is made of hollow brass. 

A fixed slide block, mounted on the measuring instrument, guides a 

vernier al~ng the 80ale; this arrangement faoilitates accurate letting 

of the measuring instrument in the direction of the instrument ax1so 

Sinoe the scale is very rigid, the slide blook simultaneously provides 

additional guiding for the instrument. The instrument, whioh is firmly 

attached to the scale, is prevented from twisting out ot the flow d1reo-

tion by means of the two fastening screws of bushing 7 and slide block 9. 

Figure 4, the schematio diagram of the measurement arrangement 

for the determination of the pitot sphere coefficient, at normal approach 

, flow, illustrates the method of operat1ono This metho~will not'be de-

scribed here in more detail. The instrument was inserted in a straight 

conduit, the velocity profile of which Was known from previous measure-

ments. and was aligned with the axis of the conduit. ~e manometer, 

conneoted to the p1tot sphere opening 1 faoing the flow direction, indi

cated the deflection 1, -&- + 0( c~ BT means of comparative oa11-
\I 2g 

bration with other ~nam1c pressure instruments. the coefficient of 

opening 1 Was sufficiently and accu.rately determined as oG ~ 1. Now if 

deflection 3 of wall pressure measurement (Fig. 4) is juxtaposed to do

flection 1, then the resulting deflection is the difference of defleo-
2 

tiona 1 and). 0( -£:- , since the pressure in the cross section of the 
2g 

pipe usually is constant and equal to the wall pressure. When displaced 

from the direction of flow, opening 2 yields a manometer deflection 2. 
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2& 

If opening 1 19 oonneoted noW against op$ning 2. the 

deflection is the difference of deflections 1 and 21 

p 2 P 2 2 (- + ex: -SL) - (- - ~ -L) '= (0<: +.fi ) J.:... 
1f' 2g r 2g 2g 

Since the value determined for the present instrument W&B 

0( = 1, the quotient of the deflections 

defleotion 1 - deflection 2 , 
deflection 1 - defleotion :; 

directly yields the coeffioient for the instrument, ~ :: (o<:+.fi) ~ (1+)3). 

The results of one calibration are reproduced in Fig. S. The follo~ing 

oan be stated regarding the calibration: Since it is very difficult to 

fabricate a pitot sphere instrument of the small dimensions necessary for 

this work. it is obvious that an entire series of such spheres had to be 

made and tested. The rating curve shown here is for the instrument 

finally uaed. Speedy procedure was inevitable because of the large n~ 

ber of readings necessary for the investigation of the operating conditione 

in the flow passage and the consequent reduction in the total t1me re-

quired for test1ng a single operating cond1tion. It was essential, there

fore. to ascertain the time required for balancing the instrument. The 

calibration curve was obtained under temporally most unfavorable condi-

tiona, that 1s, as a control calibration for the final teats~ According 

to all results of the calibration, the coefficient of the instrument 

could be assumed as constant in the given range of measurements; in the 

calculations, this coefficient was taken as l;, '= 1 .. ,5. Vo Cordier has 

found that a small increase in the coefficient of his pitot sphere occurred 

at low velocities; such an increase has been observed in the oase of the 
~ 

present instrument also. This increase first occurs at velocities below 

0.8 meters per second. 
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The behavior of the instrument at approach flow deviating from 

axial wa$ of decisive importanoe for the application of the instrument. 

The investigation of the deviations in the readings of the instrument, 

oocurring at oblique approach flow, must be conducted with exact regard 

for the factual conditions existing during the teste If such a pltot 

sphere 1s guided through a simple guide box along a straight line tangent 

to the normal trajector1 of the flow, as was the case in the present in

Vestigation, then the direction of the approach flow deviates from the 

normal. except at the point of contaetc This dQv1ation lies in the plane 

passing through the two openings of the sphere and the axis of the in

strument holder. It 1s therefore insufficient to calibrate the Instrur 

ment at various approach flows by simply tnrning it in the guide box. 

Such a procedure would be unsatisfactory because the openings of the 

sphere are not machined so accurately that the same behavior of the in

strument could be expeoted in the plane specified above and in the plane 

perpendicular to it. 

In view of the preceding analysis, a special oalibration Appa

ratus had to be fabricated (Fig. 4b). ~he instrument is held in the 

oap 2 of a bushing 1, mounted on the experimental length of the straight 

pipe used for the calibration. The instrument is free to swing because 

it 115 held in a piece of strong rubber J fitted into a sharp-edged cut 

in the capo ~he elasticity of the rubber facilitates the SWinging of 

the instrument in every direction and effeots good sealing of the bu~ 

ing toward outside by means of tight fitting of the rubber in the cut. 

~ means of a slide block 4, the instrument oan be inolined along & pro-, 

tractor at aUT desirable angle with the test plane under inVestigation. 

FQr this purpose, a slot is made in the wall of the pipe parallel to the 

pipe axis. Figure 6 gives the results of a calibration made with this 
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apparatus. In the analysis of these results. the following llhould be 

taken into consideration. 

During the oalibration. when the instrument vas set in the . 
nOl"Jll8.l pod tion .( 1;1:I.e shaft of the in,atrwnent standing ra.d.1&.ll¥, the 

sphere being in the pipe axis). then at deviations from this position 

the p1tot sphere moved out from the oentral axis. thus entering into a 

region of deoreasing velocities. ~h1B deviation was not considered be-

cause it mer.~ increased the observ.d errors of the instrument. as co~ 

pared with the readings at normal setting. that is. the maximal dev1~ 

tlon vas registered in each case. Hovever, the exact determination of 

~e deviation ooefficient Was of no concern because no oorrection of the 

test measurements vas undertaken. Also. the calibration presented here 

was oarried out under temporallY most unfavorable conditions, to which 

can be attributed aome ~stemat1cally occurring deviations of the value. 

with respect to the recorded resu.lts. In addition, it should be observed 

from the rating diagram that the 900 setting of the instrument does not 

exact~ coincide vlth the pOdit1on of the normal flow at the pitot 

sphere. !rhis ia an intentional oond1 Hon, because a-preliminary investi

gation of the flow in the experimental flow passage has shown that the 

approach direction correspondinc approximately to the 9,0 setting of the 

instrument in the straight pipe 1s the approaoh in the annular space. 

which results in approx1mate~ the same deviation of the approach when 

the pitot sphere 1s shifted along the traverse path to b~th s1des. !rhee. 

are irregularities which can be explained ~ the fact that the insertion 

of the measuring instrument had to be oarried out 1n accordano," with .. 

provisional asrwnptlon of the flow reglme. Of oourse. the same dev1~ 

tions of the instrument cannot b. valid for all the types of flow, .1noe 

the partioipation of the various approach directions in the measurement. 
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of a traverse line v~r1ee with the variouB ~es of flow. The oalibr~ 

t10n crurvt shows that an error of minus five (-,) per cent ooours at 

deviations of 15 per cent (which rarely occur) in theappro&ch d1reot1on$ 

L$rger deviations perhaps oocur in the limiting ranges of the floW, but 

these are not discu$sed herea Jor a constant velooity distribution along 

a traverse line9 and considering uniform participation of all approach 

directions within the experimental range (from 80° to 110°, as shown in 

the diagram), the reading would result in an average error ot minus one 

and one-half (-1.,) per cent for the velocity energy. 

The preceding discussion demonstrates that such accuracy as 

attained at present in the determination of turbul~nt velocity dlatr1bu-

tiona in simple flow sections must be foregone in the present experi

ments. In view of the necessity to make measurements in the interior of 

the flo~ at various sections. the task Was limited in advance to obtain-

1ng only an essential~ true pioture of the transformation of the velo

ci ty dhtribution oocurring dur1llfi the flow through the annular IJplil.ce. 

For the Bame reason, no attempt was made to establish absolute axial 

symmetry in the approach pipe (Figs. 9a and 9b). 

Flqw MeAsu.rpm,nt 

Figure 7 (Bee also Fig. 1) shows the experimental flow passage 

in the positions for constant mean flow (type 1) and for the investi- ~ 

gated extreme cases of mean retardation (type 4) and acoeleration (type 8). 

The following Table lists all the investigated typel of flow: 

Normal Retardation Ace.len tion 

Type 1 2 J 4 S 6 7 8 

be. 2.5 29 33 :;7 22 19 16 1:; 

'fIG.. 1.0 0.863 0.758 0.676 1.1.31 10.316 10561 1.92 

z 4 , 2 1 2 2 2 2 
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In this Table~ z indicates the final number of observations of the 

individual types of flow. The numerous observations made in each case 

served mere~ for check purposesi no considerable variation in Reynoldo 

number has been attempted. 

In the final experiments. the flow was observed in each case 

at test station 0 of the approach stretch. along the traverse lines 

1. 2, ), 4 of tho annular space~ and in the e.pproach stretch along the 

traverse line Oa normal to the test plane; these observations Were made 

in order to check the approach conditions. The elevation of the plane 

of the two traverse lines 0 and Os. was 56) rom above the upp~r'edge of 

the exit (Fig. 7). Hence. these tt.;o lines are located approximatef,Y 20.5 ,. 

times the entrance diameter above the beginning of the diversion pasa~e. 

The measurement at station 5 of the flow passage had to be omitted. The 

proximity of the exit section caused the stream behind the pitot sphere 

to break up so that the downstream opening of the pitot sphere' no longer 

functionedo The measurements of flow type 1 in this section were carried 
t.~ 

out under great difficulties. ~he results of this teet 1 are presented 

in ll.'ig. 8 a - d for all test points, in order to visualize the nature 

and accuraQ1 of the flow profile. The following statements facilitate 

the understanding of the measurements. 

The measurements in the annular passage and the approach stretch 

were oarried out in the same w~ as in the calibration of the instrument. 

~he connections were made as close to the instrument as possible through 

tubes connected to an air line. However, the water level in the tube, 

could be maintained at the elevation of the test station only when 

measurements were made in the approach, test station O. On account of 

space l1m1tat~on$. such an arrangement was ~o longer possible in the case 

of measurements in the annular space. moreover. since the measuring 
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at the 
approach 
stretch 

ou tar. 
:fixed shell 

sections in the annular space were not horizontal, it seemed advisable 

to UGe another procedure. Instead of adjusting the water level in the 

tube to the elevation of each individual test point, it is more accurate 

to hold the water level constant while readings are taken at a given 

stat~on, and subsequently to make the necessary correction of the read. , 
1ng •. The correction head hi consists of the following two differences 

in elevation: the constant dlf:ference in elevation between the water 

level in the tube and the highest point of the traverse line, and the 

difference in elevation between the latter point and the specific test 

point. 

energy 

The follo\fing measurements were made in each case: the total 
2 

head (...R... + ..Jl:...) - h'. obtained as a direct reading of the 
lr 2g 

manometer connected to the upstream opening of the instrument; and 

0 2 1.5 -zg-. obtained when the two openings of the p1tot sphere are connected 
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through the manometar. In the latter measurement, both the correction 

head hI and the static pressUre head ~ oocur once positive and 

once negative because the openings of the instrument are interconnected; 

consequently, these heads do not appee,r in the reading. 

After the two measurements given above have been reduced re

spectively to the form (.JL + ~) and ~. the static pressure head 
2 ~ 2g 2g 

~ [ :: ( ~ +-ii) - ~ ] was plottedo The characteristics of the 

pressure head and the velocity head are thus given. 

In order to gain a check on the symmetry of the flow processes. 

the quantity of water flowing through the test section was determ1nedo 

For this purpose, the velocity distribution in meters per second was 

plotted and ~ultiplied Qy the instantaneous position radiuB of the test 

pOint. The area of the reGUlting c'r- distribution across the path b 

is determined by means of a planimeter: this area multiplied by 2T( 

gives the disoharge 

n=Q 
Q.~ 2-rrj c-r·dn 

n=o 

Of course, guch a determination of the quantity of flow does not ~rn1Bh 

an exact value. One source of error originates from the fact that the 

measurements are taken along a traverse line instead of a normal trajeo-

tory of the flow: this fact influences the deviation in the-direotion of 

approach to the instrument o Another source of error results from the 

fact that the pitot sphere does not cover the regions at the walls. A 

$mall. continuous mle-indication of the instrument may result from the 

fact that the two openings of the instrument are not placed exaotly 10 

the radial plane of the flow passage at a given test section. 
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In the four measurements of flow type 1, the difference be-

tween the lar~$st and smallest quantities of flow determined in the var1-

QU$ test sections was less than two per cent in two cases and leas than 

three per oent in the other two cases. At any rate. these small diffep-

eneea indicate that no asymmetry of the flow prooesses exists in the 

case of this type of flow. Whenever guoh asymmetr,r did exist. it caused 

greater differences in the quantities of flow, such as occurred on~ in 

the cases of retarded throug~flow. These types could not be reltably 

obtained in any of the casElS. a faot Which is not in accord \ti th the re-

Butts of inVestigations of strongly retarded flows in more simple seo

tions (). According to the latter results. it could be assumed that 

the outflow would not proceed uniformly over the circumference because 

of irregularities in the approach flow. In eaoh of the experiments with 

retarded throug~flow, the mean retardation in the radial test plane was 

stronger than the retardation that corresponded to the given setting of 

the annular space; that is, other sections must have indicated corres-

pondingly ~eaker retardations. At any rate, the evaluations indicate 

that the principal character of the flow comprises these types of flow 

a1ao. 

(Figures 9 to 12 show profiles of flow types ). 69 and 8 with 

some of the profiles of flow type 1 tNcen from Fig. 8 a - d.) 

Theoretical Analysis of the Flow 

The analysis of the flow in the annular space is based 

initially on Euler's equation of motion normal to the direction of flow 

for a general frictionless flow. The equation reads as follows: 

(1) 
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If. the flow is regarded as potential flow, then the following ~equa.t1on 

is valid: 

(2) 

Replacing the expression - ...JL. (.....lL- + h) from Eqo (1) by the equiva.-an ~ . 
lent expression a. ~ from Eq. (2), the following expression OD-an 2g 

tains for the determination of the velocity distribution: 

Hence. 

8 
an 

• 0 2 
2g 

J...l....a n 
o '!! Oe J 

() 

(4) 

The flow pattern can be determined from relationship (4) onoe the radii 

of curvature f have been determined with the aid of the aSSUllled stream

paths, and later if necessary with the aid of improved stream paths. 

(See Flngel, "Ein neues Verfahren del' graphischen Integrat10n~ angewandt 

auf stromungen idealer FluBs1gke1ten durch Kreiselrs.der." Munioh. Olden

bourg, 1914. [A New Method of Graphical Integration Applied to Flows of 

Ideal Fluids Through Turbo-Machines]; oontained in »1b11ograp~ refer

ence No.7.) 

Direct oomparison between the experimental velocity distribu

tion and the theoretical one [obtained in acoordance with Eqo (4)] is 

not feasible now for various reasons. The presence of strong boundar.y 
\ 

layers causas the veloe1ty profile to aoquire a character Which no longer 

permits the typical influences of the curvature to appear in their pure 

form in a large part of the test section. In the case of the present ~ 

veatigation, the d1$tortion of the veloeity proftle 1s caused 8special1Y 

bf the boundary layer on the convex side. which is present at the 
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approach stretch and is further developed in the flow passage. Because 

of the part1cular~ rapid energy drop toward the wall occurring on the 

convex side~ the velocity profile 10S8S its monotonouB character and 

acquires a maximum relatively far from the wall. The oharacter1~ic 

velocity drop to\orard the concave boundary in the caue of potential flow 

can be directly compared only with the similarly patterned veloc! ty din-

trioution on the other side of the veloc1~ maximum. Moreover, if the 

influences of mean retardation or acceleration are also considered. then 

it becomes evident that the further development of the velocity profile, 

caused by these flow processes. cannot be readily recognized and in-

terpreted direct from the measurements. ~his is especially true for tho 

limiting regions in Which the influences of the curvature are ilo longer 

directly evident. However, if the measured velocities c are reduced 

to the form 

c . 
J -Lan 

e J 
- J 1 ~ n 

through diVision by the oorresponding values of the funotion .:r- ' 
then the direct influence of the binding of the $tream paths is ~l1m1.nated 

and other influenoes arise which are more defined and which cause a grad

ual change in the velocity profile. The values of ~ used in thia reduo-

tion are determined as well as possible from the measurements of flow 

type 1. Although greater ,deviations of the streamline ourvature oocurred 

in the case of stronger mean retardation. nevertheless the function 

j ....L an 
e jP • determined in this waf and plotted against the relative 

distance from the wall -t- . was used for the reduction of all flow types. 

since the only objective was to establish the essential variations in the 

character of the velocity distribution. Figures 13 and 14 show the re-

duced velocity profiles obtained in this way. 
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The following conoidorations will facilitate the interpret&

tion of the reoults of this reduction. 'If the reduction 1s carried out 

on a profile measured in the curvature. then it can be expected that thG 

reduced profile would be quite similar to the profile measured in the 

approach pipe. This expectation is based on the conception that the in-

:f1uances of the ,."all cannot become noticeably effective in the short 

stretch bet\\reen the measuring stations in the pipe and those in the cur-

vature. An essentially different profile 1s obtained, however. because 

the section through which the flow passes changes in form simultaneously 

~rith the change in the deflection. Whereas the circular entrance croes 

section increases along the traverse line proportionally to the radiuB r 

(iL ::: 21' 7i'), the exi t cross section through which the discharge :passes on 
is uniformly distributed oval' the traverse line (.iL = const.). In an 
view of this fundamental change~ the ratio ....!L increases 

F 
case of the flow form under investigation. this increAse 

greatlYi in the 

in .JL indicates 
F 

a broadening of the flow normal to the traverse path. accompanied by a 

shortening of the length of the traverse line b. ~he two changes in 

cross section cause a change in the distribution of the flow energy along 

the traverse lines: this must be manifested in the profile reduced by 

f 1 an 
e ~ 0 

Figure lSA shows the distribution of the cross section along 

the traverse lines. The distance from the wall n is considered pod-

tive in the direction aW6¥ from the convex side because the measuring 

instrument was inserted facing in this direction. Therefore. the ~rveB 

in Fig. l5A represent the increase in cross section along the traverse 

lines, proceeding from the convex boundary toward the flow. Because of 

the fixed position of the outer shell and of thetravere8 lineSe the 

.. ----
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Fig. lS 01 and 02. Transformation 
of a Velocity Profile 

course of the cross section function remains the same for all settings of 

the inner shell, that is. for all investigated types of flow; only the end 

point representing the entire cross section is different. Assuming an 

annular space of constant cross section, a velocity profile measured in 

the pipe would be transformed into a profi'le at traverse section J. for 

instance, as follows (Figs. 15A and lS 01). The value co' measured in 

the pipe section 0 at station ao having a relative distance from the 

wall ~ • 1s in section J used for station ~ for which the ratios 

J'n J'n 
~ and -,C1- have the same value. For further illustration of this 

bo bJ 
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procedure, such a transformation was oarried out in F1g. 15 01 for the 

cae. of normal disoharge and was combined with the additional trane-

I II 
formation made bl means of the function e ~. The first step 1s 

to plot the velocitl prof11e-t- measured in the pipe ~t normal thro~ 

flow, n&mel1. the absolute value ot the velocity (la). This profile is 

then transformed on the crOSB section distribution alo~ n) of section J 

(lb) in the manner indioated above. The reaulting profile is expanded 

now bf means of multiplication by the corresponding plotted values of 

e ~~(lC); thus. the effect of the bending ot the streamlines is super

posed on the profileo To facilitate ready comparison between the two 
I 

velocity distributions in section ). namely, the measured one and the one 

obtained b.r means of the transformation. the two distributions were a180 

plotted in the ratio a!ax' as i8 generally customar,r (ld and 1). 

eurves 2 a - d and 2, Jig. 15 c2 ' show the same transformation for sta

tion 4. 

The cross section functions of J1g. lSA are plotted in rig. l5B 

for flow type 1; the curves show the relatio~ between ~D and -i-. 
b 

The example of the reduction performed on & point of the pipe veloci~ 
• 

profile for flow type 8 (designated by the symbols (8), Jig. lSA) proves 

that the described reduction can be applied with great approximation to 

other types of flow also. using the representation of the relative crOBe 

section distribution for flow type 1. In other words, the oharacter of 

the cross section distribution at a given statton varies onlT sllghtl1 

with all types of flow •. Therefore, in analyzing the velooity profiles 

of various types of flow (plotted versua -t-), the differenoes in the 

cross section distributions at 8n1 given station need not be considered. 

The importance· of the effect of the ohange in oross section on 

the character of the flow will be elucidated at this time. 11gl0 151 an4 
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lS! readily show that this ohange in cross section can be resolvod into 

two components: a pure broadening of the cross section normal to the 

traverse path, aooompanied by a decrease in the length of this path; and 

a ohange in the cross section distribution along the traverse patho 

Both changes in oross section result in mixing processes that are of 

great importanoe in every case, and particularly at simultaneous occur

rence of centrifugal f.orces. However. only one principal difference be

tween the two changes will be emphasized. The broadening of the cross 

section normal to the traverse path is uniform throughout and 1s normal 

to the direction of the oentrifugal foroes (the latter fact is important 

for the analysis of the flow)i in contrast, the change in crOBB section 

distribution along the traverse lines affects the flow and the effeots 

of the centrifugal forces. A continuous increase in cross section. with 

respect to the traverse path, occurs on the side of the concave boundar,r. 

accompanied by a decrease on the other side; this fact causes the flow 

to shift in the direction of the centrifugal forces. The results of the 

prasent investigations confirm the effect of the particular process 

indicated above upon the character of the flow. 

~lY@ig of the Ft2W Processes 

The lines of constant pressure and the related lines of oon

stant velocity in the longitudinal section of the annular space (Fig. 16) 

offer an initial survey of the fundamental character of the various type. 

of flow Q The accuraoy of this representation was affeoted by the large 

interval between the individual traverse lines in the flow passage, 

necessitated by the arrangement for the insertion of the instrument. 

Since this representation is of minor importance for the objectives of 

this investigation, the curves are plotted in accordanoe with the direot 
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re~lts of the mea~rements ~ithout ~ interpolations. The differ-

2.5. 

~nces in the pressure conditions for the various types of flow should 

be examined. ThesfI differences result from the fact that the magni-

tu.des of the ini til3.l pressures differ for each type of flow 'becauBe the 

mode of the energy transformation in the annular space varies with the 

flow type. The differences in tne pressure conditions are evident from 

the curves of the wall prusurt;>, given in Fig. l6,A.; these curves have 

been extrapolated from tne meaB~ed .p"essure dietrl butions. A pre Bsure. 

mrudmum oCCU1'red at the concave boundary Gurf&ce in the case of every 

inveatigated type of flo~. The magnitudes of the preceding pressure 

rise and of the following pressure drop differ in accordance with the 

character of the flow type. The character of the wall preeaure distr1-

bution at the convex side changes with the various types of flolii. 

The curves of the velocity dhtri butions and pressure diatri-

butions, plotted from the measured velocities and pressures across the 

traverse lines, are more suitable for precise ana~sis of the flow 
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processeSi such curves are plotted in Fig. 8 a - d and in Figs. 9 to 12 

for several types of flow. In all traverse sections, especiall1 begin

ning with section 2 (this aspect will be discussed later), these curves 

show a break in the pressure distribution at that point of the traverse 

line at which the velocity maximum occurs. Except for single deviations, 

the curves showing the relation between the relative velocities e 
cmax 

and the relative traverse path-t- (Figs. 17. 18. and 19) olearly show 

the progressive development of the velocity profiles from accelerated 

flow to retarded flow. Supplementary information is given by the curves 

showing the relation between the absolute values of the velocities re-

duced by f-9 e 

c 

e j -9 9 and the relative traverse path, h 
(Figs. 1) and 14); in contrast to all other plots, these curves no longer 

oontain the effect of the streamline curvature. since the values of ~~e 

velocities were divided by the corresponding values of the function 

Ill! 
e f. In the case of constant mean veloci tl, the pattern of these; 

curves resembles the pattern of the profile of the approach velocity 

when this profile has been transformed in accordance with the stipa1ated , 

cross section transformation; the results of such a profile transform~ 

tion are shown in Fig. 15 °10 In all other respects, the fact that the 

pattern of the curves shown in Figs. 13 and 14 ~hanges with the type of 

flow is clearly indicative of the phenomena produced Qy th$ mean'reta~ 

tion or acceleration and surpassing the direct effect of the curvatur~o 

The nature of the transformations of these velocity profiles reduoed by 

e J ~naturall¥ can be analyzed only in connection with the profil'. 

oontaining the effects of the curvature, since these transformations de-

pend on the unfalsified character of the velocity distribution. 
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Analrs1s of the floww1th constant mean throug~flow velocity 

establishes the following flow prooesses. The general form of the flow 

seems "to develop in1t1allf in the first half of the annular space with 

increasing effect of curvature~ quite in accordanc~ with the discussed 

conditions of ths,curvature and the cross section transformation. HOw

ever. the aforementioned unstable be~vior of the pressure d1stribut1one 

occurring at the point on the traverse line Where the velocity 1s maxi

mal, is indicative of flow phenomena. the occurrence of which remains to 

be explained. Whereas in the region from the concave boundary to the 

point of maximum velocity, the pattern of the pressure distribution 

agrees fairly well with the theoretical pattern formed in accordanoe 

with the curvature effects; on the other side of the velocity maximum, 

the pressure distribution curve abruptly flattens out toward the convex 

side, that is, the pressure drop decreases Q This contrasting behavior 

of the pressure distribution in the two flow regionl separ~ted Of the 

velocity maximum is evident in all investigated types of flow. The two 

regions of the flow evidently differ from each other as follows; In 

each case. the region on the concave side shows good agreement with the 

expected character of the centrifugal force. While the flattening of the 

pressure distribution in the zone at the convex floW boundary implies 

the occurrence of a corresponding change in the velocity distribution. 

The cause for the contrasting behavior of the flow in the two 

regions oan be attributed to the difference in the sense of the velocity 

drop at the two sides of the respective velocity maximum. As a result 

ot the development of the cross section, the flow in the region at the 

concave side is displaced toward the side of the lower velocities. If 

this process of displacement as suoh affects a mixi~ of the flow, then 

this mixing 1s fUrther promoted Of the fact that, under the 1nfluenoe 

at the centrifugal force9 the water particles of higher velocity tend to 
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be exchanged with the water particles of lower velocity located in the 

vicinity of the former particles along the direction in which the cen

trifugal force acts. The possibility of extensive exchange processes in 

this Bone promotes the occurrence of the centrifugal force character~ 

The situation is different in the flow zone at the convex s1deo 

The phenomena arising from the oross section transformation are the same 

as in the concave zone, but the exchange processes within the flow are 

aggravated by the velocity rise in the direction of the effect of the 

centrifugal forces. Consequently. the prevailing character of the flow 

is more inert. A change occurs in the pressure distribution correspond-

1ng to the distortion of the velocity profile caused bf the tran8fo~ 

tion process; this change must be manifest in a flatter pressure distri-

bution. The latter process is further intensified by the following 

factorz Considering constant flow energyo a small increase in velocity 

energy in the concave zone. caused by a concentration of velocity energy. 

would result in a decrease in pressure energy in the zone, the consequent 

rise in pressure energy in the convex zone necessari11 accompanying the 

equalization phenomena is the intensifying factor. At any rate, the 

sharpness of the break in the pressure distribution can be explained in 

this way. Examination of the flow pattern in the first part of the annu-
----

lar space at all types of flow shows that the region at the concave side 

maintains the strict cbara9ter of the deflection flow, while the region 

at the oonvex aide, in con~rastt is not as greatl1 affected by the cur-

vature influences. In the convex zone, therefore. equalization ph8no~ 

ena and additional flow phenomena together tend to effect a change in 

the character of the flow. A systematic analysis of the floW patterns 

produced by the various investigated types of flow will further clarit,v 

the aforementioned tendencies of the flowo 
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The characteristio patterns of the velooity profiles are 

illustrated at first b.Y the curves of the relative velooities ___ 9~_ 
°max 

shown in Figs. 17 and 18. The curves of Fig. 19. showing only the 

limiting cases of normal (1), extremely accelerated (6), and extremely 

retarded (3) throug~flow. elucidate the principal differences. As 

already mentioned, the character of the velocity distribution in the 

first half of the annular spac,e, in the case of constant mean flow 

velocity. approximates the pattern anticipated under consideration of 

change in crOSB seotion and effect of centrifugal forceo The phenomena 

occurring in the ~one at the convex boundary. described in the preceding 

paragraph. have no marked effect yet on the general character of the 

velocity d1str1butiQno Average acceleration or average retardation 

ohanges the velooity picture. In the case of average acceleration. the 

velocity maximum moves farther toward the convex flow boundar,y. On 

account of this. the Bone having a velocity drop in the direction of 

the centrifugal forces. that is, the zone showing a character of frio

tionlesB and non-turbulent flow, grows. ~h11e the region of the dev1-

ating phenomena shrinks and consequently diminishes in importance for 

the general character of the 1'10wo A small velocity rise at the convex 

aide in traverse section 3, which disturbs this character, 1s particu-

larly evident in Fig. 13 representing the veloc1ties reduced bf 

j.2.A 
e .f. !Chis fact evidently is the result of pre1iminal'Y' etfech 0'1 

phenomena occurring in the second half of the annular space at these 

types of flow; theee phenomena will be discussed latera In the case 0'1 

average retardation. the zone at the convex side gains in depth. fhe 

transformation of the velocity energy on this side results in a pressure 

riae at the convex flow boundary also. While at all other types of flow 

this transformation results in a pressure drop. (See the curves of the 
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extrapolated wall pre8sures, Fig. 8.) 

In general, the flow phenomena in the seoond half of the ann~ 

lar space are the same as in the first balf. On a plane normal to the 

flow. flow type 1 produces a greater decrease in pressure in the direc

tion of the convex wall than the decrease produced in the first half of 

the annular space. Considering oonstant flow energy. this process 1s 

indicative of the equalization phenomena compensating for the continuOu8 

concentration of velooity energy in the concave zone. The types of flow 

having average retardation show the same phenomena in the second half of 

the annular space as those observed in the first half. The zone at the 

concave side where the flow resembles frictionless flow becomes more 

shallow. In the case of mean acceleration of the flow in the second 

half of the annular space. the effect on the flow pattern is fundamen

tally different from that in the first half. This difference reaults 

from the fact that the conditions in this case are similar to those 

created at the conCave side qy the slackening of the streamline curv~ 

ture and by the resulting drop in pressure. In the first half of the 

annular apace. the outflow, conditioned by the transformation process 

and promoted by the centrifugal forces. occurred in regions in which 

even the centrifugal forces produoed a retardation and a pressure rise 

in the direction of flow. In the second half of the annular space. the 

outflow occurred in regions where drop in pressure and acceleration pre

vailed and facilitated the outflow. ~hiB accounts for the fact that the 

velooity rise in the case of accelerated flow produces a Chang~ in the 

character of the flow even on the side of the concave flow boundar.y. 

While the flow in this Bone in the. first half of the annular space 

alw~8 indicated the character of friotionless flow. ~hlB occurrence is 

verified by the velocity profiles for traverse station 4, reduced bf 
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e .f and no longer containing the effect of curvature (Fig. 14); 

these profiles show a strong dead water on the concave side. The pattern 

of the relative velocities ~~c~ 
Cmax 

(Fig. 17) shows the same occurrence, 

since the velocity distribution at the traverse station flattens out 

with increasing acceleration in the concave zone. It 1s obvious that in 

the case of average acceleration this phenomenon must result in a velo-

city maximum at the concave side of that part of the annular space whicb 

is not being investigated; in other words. this phenomenon must produce 

extreme deviation from the character determined for frictionless flow. 

This displacement of the velocity maximum undoubtedly occurs in the case 

of other types of flow; because of the transformation phenomena and out-

flow phenomena, and in given cases because of the effects of mean re-

tardation, the flow region on the convex side grows to such an extent 

that the region at the concave 'side practicall¥ disappears. Even in 

such a case. therefore. consideration should be given to the occurrence 

of the velocity maximum at the side of the concave flow boundar,y. 

Curve 1 of the measurements of the flow at traverse station S (Fig. ad) 

8ho~s this development for flow type 1. 

The evaluation of the effects of the walls on the flow cannot 

proceed on the basis of the results of the measurements made in this e~ 

periment. mainly because the regions at the boundaries were not included 
. 

in the measurements. However. the following, generally valid statement 

cnn be made under consideration of the described flow phenomena. In 

spite of the large rise in pressure at the concave side. and in spite of 

the strong exchange between the flow at the wall and the main flow. 

caused by the centrifugal forces. the boundary layer at the ooncave wall 

can grow only a little because an increase in cross section in the 

peripheral direction occurs at this wallo Similarly. only a small portion 
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of the decline in energy at the convex boundary should be attributed to 

the effects originating mainly from the ~all. even if this decline is 

greater than the one resulting from the development of the cross section. 

For in the course of the annular space, the indicated enrichment of the 

concave side ~ith velocity energy can result in a gradual displacement 

of the flo~ energy to\iard this side, especially" in the case of mefU). re-

tardation. ~he statements given in Wl1cken's article on turbulent 

boundary layers at concave end convex boundary surfaces (4) must be 

valid also for the present flo~ form; that ie. the centrifugal foreee 

favor the exchange from the main flow to the wall at the cQn~Ve side. 

and at the convex boundary surfaces. in contrast. these forces make this 

process difficult. At any rate. the investigations prove that the 

character of the experimental flow patterns is decisively affected bl 

the influences of the cross section transformation and the curvature. 

discussed 1n detail. but it is not decisivel1 affected Qr the influence. 

of the wall. 

In conclusion, a brief analysis is made of the prac~~c~l r~ 

eults for the predetermination of the nat~re of the flow in a flowpae

sage which is simllar in shape to the investigated passage. In spite of 

the described tende~cies of the flow, and in spite of the energy d1s~ 
-------

placements Which result in enrichment of the concave side with velocity 

energy, advance concl~sions oan be made regarding the pattern of the 

velooity distribution in the first half of the annular space having an 

inoreasing effect of curvature and a resulting rise 1n pressure. If the 

velocitl distribution 1n the annular space is determined bf means of 

transforming the distribution in the approach stretch in accordance with 

the conditions of cross section development ~d effects of curvature, 



then the velocity distribution shows good agreement \tIith the one ob-

tained from the measurements (Fig. 150). Corresponding to the described 

tendencies of the flow. the velocity maximum of the measured profile is 

located farther a\tl~ from the convex boundary. At all types of flow. 

the velocity profile in the zone extending from the veloc1t.Y maximum 

to\tlard the concave flow boundary evidences the characteristic drop pec~ 

liar to frictionless flow; the thickness of the boundary layer at the 

concave aide is small. The velocity maximum is displaced farther toward 

the conVex side in the case of mean acceleration; the reverse oocurs in 

the case of mean retardation. In the latter case, the zone extending 

from the velocity maximum toward the convex side grows. since the trans-

formation of velocity energy into pressure energy is effected in this 

zone; the other zone, however, maintains a self-enclosed character. 

In the second half of the flow passage, no agreement can exist 

between the measured velocity profile and the profile determined in the 

manner specified in the preceding paragraph. Even though in the case of 

normal or retarded through-flow, the velocity distribution at the con-

cave side initia1~ shows the velocity drop characteristic of potential 

flow, yet this region shrinks increasingly because of the progressive 
, 

effectiveness of the completely adjusted phenomena of displacement and 

energy transformation until it entirely disappears in the region of the 

wall at the concave side. Because of the large pressure drop occurring 

at the cQncave side in the second half of the annular space, acceleration 

is effective there and results in a continuous velocity rise on that 

side o This case is the only case where the velocity drop characteristic 

of frictionless flow 1s transformed by direct means into a velocity rise 

at the concave side. 
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Ii 0 lot E B C L'A T 11:a II - .... - .......... - ............ ---

T preuure enerQ' 

h position energr 

Ii flow energ li -= (~ + ~ + h) 

c velocity (meters per second) 

(DC + J3 ) '= t;, ooefficients of the pi tot sphere apparatu8 
'. 

subscript 0 traverse station in the approach pipe (rig. 7) 

subscript a exit seotion of the annular spaoe 

subscripts 1.2.3.4.5 traverse stations in the annular space (Fig. 7) 

b length of the traverae lines 

n distance from the concave flow boundary, along 
the traverse lines (in special oa888 exp11c1tlf 
defined as distance from the convex side) 

F areas of the traverse sections 

U perimeter$ of the traverse sections 

r position radius with respect to the axis of th$ 
annular space 

f radius of curvature of the stream paths 

ooncave flow boundaries' 
(aide), equivalent to inner (adjustable) abell 

convex flow boundaries 
(side). equivalent to outer (fixed) Ihell 

N.!. All curves plotted with respect to the traverae path 
show the convex side at right and the concave slde at left. 
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mnmER-BLA.DE ,REGUUTION IN RADIAL-FLOW TUlmo-MACBDTES 

Hanns Bollinger 

A. IUyroduct19n 

Turbo-machines with non-adjustable blading yield satisfactor,y 

efficiency only when operating in the range close to the operating con

dition for which they are designed (or in the operating conditions hy

draulically similar to this condition). Within definite limite. such 

machines are adaptable to operating conditione considerably different 

from the condition given above; however, this is done only at the expense 

of its efficiency. 

The guide vane regulation now general~ used in water turbinea 

represents the first step toward extension of the practical operating 

range. Later, b,y means of blade rotation. there was added to the guide 

vane regulation the runner-blade regulation in the axial-flow runners 61' 

Kaplan turbines. 

It is to be expected that a corresponding development in runner

blade regulation, not only in axial-flow runners, but also in radial-flow 

runners. would be advantageous with respect to extension of the range of 

~ptation. lor such runners (low speed types). no data could be found 

that would permit estimating the general properties of runner-blade re~ 

lation. For this reaaon, the following article undertakes to clarif1 the 

possibilities offered b,y runner-blade regulation in a radial-flow runner. 

A general procedure will be evolTed and carried out for the case ot a 

radial-flow pump. The investigation for a turbine can be made in the 

same way; it Would offer nothing fundamentall¥ new. 

In all runner-blade regulations. the question ofdecisiT8 im

portance is whether or not the advantages with regard to ~draulic. 



2. 

Justify the considerable mechanical complications. Consequently. the 

present work first seeks to clarify the hydraulic possibilities of 

runner-blade regulation. ~he basic principles for the mechanical design 

of runner-blade regulation for a radial-flow runner are then briefly die-

cussed in Section G. 

B. Theoretical Principles 

The theoretical design of hydraulic machines still is based in 

its main features on Euler's theory (stream filament theory. theory of 

mean values). Attempts to provide more definite methods for use b,y tne 

engineer. Who is to build such machines in practice. have as yet led 
... 

only to partial success (3 to 9). Moreover. these methods. which often 

are quite time-consuming, must each time be applied only to a specific 

case and do not permit a simultaneous survey of a complete series of 
. 

cases, for example. in the form of one or more formula8 or curves. lor 

this reason, it 1s impossible in this w~ to compare the influence which 

is exerted on the operating characteristics of a hydraulic machine b.1 the 

variation in its principal parameters (cii8lDeter. angle •• tc.). On the 

other hand, with the above-mentioned method of simple stream filament 

theory and under consideration of empirical 1088 coefficients. a balanc~ 

equation can be formulated. defining the behavior of a flo~machlne over 

relatively wide limits when individual construction variables or opera-

ting variables are changed. 

In accordance with experience, the results found bl maMa of 

the stream filament theor7 are in aurprlaingl¥ COod acr .... at ~lth \bole 

determined from experiments on machines. as long as the ranges of extreme 

operating conditions are avoided. such as exist. for example, in case of 

a pump working against a completely or nearly completel1 closed valve • 

... 
Numeral. in parentheses refer to corresponding items in the Bibllog!a~. 



In any caee, in the range of the most favorable operating condition. the 

machine characteristic can be correctly calculated with reasonable con-

fidence, at least qualitatively and. in most casea, also quantitatively. 

Hence. the position of the moot favorable operating point of a blading 

system can be established with sufficient accuracy. 

The effect of runner-blade regulation can be determined directly 

once it is ascertained how, as a result of the regul~ting adjustment. the 

most favorable operati~ point is displaced in the characteristic diagram 

of the hydraulic machine (~- H diagr~). The following discussion showl 

how this is possible in a relatively simple manner for ~ regulating 

adjustment. 

In this analysis. the influence of the finite blade number il 

entirely omitted because, even if the number did manifest itself somewhat 

differently in Bccorde.nce with the blade settiIl€ (because of the varyin& 

radii ratios and the varying blade angles). it would exert no principal 

influence on the characteristics and especiall1 not on the position ot 

the most favorable operating point. since the estimates of loss, presented 

in the following Sections. are inadequate for determining this operating 

point. 

In order to make the results of the investigations generally 

usable. the characteristic parameters are presented aa dimensionless or 

reduced to the dimension, 1 
T' In the following. when the ~ater die-

charges and the operating heads are determined. corresponding to the most 

favore.ble operating point of a blade arrangement, these values are re-

ferred to the number of revolutions per unit time, N = 1. the nominal 

diameter of the runner, Dao = 1. and the exit Width. ba = 1. To indi

ca.te that reduced magnitudes are used. these units are marked wit.h small 

letters (g, h). 

.. 
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c. lormnlation of the Balance !iuatlona 

In accordance 1fi ~h the main equation of turbo-machine theo17t 

the following 1s valid for a los8"free pumP' 

!be operating head BU of the pump as ac~llJ constructed 1s lower 

because of the losses; namel1. 

'LJ =..Jd.... A (CIA.' r) - J{ 
/l~ 9 V 

Hence. the n,dran11c eff1cienc,v is 

(J) 

The bfdraulic 108ses occurring in a pump are' 

1. !mect or Shock Loss at Intrance into Ibmner 

This loss is customarlq introdu.ced into the calculation with 

an energy value corresponding to the .tn.ll deflection componen't Cat.' 

between the actual flow of the runner and the direction corresponding to 

a shock-free entrance. Hence, the head 108s caused by the entrance shook 

18 

J-lst = 
~ 

Cst 
2..g 

2. lI'riction Lose in the .Bunner , 

(4) 

Thie lcsi. oorresponding to friction lola in pipes. is e~ 

pressed as a fraction of the flow energr in the channel formed between 

the bl~ee. Henoe. 

(5) 

.. __ ............. _- .. 
·A ,1oss&r,V of the terms used 1s given on pp. 39-40. 



The friction coefficient 

S. 

~r ranges empirical~ between 

0.05 and 0.10. depending on the condition and dimen.iona of the blade 

channel. The present calculation ahall be baaed on a conetant value of 

~ r : 0.08. The value given here is cbo.en as a constant de'pite 

the fact that the channel form change. with the regulatory movement of 

the runner blades; this change in form changes the coefficient of frio-

tion. The choice is justified because the chan&e 1s so small that it 

may be neglected in a case such as this. where on~ a first approxima-

tion is considered. 

3. Retardation Loss in the Runner 

In sbsence of other experimental data. the energy loss. cor

responding to retarded flow i~ a pipe. is determined as 'a fraction of 

the velocit~ energy transformed into pressure in the expansion. Rence. 

The efficiency of transformation of velocity into pre.sure m8T 

amount to 85 per cent for moderate pipe expan.ions (for instance. tur-

bine draft tubes). As a precaution. the efficiency in this ca.e will be 

taken as 80 per cent. This means a retardation coefficient. 4V • 0.20. 

This expression for the retardation 108s i. ~i.advantageou. because in 

the case of accelerated flow it does not disappear but it become. ne~ 

tive. A balance eoustion containing this expression thus become. incor-

rect as loon as it is applied to a runner with accelerated flow. It 18 

necessary. therefore. to develop a separate balance equation for retarded 

flow and for accelerated flow in the runner. As will be shown later. 

this inconvenience 1. actual~ not verl great. Alao, a simple reading 

of a nomograph indicate. whether retardation or acceleration exists in 

a runner. 
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Fixed guide vanes 8r~ ~xclUd~d. AS such. each spiral casing 

of a pump likewise COrr$8pOn~8 to a fixed guide apparatus with ~ aef1-

nite blade ang:e. The quantity of ~ater coming from the runner accu-

rat,ely 1'i ts the spiral onl1 at a single defini te oper8't1ng state. Holot-

ever, at deviation. from' this operating "tate. a certain o.eflect1on lou .. 
occura Which plays but a subordinate role. as compared with the retarda-

tion and friction lossee in the spiral, at least when no 'actual guide vanes 

are present. Since extreme operating condltlunl are not considered in 

the pr6aent inveat1gations, it 11 Justifiable to neglect the s11ght 

fluctuations in the diver. ion loss and to apply a mean 10sB coefficient 

conta.ining the total Bp1ral 10ne\1. Hence, the64,..M\.ount to 

In accordance with measurements made on pump. wblch have 

actuallJ been built, the value of this coefficient will bu a6Bum~d al 

~8P = 0.25. ~he value given hare is obtained on~ from pumps of high 

quality construction and is used w1tt the assumption that the value will 

be applied only to pnmpa of e1mlla.r construction qual! ty. 

The$e 10.sea havt but a .light general influence on the shape 

of tho characteriltlc curve of a pump; more Bpeciflcully. they shift the 

moat favorable op6rati~g paint only lnappreciabl¥. Consideration of 

these loeoee 1IlG¥ therefore beexcludod in the present ca.se. 

The dlr:unetera at the lid •• of Ii given pump ru..nn.r are fixed by 

the oonstruction and. nr$ not ohanged by regulatory movemente at the 

blades. Sin.c(\I the present invtltigation. are b&.sed on a con.tant speed. 



n • 1, the di8c friction 1088 in any of the pumps investigated alw8¥8 

remains constant and therefore has no influence on the ~dr8ullc re~ 

latory properties of the pump. 

The remaining 10sse8 in a pump are of a mechanicol nature 

(bearing friction, stuffing box friction, etc.). They are practically 

conatant at constAnt speea and, therefore, these 10s88s too ao not in-

fluence the regulatory propertlea. (It can be argueQ, of course. thht 

under cert&in circumstances the axial tllrust of the pwn}1 runner vEtrie£;> 

wi th the regulation settine. thus cll\,uBint~ a chAAge in the beb.ring fric-

tion of the axial bearing. ConsiQerntion of this uepenaence snall be 

omitted here.) Of couree, clearcnce lOBS, runner-aiec friction, bnd 

mechanical 10s88s must aleo be considered in order to aetermine'the over-

all efficiency of the pump ~ Which denotes the ratio of the effective 

output to the BUP1,11ed inFut.- However, these losses are of no importAnce 

in estimating the relative effects of a moving--blMe reg111ation. 

If the losses expressed in Eqs. (1) to (4) are introQucea into 

Eq. (2), 1n which 

then 

(8) 

It 1£1 necesaary no,* to express the veloc1 ties apIJeHring in ~q. lo) in 

terms of the chnracteristic ~agnitudes of the runner lentrance una exit 

diameters, entrance and exit angles) end 1n terms of a1ecnarge and speea. 

*In an individual case. particular attention must be given to establish
ing whether or not the selected diameter of the runn~r bo~r mignt yield 
an exc8aaively high loss because of runner-uiac friction. Section G 
contains a diBcuasion of pra.ctical design proceuures allOWing aiminution 
of these lo~ee •• 



... 

8. 

Ia thl. di.cua.lon. the blade angl •• are alw.,. to be .ea.ured between 

\be negative dlr~ctlon ot the peripheral velocit, and the relatl.e 

veloctt,. Jor rever •• lf curved pump runner •• tor example. angle. le •• 

than 90· are thu. obtained. 

c., 

"'~-tLU 
141 

Jlg. 1 

Jlg. 1 .how. a velocl~ 
dlacraa for the entrance •. 

l1g. 2 ,how. a veloclt1 
diagram tor the exit ot 
a puIIIp runner. 

It 11 ,eneral17 aS8umed that the water approachine a pump i, 

wlthout rotatlon. Hence. 

!b8 tollowing relatlonlhlpe are obtained directlT troa the yeloci~ 

~riancle. (Jig •• 1 and 2)1 



b) '~d -= u~ - C tn. colg,l30 

- wZ2~.g 12 - I5;~O;- . (foir; f3q. 

~-.JIsf'" q,ooo 14-0D: t2 fl.- q 00170~ Q·rJ. 

+ OJ 0 0.5 15 .aJia £ ~I. (212 
~ro:-

-,--

+ 0,000 0:55 O· Da'- 12 ~ 

(10) 

(ll) 

(l2) 

(13) 
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Introducing Iql. (9) to (13) into Iq. (8) relulta in an eq~ 

t10n of the type: 

(14) 

Thi. 1. the balance equation for the 101. expressions introduced prev!-

OU8~. In this equation, the coefficient ~ hal different values. 

depending upon whether the preva11ing floW in the runner channel 18 r.-

tarded or accelerated. After 80me transformationlil. the coefficienh 

change as followsl 

~ !!!!Q00170.~ot1J!e- -0,001275' cot~!a (16) 

O.B) 

In the interest of ceneral app11cabl11~. ~ and H eball 

nov b. rendered dimena1onle •• , 'or thi. purpoa.. the tollov1nc 1. 

introduoed& 



11. 
b. 

In add! tion. let -,;:- '= 1 sinoe tor r$gu.l8.tion purpo ••• JDOT8JlUilnt of .. 
the runner blade. 1, poe.ibls onlT bet~.en runner walla form1nc co~ 

centric spherical ahell. with common center in the pump AXia. Only the 

caee of infinitely large sphere radii is uluall1 ot practical lmpor~e. 

that ia, in the eale ot parallel plan •• normal to the pump axi •• 

low, aettiftt; 

it 1. at once 8een that q haa the dimenalon ot a pure number. 

lurther. 'let (20) 

&Ad a.n.alogoull,r, (21) 

bn And h'b have the dimension...l.. • correepond1ng to the fact tbA t , 
~he r1ght side of the balance equation contains the faotor -1-. There

g 

by. the faotor -1- • i& lntantlonal~ absorbed into the constants •• 0 
C 

that at convera10n of the dimen81onle.1 value, ~o an act~l applied 

ca,e, -;- no loncer appear. a. a factor. 

The balance equation now readsl 

in which the constant. have the followiDC value •• 

k 2 :: (1, (X~ 1',rO' cT/:! 3ce ,~Ur:": 2 r~) (24) 

/;: . . ... .o.C:")('2(-"':) +-C: .. f)Q2,-",?'::'lu¥to' :;-S' 
'" +->'1,l _ q",. ','ivr,f'J, JUf'.'Q, (;J(':i ·" ....... 'r· r<> .. 

with scceler&t1on 



h = 
J with retardation 

+ 

O,001l36 + 0,006386 ·cotg 1f3e 
OCl. 

The equation for the theoretical operating head becomes 

in whioh 

ks::: 0,001 '700 . coh; . /3C(. 

J: - 0, 000 ;. 8 0 
/(+ -

12. 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

The ~draulic efficiency ~ ,obtained in accordance with Eq. (:;). is 

(:;0) 

Within the limits of the stream fil8ment theor,y and the loss 

expression. hence in the vicinity of the most favorable operating points. 

these eq~ations enable an investigation of the behavior and the proper-

ties of any radial-flow pump with parallel walls. 

The coefficients of the balance equations can readl~ be deter-

mined from Graph; and Nomographs 1 to 5,* which ,raphical~ represent 

relationships expressed in Jllqs. (2:;) to (26) and (29). For the deter-

mination of the coefficient k:;. it must be known whether acceleration 

or retardation of the flow occurs in the blade passages of the runner. 

that 1s. whether the clear exit width is greater or smaller than the 

entrance width. Disregarding the finite thickness of the blades. the 

~ - ~ - - - - - - - - -
*The nomographs and diagrams are at the end of this article. 
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fo11o\l108 relationahip i's sufficient for the present purpose a.e a cri-

ter10n for determining the widthl 

T) 
f ,'a ~ A ,'''' (} .. ) . en.) 

or oinee and 
"~ 

or 

If in Graph 6 the correlponding value. of the t~o angle. are connected. 

then retard,e.·t1on prevails in the runner if the value read off the center 

guideline is greater than oC. and acceleration prevail. if thh value 

To obtain Bufficiently accurat. and not too large diagrame tor 

the greatly va1'7in& mae;nitud,88 which the cotangent va.lues roIlY' assume, 

the coefficient k) Wae re601ved into it, two cons\1tuents. designated 

~ k:-3 B.lld k/, and separately determined from logarithmic plota 

(Graph" J and 4). The sum of the consti t'lt'nts yield. It:;. 

D.. peterminat1gn of the-1iQ,t hvorab.l.e Op!ratiM foRl 

Acoord1ll€; to Eq.. {)O) the hydra:uUc .{ticieno1 11 

The' discharge q, tor Which C attaina ·U. maximum va.lue. 1, determined 

from the condition: 

()4) 



Dlfferentlatinc Iq. ()J) with re,pect to q, the following is ob~aln8d 

after lIeveral trand'orm&.tional 

(.35> 

In contorm1~ with Jq. (~). this expression 1. to be equatod to ,ere. 

ASBuming that the constant. do not approach inf1n1tr. that lat that the 

angles do not approach 0 or 1800 (a caee which praet1cal17 oeTer occur.), 

and that q doe. not approach inf1nit1' then the denominator .uat alw~. 

remain finite. (It may even become zero.) Therefore. to .atl.iT 

.l. ()4). the numerator in Iq. (JS) must be equal to zero. Thus. 

()6) 
-"I 

lrom this equation the discharge 18 computed for the mOlt favorable 

operating pointl 

.ow. let 

The value k6CSJlbe determined fI'om Graph 7. Thul. the following equa

t10ns prelent the data for the moat favorable operatIng point of a 

parallel-aid.wall radial pump runner w1th .peed n a 1. outer dIameter 

Da e 1. and exit width ba = 11 

(J8) 

• 



(40) 

It i, obY1ou. that the r.lationships are relativel1 .imple and 

can be rapidly eyaluated b,r graphical determination ot the ooeffioient. 

from Graph. 1 to 7. 

One more,apec1al ca •• will be coneidered noY. When~a * 90°. 

then k6 '!! 00; hence. it becomes dU'.f1cuH to .yaluate let. <.38). In 

thIs caee, he_ever, one need onl1 reter to Iq. (36). From Iq. (29), th& 

coefficient kS 'lit 0 h obiained for "..8 a. .. 96°. and Eq. (36) 18 .1m

plified to the following forml 

(-401) .. , 
'rom thll equation ~here follow81 

(42) 

I. !WUca.t1q,u 

1. Runner-Blade Regulation ~1th Individual Blades of Fixed lorm 

(a) ,Geometrical Relationship. 

A runner 'blade between two parallel· ddewalls ofa runner has 

three degreee of freedom for its adjustment; one in radial direction. 

one in peripheral directioIl, and one for rotation about an axis para.llel 

to the runner axil. Of thea., the degree,of freedom in the peripheral 

direction is unimportant linee a displacement of the blade in thil diree-

'ion change; none of ita ~drau110 properties. lor a bla4e of f1x~ 

form, therefore. onlt the radial d1tplacament aad the ro~tion remain ae 

element. of the regulation. and eyer, pOlsible moyement of ~e runner 

blade between the parallel sidewalls of the runner can be traced to the.e 

motion element •• 
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lor anallais 01 means of the etre. filament tlleo%7. four 

characteristic magnitudes must be aleigned to each blade; these are the 

entranoe and exit angln. and the entrance and exit diameters. In dl-

mansionl ••• reprelentation. ratio numbers replace the diametera. One of 

~hese numbers 18 the diameter ratio oC • Which waa introduced. on 

page 10. AI an add1 tional cha.rac~erht1c magni. tude. there can be intro-

duoed the ratio ot the new outer diameter D., arlalng from the regul~ 

tory movement of the blade, to the outer diameter of the o~i,lnal Bettin« 

(4.3) 

Henoe. the four characteria tic magnitudes at a blade are ~ •• ,..8 a • 

~. J. correlpondinc to the two degrees of fr •• doll; 1;"0 of theS8 

magn1 tudes are .utt1cient to establish the Betting of a blade at elven 

form, 

lor these investigational the form of the runner blade. wl11 

be assumed '0 be that of a circular arc. 

The relatione ot ft •• fia. c:x:.. cf CAn be determined 

tromflg. :3 01' meanll ot aimple trigonometric 'er1vationa; theeerela.tioul 

are' 

(44) 

(45) 
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/ 

rig. ) 

Let a normal reTerae-curved pump blade (oorrelponding to rig. ) be 

.elected for inveatigation. ~he data for the pump blade 1n the initial 

letting of the regulation (Iubscript 0) are a. tollow" 

ci. () = 0,5 

r!. - 7,0 

",g, - 41) 50 

tk - 0,428 

The higheat po.aible Talue for,)3a • ~hich occurl when De i. zero. 

aaoun'a to 48.,°. 
Graph. 8 and 9 give the relatione for the characteri.tic blade 

magnitude. tor all po.lible regulation politionl ot \he a.lumed blading • 

.. ---.-.-----.-~-..• -.- .~-------------
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(b) aTdraulic Propertl •• of all POlsible »lade Settinga 

Iquatlone (38), (39), and (40) enable a determination of 'thl 

value I q opt. hnopt' h bopt' and t opt for each exh Ung blade 

.etting; th •• e values correspond to the moat favorable operating point 

in .ach caBe. Therefore, converselT. in a q - h dlagram--tbat i8. in· 

the usual pump diagram ahowing the relation bet~.en di8charge and opera. 

tinc head. A most favorable regulation aettinc of the aelected runner 

blade can be assigned to each operating point. Ho~ever. it should b. 

kept in mind that Eqe. (38), (J9). and (40) are baaed on the outer 

diameter. Da ~ 1. low i1 the 8.81umed blade 11 moved by the regulation. 
o 

then the outer diameter is changed, as compared with the normal ~iametlr 

1. This change ~aa expreaaed on page 12 in the form of the ratio number 

cf and must be considered in the equations if thele Iquation. are to 

represent correctly the shifting of the most favorable operatinc point 

in the q - h diagram. Since both diechargea and operatinc heade are 

proportional to ~ equare of the outer diameter. ae ehown in relatio~ 

ahips (19). (20), and (21). the results of Eqs. (38), (39), and (40) need 

merely be {Du1tipl1ed by cf 2, 

(46) 

(48) 



These equations were used to determine the values qopt. hnopt' 

hbopt' and t opt for a corresponding number of regulation setting •• 

B,y plotting these selected values against the corresponding blade angles, 

intermediate values may be interpolated to permit drawing a net in the 

q - h diagram. This net. together with two of the characteristic para

meters (~e' .fia' oC , J ), determines the respective optimum runner

blade setting. For this purpose, Graph 10 contains.fie and P a w1th~n 

their practical range. and Graph 11 contains the ratio numbers. 0<::. and 

cf. Which are generally most convenient. Similarly. one angle and one 

ratio number each can be used to determine the respective regulatio'n 

setting. (Of course, the curves of all four parameters could be drawn 

in one diagram but in practice the large number of curves would be con-

fusing.) In addition. both graphs contain the lines of constant ~dra~ 

lic efficiency t . Which show that regulation is possible within very 

wide limits without detriment to the pump performance. 

The course and position of the regulation net in the q - h 

diagram are worth noting. In the schematic diagram of Graph 12, it i& 

clearly seen that the net extends from the hu-ordlnate-ax1. to the 

enveloping line A and then reverses its course. It thus forms a double 

region, so to speak. lor each pair of values. q and hut there are two 

regulation settings Which yield an opti~um. However. comparison with 

Graph 13 sho~8 that in the range of reverse course from the enveloping 

line A the efficiencies decrease rapidly. They are higher throughout 

the range of the forward course. so tlmt only this range is of practi-

cal importance: therefore. this range alone is presented in Graph. 10 

and 11. 

In addition. the plot of the regulation net shows that there 

is no setting of the a.surned blade of wh~ \he most favorable operating 
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point lies on the other side of line ,A. Naturall~. this does not imply 

that a pump cannot work also outside the range of the net at a corres-

ponding regulation setting. Each point of the range of the net carree-

ponds onl~ to the most favorable operating point of a Pumpi this point 

originates from the blade setting under consideration. The character-

hUc of the pump in question extends be~ond this p'oint and includes a 

definite additional part of the range outside of line A. 70r example. 

Graph 12 gives the course of the characteristic for a regulation setting 

of Which the most favorable operating point lies directl~ on line Ai a 

part of the range outside of line A is also included, although effio-

ienc~ is always lower there than at the most favorable operating point. 

The point ~o in Graph, 10, 11, and 12 corresponds to the 

normal setting of the blade from Which the regulation began. These graphs 

show that the highest hydraulic efficiency. generally attainable with a 

blade of the selected form, denoted by the angle ~ and the chord s 

or the ratio t-. b~ no means occurs at this point. The optimum of' 
ao 

this blade occurs instead at about q = 0.02 and hu = 0 0 000084. This 

is of minor importance for the present investigation of the regulation 

properties; ~et with the aid of a larger number of graphs of the type 

of Graphs 10, 11, or 12 for various blade forms (various ~ and 

§ ), it is conceivable that limits could be det~rmined for the 
Da o 

general layout of pumps. From such dimensionless representations. it is 

possible to determine very rapidly both the most favorable pump as a 

whole and the most favorable form of the individual blades. Progressive 

investigation is necessary to determine Whether or not this method 18 . 
, 

suitable in practice. At any rate, in the selection of Dao and ~ , 

and hence also of +- (for the given individual case), frequently 
BO 
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Te17 Darrow '.Ilp Umite are .. t (tor lnaMAo •• on account ot the 

di ... ter ot the dratt tube oond.uU "hlch t1:l:e, D •• on aocount of 

•• cbaaioal reltriction in the peripheral Yelocit,. or on account ot 

the l1ait, ot l!allitud •• dancer ot cayltation. and other factor.). 

(c) InTe.tleatlon ot Definite Method. of Begulatlon 

lor the practlcal application of runner-blade reculatlon, lt 

i. adyaniageou. to utili.e the kind, of runner-blade motlon "hich can 

be mOlt readi17 produced in manufacture. 71rlt. con.lderation ,hould 

be CiTen to rotation of the blade about a .uitable axll and next, ~ 

the proble. of dilplace.ent of the blade alone a lui~bl. and mOlt 

,1Ilple path. 

'ieare 4 luggeltl leyeral kind. of regulation that are par-

tlcular17 akin to each other. The, are a. fol10"11 

I 

" I ...... --- ! .-/ 
-~ >-- - -, 

'lC. 4 

a. 

b. 

c. 

e. 

f. 

g • 

Botation of the blade about it. 
Inner end a 
Botation of the blade about itl 
outer end b 
Botation of the blade about 1 tI 
center of curTature c 
Dllplacement of the blade along 
the radiul pala1ng through itl 
badin« edge 
Dilplacement of the blade along 
the radiu. pass1ng through 1t. 
trailing edge 
Botation of the blade about it, 
midpoint f 
Botatlon of the blade about a 
point g on ita convex aide. 
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Several positions of the moving blade were determined with the 

aid of a blade draWn on transparent paper. For each of these methods of 

regulation. the settings were limited to those settings which could be 

achieved mechanically but which would still yield usable channel forma. 

Blade a11&les less than 100 Were avoided. 0<: and cf can be readilJr 

determined for each position, and the corresponding most favorable ope~ 

ting point can be obtained directly from the oC - d net of Graph 11. 

~he line connecting the points which are thus determined indicates how 

the most favorable operating point can be displaced by meana of the r~ 

lation method under consideration. ~he curves for the regulation methods 

obtained in this manner are plotted in Graph 14 (the CC - cf net has bee~ 

omitted in this graph). All of these curves necessarily pass through the 

point which corresponds to the most favorable operating point for the 

blade in its normal position. In other respects, the paths of the curves 

differ considerably. ao that these few cases constitute a basis for JUlti

fying each regulation program Which occurs in practice. For example. 

regulation • enables a far-reaching change in the discharge at nearly 

constant operating head, while regula~ions f and g make possible far

reaching changes in operating head at amall changes in discharge; thereby. 

thevarietions 1n the~draulic efficiency are very slight. For special 

cases in Which the properties of the discussed kinds of regulation are 

insufficient (for instance. regulation at constant load). Graphs 10 and 

11 show the geometrical positions through which the individual blade. must 

pass 1n order to satist,y the regulation program. In accordance with theBe 

conditions, a suitable curved shape of the blade must then be designed. 

It should be emphasized again that the regulation graphs are 

plotted under the assumption of constant speed. In cases where speed 

regulation i8 also possible, each individual operating point can be 
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clhplaced. in· 'he q - h diagram b7 the 1 .. ". of .imilari t7 alone a 

parabola pal.ing through the origin. The combination of runner-blade 

regulation and .peed regulation therefore offer. additional PO'llbil~ 

Ue. for adaptation to varioul operating condl tionl. 

2. inDner-Blade Regulation with Individual Blade. of Varlable 'ora 

hob a r'gulation naturall,y can be carried out onl,y to a 

lim1ted extent because of manufacturing dlffi~lti ••• 

(a) One pollible procedure 11 to Iwlne onlT the outer edee of 

the blade. a. ,hown in 'ig. S. 

'. 

" 

,// 

-.~ - - _·-t- _ .. --tL'.- - , •. 
! 

/ 

Jlg. S 

!he regulation was investigated for a blade of the lame fora 

(Jlg. ) a. the one upon Which were ba.ed the inveltigationl of re~ 

tiona a to c. The fulcrum correspond, to point f. The ·lndlYldual 

value. for qoptl 'pt' hbopt' and t oPt are computed from 

Iq •• (46), (41), and (48). Graph lS pre.ent. the relul~t regulating 

carYe 10 far a. it can be realiEed in practice. The exit angle. and 

efficlencle. are given for var~oua point •• 
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Th. _ore the movable blade end deviate. from its normal poai-

tion, the greater i8 the sharp bend occurring in the blade channel. and 

the ,reater are the conlequent 10lsel Which are not conaidered in the 

computation. Therefore. at strong deflectionl of the blade end. there 

i8 no alsurance of any ~re~m.nt between the computation and actuality. 

Practical application has alreadT been found for this kind of 

regulation. As indicated in the report of the Second World Power Co~ 

ference 1n Berlin (10), the Italian firm. Biva, has built a pump (in 

accordance with studies of the engineer, T. Novelli) for the Parmigiana 

Moglia Drainage Plant. In this pump ths end. of the runner bladee were 

arranged to swing. The purpose of the regulation ~8 to control the point 

of higheat efficiency for each of the various operating heads. The 

acceptance t~8t8 must have confirmed the expectations. Unfortunately. 

further data. espeoially curve., are not published. Bevertnelesl, it 

may be stated that. even in accordance with the computationsglven above, 

thi. kind of regulation is well-suited for variable operating heada; 

hence. the result of the present investigation has been confirmed, at 

least qualitatively. 

(b) It 11 likewiee possible, of cour •• , to .wing onlT tn. 

inner end of the blade (rig. 6). 

! 
I 

I 
/ 

. ---~ --- -i---
I I \ 

rig. , 
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Blad. form and tulcrua'w.re ,.l.cted a, in (a). !h. r •• ult. 

are pre.ented 1n Graph 16. .... m1cht. ha." been ,xpected. thi. r.culaUnc 

met.hod i8 not &1 eff.otl." a. mlt.hod (a) and it., appllcabl1i~ • .xt,n4. 

oDl7 o.,er a .... 11 reeion. .t.l,o 1n t.hh ca ••• it ehould H DOt.d tba, 

the computation agre., lea. aDd 1, •• wit.h actuall~ when t.h. ,harp bead 

in t.he blade become •• t.rollCer. 

(c) rieure 1 ahoWI anot.her reculatlon aad.. pollibl. t.hrouch 

cha.n&e 1n t.he blade form. 

\ ( 
i 

-- -----1- --- -4-

11C. 1 

In thl, ca.e the blade 1, te1elcopical17 ext.'D,ibl.. Of cour ••• 

du.r1nc conltrucUoD, car. DIU.t be t.ak.n t.hat. the t.rane1t.1on of ODe part. 

of t.he blade wall lnto th. other part. ahall occur with the lea.t po .. lbl. 

abruptn.... Graph 11 .how. the effect. attainable with .uch a re~ 

tion. In thh cae. al.o. the BehbYable reculatlon ranceh ... 11.· 

,. .t. 8"clal rom of bpper lJeculaUop 

lor \he ,ake of co.pl.t.n •••• on. more •• thod of runa.r r~ 

latlon ,ball be demon,trated: it i, aa follows: ThroUCh an ax1al dl.

plac ••• nt of one .1d.wall (or both lidewall,) of the runner. the channel 

.,14th b of the blade chann.l 11 chanc.d. .... can b .... n 1mmed.latel¥. 

thil reculat.lon parait, a change in t.he d1.cbar,e .,l\bout chanclnc the 

operatine hea4. One of the diffie.1U •• 1n the practiaa.l a.cution of 

\hit Icheli. oocuz. when the "1dth of the blMe. au,' be fUt.ed t.o iAe 



obange. ~ither the blade. are made a. vlde a. the create.t oocurrinc 

wldth and at contraction ot the channel the,r retract into one or bo\h 

.idewall., whlch for thi. purpo.e mu.t be ~e .ufficientlT thlck. re-

.ultlnc in an lncrea.e in di.c friction 10 •••• ; or the blade. are COD-

.tructed in .uch a waT that theT are tel •• coplcallr extenaible in the 

axial direction and can tbu. follow the regulator.y aove.ent. of \he 

.idewall.. The .econd difficul~ i. ba.ed on the fact tbat the volute. 

which i, to collect and retard the liquld dilcharginc from the runner. 

can hard17 b. made changeable in width and therefore 11 .u1 table onlT 

for a deflnite exit width of the runner. Wlth .ach change ln the 

channel wldth of the runner, additlonal 10 •••• arile at the tran.itlon 

lnto the volute. Consequently, thi. regulation can be applied onlT wi~ 

in narrow limit.. Moreovlr, it can be adequate17 replaced b, a pure 

blade dilplacement, al Ihown bf the CurTe for regulation cal' •• \be 

ahape of vhich indicate. an unchanged blade (Graph 14). 

G. fo.01ble Method. of Con'tfU9tl~Q for Bunner-Blade Be~J).tion 

~he lupport of the blade to be regulated or of the part of the 

blade to be regulated can be accomplished in tvo w&TI. ~he part that 1. 

I 

j 

! --t---

lie. 8 

.,\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
i 

\ 
\ 

to move 1. either mounted at a .ui~ble 

location, perhaps on a trunnion rota .. 

able about an axl0 parallel to the pump 

shaft (compare regulation example. a, 

b, c. f, g, in l1g •• 4 and S), or the 

adjultable part 1, moved in one or tvo 

slotted guide. (for inatance. a. lhown 

1n l1g. ? or l1g. 8). 
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The slotted guide permits the greatest freedom with respect to 

the path of the blade. This method satisfies every desirable regulation. 

On the other hand. ma.nufacturing the sliding sufaces and the moving 

parts reouired for guiding in the slots (matts. rollers, etc.) presents 

gre~ter difficulties than tnat of a simple trunnion. 

In many cases. especially when the whole bla.de is regulated. 

it is judicious to make the runner open on one si~e (without sidewall) 

and to let the blades run overhung with small clearance against a fixed 

casing wall which forms the sidewall of the blade channel. Since at 

slow speed the blades usually have only a low head in the direction of 

the pump axis, the bending moments of the blade forces. Which arise at 

the fixed end of the moving blade, remain within limits that c~n be 

accommodated in constMlction. particularly in cases of greater blade 

numbers. 

If the regulated setting of the blade necessitates an enlarge-

ment of the o11ter diameter Da , as compared with the normal setting of 

the blade, then the sidewall of the runner must be made so large that 

even in the extreme regulatory setting a bounding side~all exists for 

the blade channel. A second possibility which allows for smaller side-

wall_friction losses is effected b1 letting the part of the blade Which 

extends beyond the sidewalls (generally its outer end) run with slight 

a~lal clearance between fixed casing walla. Figure 9 presents this 

-
arrangement for an especially radical caee. Here the runner sidewall is 

made 80 much smaller that it is merely a support for the moving blades 

and their regulation.. Moreover, the blade runs with smallest possible 
, 

clearance between fixed casing walls. Given sufficiently exact axial 

~ - - - - - - - - -
·The regulation 1s not drawn in Fig. 9. 



• onn'iDe. the clearance 10lsel thu. arieing 

can be k.pt amaller than the clearance 10 •••• 

cau •• d b,y the t10~ of the liquid bet~een the 

runner .ide~all and the ca,ing in normal 

pumps. Moreover. in normal pump. the flo~ 

throuch the clearance occur. under full pr .... 

• ure difference between auction tube and the 

runner exit; wherea. in the case of the 

arrange.ent described here. thi, flo~ depend. 

mainl1 on the pre. sure difference bet~.en the 
I 

Jig. 9 
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the two facel of a blade. The friction 10.1 in the blade channel ~ould 

ordinarilT be aome~hat greater in runner. without aide~all. than in 

normal runne~a. since two of the four bounding wall. of the blade channel 

are Itationary and do not rotate wi~h the blade. To compen .. te for thi. 

greater lo.s, there il a reduction in the total dilc friction of the 

runner sidewalla. which pl&1s a considerable role in normal pumPl, .... 

peciall1 in low 'peed pumPI. The amall remainder of the runn.r .idevall. 

carrying the bladel can be reduced to such a ,mall diameter that it ~ould 

poseea, no d1,c friction worth mentioning. (The 10 •• in friction enerer 

of Ii disc rotating in a fluid is proportional to the fifth po~.r of the 

diameter.) Such a construction might be u,ed to advantage in .o.e per-

formancee of non-regulated pumps allo. 

The force, on the blades increale the friction whea, the blade 

or part of the blade i. moving; for thi. rea. on the .trong actuating 

forc., ,hould be con,idered. Another difficulty arilesl It i. ,eneral~ 

not posaible to free the regulatory in.tallation from the force. on the 

bladel. (Rowever, it il po.sible to achieve this if the axi. of ro~tion 

of the blade at lui table blade form and regulation condition. can b •• 0 
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arranged that the resultant force on the blade, incluaing the centri-

fugal force, paases through this axie for all operating conditions.) 

Consequently, the regulation mechanism should be made self-locking. 

Jor adjustment of the blade, the regulating force must be 

applied to the blade, and at· least in its effective component this force 

must lie in a plane normal to the pump axia. The force may act r~uial1y 

or 1n the peripheral direction, or it may have components in both direo-

tiona. A regulAtion in which nuts affixed to the blades are moved radi-

ally b.r meana of a screw spindle· can be used as an example of blaue ad-

justment with pure radial force effect on the blade. The movement of 

the spindles can result, for example. from an inner sr~ft situateu in 

the hollow pump shaft; the inner ahaft can be turned relative to t~e 

pump ahaft, transmitting its motion to the radial screw spindles by meana 

of bevel gears; the spindles and attached gears are mounted on the runner 

body and thus are connected to the pump shaft itself. Figure 10 shoWI 

an example of a re~llation Which is mechanically more simple. 

A concentric disc i8 rotated re1&-

tive to the runner wall carrying the 

blades. The disc i. connected to a 

suitable point on each of tne runner 

blades to be regulated. This connector 

may be a link, 'for instance. (Compare 

the normal guide-apparatus regulation 

in water turbines.) A second pos8i-

bilityl The regulating di8C engage. a 

lig. 10 pin on the blade by means of a .lotted 

guide. Of course. individual lever bar. ~ replace the disc and the 

-DRP 408781 presenta auch a regulation for the turbine Wheel of a tlald 
driYe. 
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screw spindles mentioned in the preceding paragraph. One of the possi

bilities for achieving pure rotation of the blade is aa followsl Each 

blade carries a pinion gear concentric with its axis of rotation, the 

indivinual pinions engaging a common central gear wheel which can be 

turned relf,tive to the runner walls carrying the blodes. 

In all regulating systems it is important that the wulls con

ducting the liquid shall be as continuous as possible. It is necessary, 

therefore. to cover up the guide-slots and similar irregularities as much 

as possible. 

Transmission of the regulating motion to the parts ix;) be actu

ated must come from outside. In practice, it is feasible to make the 

pump shaft hollow and transmit the regulation through its bore. If the 

regulation is to proceed in a purely mechanicul way, then it should 

generally begin with the axial displacement of a rod located in the pump 

shaft, because such an arrangement makes possible the moet simple tran

sition from the rotating parts to the fixed boundaries (switc~fork or 

axial ball-bearing). The axial regulating motion must then be trans

formed into a movement which proceeds in a plane normal to the axis. 

To effect this movement, steep threads,· conical surfaces or, if neces

sa.ry, alao threa-:dimensional lever arrangements can be utilized. In 

addition to the purely mechanical method of regulation. consideration 

should also be given to the interconnection of another type of energy 

carrier, particularly to the form of hydraulic actuation of the adjust

ing apparatus. (Compare the well-known regulation of the axial blades 

in Kaplan turbines.) Hereby. besides generation of axial motion a 

relative rotation is directly attained between the pump body and the 

regulating mechanism. for example. with the aid of rotating pistons. 
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The construction of the regulating apparatus is made consid-

erably easier when hydraulic oil is the fluid to be supplied by the pump; 

this can be the case in fluid drives. for instance, In contrast to 

operation with water or other non-lubricating or even corroding media, 

no packing of the re~llating apparatus is necessary for operation with oil. 

The regulating installation should alw~B be arranged on the 

smallest posRible diameters. Any thickening of the runner Qiecs for the 

purpose of accommodating the regulation always results in an increase in 

the surfaces rotating in the fluid and in a considerable increase in the 

disc friction losses, especially if the installations are located on 

large di ame te:rs. . , 
It must be realized that considerable mechanical difficulties 

are still to be overcome in the development of runner-blade regulation 

in radial-flow ~nerB. These difficulties could be described here only 

in general terms. Therefore, in spite of the hydraulic advantages. runner-

blade regUlation in radial-flow pumps should be limited to applications 

for special purposes. 

H. Summary 

General investigations (in dimensionless presentation) were 

made of the poss1bil1tiesof hydraulic improvements by menno of runner-

blade regulation for parallel-'·:e.lled runners in radial-flow pumps (loW' 

specific speed). The analysis was extended to regulations which change 

the posi tion of the entire runner b,lade; it also covered aome mechanically 

feasi ble casee in \¥'hich only parts of the runner blade were caused to 

move so that the over-all form of the blade was varied. A brie:f dis-

cussion Was presented of the runner regulation by meane of displacement 

of the runner sidewalls. The conclusions present a survey of the 

mecr...a.nical aspect of the runner- blade regulation. 
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constants of the dimensionless balance equation 

meridional nirection 

revolutions per minute 

net operating head 

pertaining to the most favorable operating 

point 

discharge (Qimensionless) 

radius (general) 

friction 

spiral loss 

shock 

peripheral veloei ty( m ) 
sec 

peripheral direction 

retarda tion 

relative velOcity/. m ) 
\" sec 

pertaining to the normal setting of the 

runner blade 

dialneter (m) 

operating heads or loss heads (meters of water) 
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v (subscript) 

oC 

J3 
d 

w 

coefficients for the non-dimensionless 
balance equation 

diSCharge( m)) 
Bec 

radius on the runner (m) 

Chord of the blade arc (m) 

losses 

ratio 

blade 

" D 
a.iameters -+ 

a 
angle (about the direction. see p. 8) 

displacement ratio for the outer blade 

Da 
end~ 

o 

hydraulic efficiency 

loss coefficient 

over-all efficiency 

angle between the chord of the runner-blade 

profile and the tangent at the leading and 

trail ing edge s 

angles 

angular velocity (radians per second) 
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OOIOUlUIG Tm: BlLA.TIQ 7LOW 

II A PUMP BDDD OJ LABG. lW>II BA!IO 

Walter SUe .. 

The investigation. described in the following artiole were 

carried out in the lummer of 1930. The purpole of the experiment. va. 

to gain an inllght into the flow conditions in the runner of a radia~ 

flow pump. Since the aim was to gain only qualitatiye reaulta. it 

eeemed Judicioul to build a special. ~11 model pump for operation 

with air. 

.. 

l. 10 '"'\ 

figure 1 ehowl a lection throU&h the pWDp that was built with 

the molt limple means. The caling parts are of wood. and the runner 

oonslete of two aDeet-metal dlici between which can be inserted bladel 



equipped wiih pins on both .ide8~ Thi. con.truction made posI1ble 

numeroul variations in blade number and blade letting. 

The pump val driven b1 a direct-current motor of n. 2050. 

lor the determination of the pump characteriatic. micromanometerl were 

connected to the luction and preaaure ,idea. lor the determination of 

the quantity of flow. a atrong cardboard box with calming bafflea vaa 

oonnected to the pre •• ure lide. the air flowing out through a nozzle •. 

ligure 2 

Two runnen differing only in the number of blade. (three and. 

dx) were inveatigated. ligure 2 Ihowe a section normal to the axb 

through the pump having .ix runner blade. and an attached spiral. lie-

ure 3 preaente the throttle curve. tor the two runnerl. In order to 

facilitate the oblervation of the influence of the diftuler (cu1de 



J. 

8.pparatu.a) oonnected to the runnel" upon the operation at zero output. 

the spiral 'Was subsequently replaced by concentric sheet-meta.l colla.r,,, 

which Were located at varioul'.: d.ista.nces from the runner and. formed the 

cauing. In addition, va.rious guide vanes were installed in the diffuser. 

'1O ---+----

o 10 20 70 Q ao ~,o 

1igure J 

In order to obtain a picture of the rela.tive flow. finelY 

powdered chalk waB blown into the runner revolving at n _ 2050 r$vol~ 

tiona per minute. a.fter the channel wa.118 had previously been lightly 

and uniformly coated with machine 011. In thia way. the chalk settled 

on certain places of the movill& blades and of the channel sidewalls; it 

acihered SQ well that the runner cou.ld. be dismantled. after it b.rui stopped 
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"ithout d1lturbing the pattern formed. 'b7 the chalk. hper1ment. w1th. 

lTcopodium powder. the .peci:f1o weight of which 11 lower than that of 

chalk. "ere un.uoce.stul because the powder particle. did not adhere 

to each other. OnlT a pape:r-thin 18.7er formed on the channel walle. 

~t deposita of different thickness could not be diBcerned. 

!he chalk deposit. in the runner channel are .0 character-

i,tio for the In,tallationl in the guide apparatu8 that it should be 

po •• ible to draW conclulions from them regarding the pattern of the flow. 

BoweTer. at fir.t 1t 11 neoeaaar,r to establish definltelT the location 

1n the fiow where the chalk va. depodted.. 

!be following two picture • .., .erve thi. purpose. 

( _ .. 
,. 

, 

, t 
',..;" ~ 
..... :~ I· 

~. 

I . 

Js.cure 4b 

Jlgure 4e. .how. the runner v1 th the 81de".ll, reaoTed. !rAe 

'piral Une •• hlunc from the lead1nc edge. of the blade,. ue lmmed.l

ate11 notioeable. !be.e line, eT1dent~ re.ult from the tact \bat 1&rce 

portion. of the thick depo.1t. on the blade e4ce. are loo •• ned ADd are 
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thro~ off iangentiallT 80 that they dra~ the trace of their relative 

path ~hen moving bT the ~lll. The aketch of the relative movement of 

luch a particle (Jig. 4b) demon.trate. that Buch ia the ca.e. ~ 

thick coating on the back of the blade .hould be regarded a. havinc 

originated in .uch a manner. since not all particle. that aeparate from 

the back of the leading edge are thrown off free. but are foroed to move 

along the blade where 80me of them occAsional17 remain adhered. !he 

phenomena examined until now do not allow for any concluaion. regarding 

the flow condltionB. ligure 5, on the other band, .how. another more 

valuable type of chalk accumulation. Th1a picture e.tablhhe. the fact 

'!.&ure 5 

that the chalk adhered thicklT 

behind the nut. attached to the 

pin. o.t the runner blade •• that 

i.. in strong vortex zone.. If 

the following picture •• Plate. 1 

to 5. are examined from thi. 

viewpoint, then it i. immediatelT 

.een that at con~ition of .ero 

output an extreme17 atrong vortex 

.eparate. from the leading edge 

of the blade. Bow .trongl¥ thie 

vortex 1. defined and how far it 

extend. into the interior of the blade channel depend. on the type of 

in.~llation. in the gu1de apparatu.. With recard to the remaininc part 

of the channel. the pictures give no information at firat; Tet it ~ be 

.tat8d that only a weak flow. incapable of accelerating the heaV}" ohalk 

particle.. can exi.t. To gain information about the direotion of the 

flow. .everal ..-11 notohe. were made in the acee •• ible. narrow eide of 
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the run.ner blades; after removal of the suc tion cap F on account of the 

excess pressure on the face of the blade near the wall of the channel 

produced by the revolving runner. a fine jet of powdered chalk was 

blown through the notches into the neighboring channel. This jet could 

be deflected towards outside or towards inside~ depending on the dirac-

tion of flow at the back of the blade. 

The pictures obtained in this way show that. in the case of 

both six blades and three b1aries, the flow at the back of the blade at 

zero output proceeds from outside inwards (li'igs. 18. 20t 21, 25). At 

low output (20 and 33 litera per second), however, two chalk trails 

issue from some of the notches, indicating t!~t the jet is deflected 

both inwards and outwards. At larger discharges (80 liters per second), 

only the jet occurs, Which is strongly def~ected outwards (Figs. 32, )4. 

37). It appears that this unstable state between 20 and 33 liters per 

second is the cause for the decline and the sudden re-rise in the 

operating head in this range (Fig. ), curve 2). 

The phenomenon of back flow at the back of the blade 18 in 

direct contrast to the streamline diagram, Which is obtained for pure 

potential flow in a closed blade channel (relative channel vortex) and 

in a blade channel with flow at abnormally low discharge (l)~· 

The observations described in the preceding paragraphs are sub-

stantiated by the pictures which Oartli has published in hie disserta

tion (2). This situation arises from the fact that even in the case of 

the closed channel the channel vortex does not persist. Figure 6 a - e 

are enlargements of the most outstanding photographs of Oertli's films. 

It is seen that the channel vortex formed in the initial state gradually 

*Numbers in parentheses refer to the corresponding numbers in the 
Bibliograph¥. 



d.compole. into four separate vorttcel (these ariae because of Bepa~ 

tion in the boundar" l~er at the points ~here retardation occurs), 

which fiD&l~ come to rest relative to the channel. 

ligure 6 a - • 

Mnlargement. Made from 

Oertlils '11m 

In the closed blade channel. therefore, the relative channel 

vortex produced in the initial state is not stable. An entire~ 
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different state of flow would occur in an open blade channel. becau •• 

the spaces before and behind the runner influenoe the flow. In act~ 

ality. the chalk deposits indicate that the separation vortex described 

above occurs in place of the channel vortex. the former vortex filling 

approximately the outer third of the channel in the case of the runner 

with six blades. The remaining part of the chnnnel contains a weake, 

vortex of opposite direction of rotation. 

A second series of Oertli's photographs (Fig. 7 a - f), wnich 

illustrate the relative displacement flow produced by oylindrical blades 

in stationary fluid with free surface. confirmaand explains the occurrence 

,of this flow picture. Initially. the relative picture of potential flow 

occurs for a short time (Fig. 7a). It is immediatelY destroyed by a 

vortex which separates from the trailing edge of the preceding blade 

(Fig. 7b) and Which follows a second separation vortex coming from the 

leading edge of the same blade and having ,the opposite direction of rota

tion (Fig. 7c). The fluid located between the two vortices is influenced 

intermittently by both vortices. thus undergoin& a disorderly motion 

Which on the average indicates no high velocities. however. With in-

creasing approach to the stead¥ state. the fluid within the entrance 

region begins to rotate more and more until fi08ll1 it attains approxi-

mately the same angular velocity as the runner, since the walls encloB-

iog this fluid rotate with it. Thereby, the separution vortex diaappears 

and the fluid arrives at the entrance at rest relative to the runner. 

The conditions are different at the exit; 1n this case. the 

movement of the fluid rotating about the runner is retarded b~ the 

casing walls and, in a given case. by the guide vanes. There will alway. 
t." 

exist. therefore. a velocity difference between this fluid and the runner. 

whereby the separation vortex at the trailing edge ia maintained. 



'1g. 7 a-f. :lDlargemenh Made from OartH'. '11m 
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However, thh vortex now influences the fluid which hae nearly come to 

rest in the rema1ni~ part of the runner channel; thereforA. a vortex 

rotating in the opposite direction must originate there. AS ehoWll in 

Fig. 8, this direcUon of rotation corresponds IJreciaely to the back 

flow 8.t the back of the blade. 

I 

--+-
I 

ligure 8 

~he fact that the second vortex is not 80 clearly evident in 
-_.---.-

OartH's pictures can be explained as follows: In this case. as :Barth 

(3) has also established in his experiments, the core of the ·fluid 

rota.ting '''ithin the entrance region frequently was eccentrically located 
• 

(Fig. 7 e t f; see Barth I s pIctures also); this produced an orderly 

through-flow in separnte channels in the two directions. and this flow 

naturally disturbed the relat1.ve flow picture. 

It has already been mentioned above that the guide apparatu. 

has an appreciable influence on the form of the chalk deposits. All 

experiments with guide vanes ,how a, large separation vortex and a die-

tinct17 recognizable chalk spot on the face of the blade at a di8tance 
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of about one-third the blade length from the trailing edge. ~his spot 

is circular in the ca.se of the six blades (Ple.te 1. Figs. 13 and 15). 

While it is somewhat distended lengthwise in the direction of the blade 

in the case of the three blad,es (Plate 2, Fig. 16). ~his coating often 

is eo thick that a portion of the chalk is thrown off b~ the centrifugal 

force; this occurrence can likewise be repeatedly observed from the 

chalk deposits marking the center of the separation vortex. ~he same 

spot on the blade, only not so sharply defined, is obtained also with 

the spiral at zero output (Plate J' Figs. 19 and 22). Strictly speak-

ing. the spiral used in this experiment may be regarded as a guide appa-

ratus with only one blade. 

In contrast to the preceding observations. the pictures taken 

of the vaneless concentric collar casing show two elongated streaks on 

the face of the blade; these streaks are distinctly separated from each 

other and are longer the larger the diameter of the casing. Hence, the 

region streaked by the separation vortex is correcpondingly larger 

(Plates 4 and 5). 

In the first case, where the rotation of the air outside the 

runner was strongly impeded by the guide vanes. it can be assumed that 

the flow is perhaps similar to that shown in Fig. 9. ~he round spot de-

notes a stagnation point between the vortex and the streamlines penetrat

ing from the outside. ~he fact that occasionally strong pitting phenom-

ana occur at preciBel~ the same place on the fnce of the blade of centrl~ 

gal pump runners that have been in operation is shown in rig. 9a. Which . . 

shows a piece of such a runner from the collection of th~ Institute for 

Hydraulic Machines of the Karlsruhe ~echnical University. According to 

the flow diagram. the occurrence of the pitting can be explained as result

ing from the normal impineing of the water (4). Apparent~. a secondar,y 



vortex 18 formed at this place. the axis of which is normal to the axil 

of the main vortex and to the blade surface; thie vortex causel the re-

markable form of the deposit. 

I 
-.-t-.~ 

I 

Figure 9 J'1gure 9& 

It is more difficult to exvlain the elongated spots ~hich 

originate 1n the vaneleas concentric collar casing during rot&tlon. 

~hi8 case can hardly be interpreted without assumption of complicated 

secondar,y flowl (perhaps a vortex. the axis of which again is normal to 

the main vortex. but which this time moves parallel to the face of the 

blade and resolves the main vort~x into two part' arranged axially behind 

each other. From the few crude eXFeriments. it 1a impossible to form 

any conclusive opinion about thece conditions. It 1s neceseary to con-

'duct further tests with a runner of variable blade ~idth. 

It can be ascertained from Plate 6 that the flow at low dis-

charges does not follow the back of the blade. as it was expected from 

the channel vortex theory. Bather. the double flow alre~ mentioned 

above exists there and. moreover. this part of the channel i8 closed of! 

~ the •• paration vortex which i, alw~8 present. The flow picture 18 
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pernape like the one shown in rig. 10. from which it can be observed 

that the through-flow p..nd set.erotion vortex act against each other. At 

larger diocharge, it would oecaeion-

s.lly happen that t.h1:1 through .. " flow. 

perhaps aidea b¥ an eccentrically 

located vortex core within the entrance 

region, suddenly washes a.w8¥ the VOl"-' 

tax eo that the entir$ channel 1, 

temporarily filledi that 'is. forward 
11,gure 10 

flow exists even on the back of the 

blade. It can be presumed that the dOUble flow originate. in this way. 

Towards outside. this state mltkes itself'perceptible through strong 

fluctuations of the operating head. If the discharge is increased. a 

point occurs at Which the oeparution vortex can no longer be formed. all I 

channels sudden~ are completely filled. and the discharge ri ••• abruptly 

and increasingly since the throttle valve seta a maximum for the growth 

of ~; the operating head acta similarlr. In his extenaivo experiments. 

M. Yendo (5) has found that this unstable region o! the Q, - H curve 

tends to ehift towards larger discharges the more the guide van. angle 

increases, and, that :l.t almost entirely disappears when no vanea are 

present in the guide apparv.tu.s. In accordance wi th the d1acu8810n giT.n 

above, thit;, occurrence is readily understood; for the greater the guide 

vane angle, the greater is ithe eeparution vortex and hence itl capacity 

of resiete.,nce to the throU8h-flow. In the vaneless gu1de apparatus. a 

greater rotation occurs; the vortex is smaller and oppoaesthe flow for 

a shorter time. Henoe the unstable state occurs very weakly. 

Oertll'u pictures (see Blbliogra~ No.2. Plate 3. 11g. 6) 

also make evident the fact that the throug~flow follows the face of ~. 
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blade in the case of an unfilled channel. In addition, P. Ostertag (6) 

has derived calculations which lead to the same results; these results 

were confirmea b.r experiments made by Brown, Boveri and Co. Ostertag 

states nothing. ho~ever. regarding the phenomena in the produced dead 

space. 

Proceeding from other considerations. Yendo likewise obtains 

the back flow at the back of the blade. He proceeds from the fact that 

the pressure on the face of the ~lad8 is higher than on the back of the 

blade. From this he concludes that, if a uniform clearance pressure 

exists at the entrance into the guide apparatus. then the portion of the 

runner channel fluid which has the highest pressure. that is. the portion 

at the face of the blade, can pour out into the guide apparatus. con

versely. because of the local excess pressure occurring at the guide 

vane edge. the fluid at the back of the blade is forced back into the 

channel. 

No matter how enlightening this theory may be. it still cannot 

be made to agree with all phenomena. Particularly diffic11lt is the 

agreement with the definitely proven separation vortex. Which seals off 

the runner channel in the neighborhood of the back of the blade. It il 

perhaps possible to visualize that the separation vortex occurs periodi

cally and fluctuates with the type of back flow described by Yendo; yet 

the exp~riments conducted on the v&neless ring casing do not SUbstanti

ate this supposition. 

71gures 36 and 37 (Plate 7) (maximal discharge) clearly sho~ 

that the pressure sidewall is completely white, While the suction side

wall has only very little chalk attached to it. This indicates tllat 

even the greatest discharge cannot completely fill the channel. The flow 

separates from the Buctio~,aide~all at the excessively sharp curvature 



and closely 101.:0W8 the pressure a1dewall (Fig. 11). Figure,36 shews • 

thHt a very dietinct cleavag9 plane is f'or'lle<.1 bet\\!een the throu.gb-:f'l.ow 

and the dead. apace. This ph8l'lotnC:lnOn 10 

caused by the e.x.cElssi ve alMa.llnft.:!8 of tt~e 

axia.l en trlUlce sel: tio r.. in pro }lOrt,ioIl to 

the runner width, and by the sharp da!leo-

tion at the entrance IiQ tJ:~e rtUlner. 
Figure 11 

1igure 38, Plate '1 10 of. i.nterest in connection wi t,r., this 

phenomenon. In this e:xpet'imellt. the casinG of the pump Wa,8 d.ismantlad 

so tbat the ~tnner revolved freely ~ithout spiral or sidewalls. In tnis 

case, the flow obviously cannot fill th~ c.ha.unel, since the velocity 

need not become retarded. The total energy given up by the runner apf,ea:r-p 

a.s velod ty energy'; that 1s. the air is sCl~ele.ratea, ."hioh explaine klE 

distinctly visible contraction of the 'jet. 'lUe d~ad spaces at botn sidas 

do contain eddies. yet these eddies are 90 weak in comparison with tUG 

throllgh-flow that they ar~ incapable of pulling the cnalk pertlcles with 

them. 

The preced.ing experiments hav€> shwn that the relative flow of 

a viscous fluid in the runner of a centrifugal pump ueviates considerably 

from potential flow. At zero output, the separation vortex at the trail-

il'..g' edge' pl.aya an important role because it causes tile flow to follow 

oloaely the ;face (pressure stde) of the blade even at low discharges. 

TWt influence of the installations outside th~ runner (guide vane,. spiral. 

etc.) Oll this vortex thu. predicates an influence on the flow in the 

rnnner proper. This fact explains the importance of theee installations 

for the stability- of the '" - H curve. 
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71g. 12 Bing f. Unloldered Bladat J'ig. 13 
in the Concentric eating. Q. _ o. 

71g.14 ll1ne •• Soldered .ll1a4.el J'ig. 15 
in the Smaller Concentric eat1nc 



PLAT)) II 

rig. 16 

rig. 1'7 Ring e, Soldered Blade, Jig. 18 



PLAT. III 

rig. 19 

11,. 20 

rig. 22 

Spiral 

~ = 0 

18. 

J'ig. 21 



PLATlil IV 

rig. 23 

Jig. 26 

Ring a 

Closed Runner 

lie. Z4 
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PLi.!l'lil V 

:rig. 27 Ring d Jig. 28 

Jig. 29 Ring d 
(Medium Size. Smooth Concentric Casing) 

Jig. ;0 
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:rig. 31 Sp1ral Q, lIE 20 11 tars per second Jig. 32 

Iic. 33 Spiral Q,s 33 11tera per second J'lg. 34 

Spiral 
~ 33 11tera per second 

• fl.g. 35 



PLAT II VII 

rig. 36. Spiral Qt 80 litera per second 

'ic. 31 
Spiral Qt 80 litera per .ee. 

.Blumer Botatinc 
J'reelT 

(Without ea..inc) 

22. 
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THE INVESTIGATION OF THE FLOW 
THROUGH A PROPELLER TURBINE AT VARIOUS BLADE NUMBERS 

Karl Hahn 

Introduction 

The present work is a contribution to the research on flow 

through axial-flow r1lnnerS and an experimental verification of the 

usual assumptions and methods used in the analysis of suoh machine •• 

In addition, this work supplements the numerous pUblished theoretical 

works in this field by furnishing established facts regarding the benav-

ior of blade systems. Unfortunately, space considerations do not permit 

a complete report of the extremely numerous, factually conducted experi-

ments and the presentation of their resultsD In spite of this great 

limitation. an attempt has been made to present the most essential data; 

hence. the most characteristic pictures were selected. In the variation 

of the blade number~ this \fork surpasses that of Busmann. (1).· 

I. 
E;perimenta1 Arrangement and Procedure 

The experimental turbine was a vertical Kaplan turbine with 

unadjustable runner blades. installed in the Laborator7 of the Institute 

(Figs. land 2). The outsid~ diameter is Da:: 470,mm: the hub diameter 

i8 D1 e 200 rom. Its blades are composed of individual profiles (Fig. 29) 

located on cy1indrioa1 sections o The c1earanoe between the moving blade. 

and the casing is 105 mm. 

The guide vane system consiats of 12 adjustable, symmetrical 

guide vanes. the trailing edges of Which project somewhat int,o the axial 

part on~ in the case of a large opening (Figs. 14 and 15). 

-Numbers in parentheses refer to the corresponding numbers in the 
Blbl1ograplv. 

\ .. 
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The total head (in ~o.t C&a8Be Rb ~ 1035 m) and the part~l 

head~ headwater to middle of runner (pressure head: 00 825 m). were 

indicated by floats; the discharge was measured by means of a weir. and 

the speed wae reoorded 9Y a band-taohometer at the free end of a speotal 

tachometer shaft. 

The braking arrangement of the turbine corresponds to the one 

desoribed in the publioations of the Institute (2 and J). 

~he flow was measured with a pitot sphere of the van dar Hegge-

ZiJnen tTPeo With this instrument. it il possible to determine the mag-

nitude and direction of the velocity and the pressure exiating in the 

flow; its method of operation and calibration are described in detail in 

the referenoes of the !ib11ographf (3 and 4). 

ij-tube manometers were used for measurements; the measuring 

fluid was water, acetylene-bromide (/(= 2.94). or meraur,y, depending on 

the magnitude of the defleotion. 

Velooity and pressure were measured along two radii located in 

the same radial plane in front of and behind the runner; there were nine 

mea~ing stations on each radius. namely. on the circles of 220, 240, 

280, 320. )60. 400, 420, 440, 455 ¢ (in diameter). The innermost point 

was therefore 10 rom from the hub: the outermost po1~t was 7~5 am from 

the outer wall. ~he elevation of the measuring stations is given in 

ligo 1 by the horizontal lin.ss marked "0" and. "Uti. In addt tion. a tap 

for pressure measurement was made in the wall. Doth in front of and be-

hind the runner at the same elevationo 

»raking difficultiee and the great length of time required 

for the individual measurements limited the experiments to the follow-

ing: 

Runner III ( 10) nl ~ 300 + 500 
( 8) nl ~ JOO + 500 

II (10) n1 -= 350 +500 



4-'. 

Runner VI (10) nl ::= 200 + 600 IV (10) n1 e 200 +- 600 
( 8) n1 '::I 200 + 500 ( 8) n1 '= 200 1- 500 
{ 6) n1 '!!I 150 +500 ( 6) n1 :: 2501-300 
( 4) nl e 100 +400 ( 4) nl '= 220 

In this,Table, VI (10) nl ~ 300, for example, denotes I a 

runner with B: 6 blades at guide vane system setting 10 ~ 95 rom and 

n1 : 300 rpm. Measurements were generally made about eve17 100 rpm. but 

behind the runner they were frequently made about ever,y 50 rpm. .. 
The deflections obtained at the piezometer taps Were oonverted 

to millimeters of water and to one meter of total head, that 1s, ~ '::I 10 0 • 

These values always are presented in the following discussion without 

the customary Bubscript "1". All the absolute values of h, like Ad' 
I 

ha' etc •• were reduced 'in the same way. In addition. the pressures be-

fore and behind the runner Were also recomputed to the suotion head 

he. ~ 0.4 or pressure head hd '::I 0.6. with respect to the center of the 

runner 0 The specified conversions were necessar,r because it was not 

conceivably possible to maintain exactly constant the total head ~ 

and the partial heads hd and he. 

The radia.l aomponElnts, meridian components. axial components. 

and tangentia.l components of the absolute velocity c were obtained 

with the aid of the observed angles and the angles 0( andd (Fig. 3) t 

determined from the calibration curves for the pitot sphere. 

At a given sett1ng of the guide vane aystem, the conditions 

before the runner are a function of the quantity of water; ret these 

conditions are indirectly dependent on the speed, because ~ itself 1s a 

function of n. In general, however, the curves f(n) of the values 

before the runner interpose a sufficiently accurate picture of the ret&-

tion of these values to Q,. 



As determined by planimetering, the disoharge before the runner 

agreed exa ctl1 with that measured at the weir, but the discharge behind 

the runner was 10; to 2 per cent too,large throughouto This can be 

attributed to the greater turbulence existing thereo 

!he stability of the curves is remarkably good for all the 

values measured both before and behind the runner. 

IIo 
~he Flow Bef2re the SUnner 

In the analysis. the flow in the vaneless space between the 

guide system and the runner 1s assumed to be composed of a meridian flow 

and a vortex flow. both of Which are potential flows. BO that 0u'r = 
oonet. is valid for the vortex flowo Figure 4 shows the graphioally de

termined ideal picture of the meridian flow in the free annular space. 

In superposing a vortex flow cu'r: cOnet. on thh free meridian flow, 

the guide apparatus producing the vortex flow 1s assumed to be at a 

great distance away and without influence on the distribution of the 

meridian velocith6~ 

Beoause of the bending of the stream paths at the transition 

from the radial to the axial direction, the ideal picture of the flow 

coming from an inf'1nitely distant guide system hal cm-veloci ties gr&a.tly 

increasing towards the oenter of curvature of the streamlines. At 

station "0". these differenoes would again be somewhat balanced even in 

the ideal plcture o ~he aotual distribution of tbe velocities across the 

traverse line "0" depends on the setting of tbe guide vane slstem and 18 

strongly influenoed by the wall effects. as illustrated in ligo S. If 

the axlal components for constant discharge and oonstant guide vane 

opening are plotted against the blade number z of the runner, or aga1Pst 

the relative blade spaoing ~ which is related to z. then 11go 6 
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resultso This figure shows that the ~-distribution is practical~ 

independent of the blade number of the runnero 

In F1g. 5 and in Figa 6 are plotted dimensionless velocities. 

designated by oaX, obtained by means of division by the mean axial oom

ponent,. that 1s. in acoordanoe with the formula 

--
and 

The distribution of the 0r-0omponent is olosely related to the 

ca-d1stri'butiono The cr-component iaseparately determined from the 

p1tot sphere measurements and its distribution is found in appropriate 

relation to that of the ca-component. In the throug~flow piotures 

(F1gs. 14 and 15), the two components determine the angle of the meridian 

streamlines with the axlso 

In the same way as shown in Figo 6 for ca ' Flgo 7 shows that 

also the Cu'r-distribution before the runner is pract1cal~ independent 

Cu·r of the blade number. Since the va,luGs plotted in Fig. ? are the -~-

" values. the diagram simultaneously showe that the Ou'r-values are pro-

portional to q,o 

Figure 8 ahows the relationship Cu·r = feD). The wall influ-

encel and the lou~8 resu.1Ung from them are evident here also. 

At setting. 4. 6. and 8. On'r = f(D) mar be regarded as re1&-

tively constant over the breadth of the runnero At setting 10. on the 

other hand, a sharp rise in vorticity exists at the outer wallo 

fhe increase in the valu.es towards outBide can be demonstrated 

also in the ca3e of the other guide vane settings; common to all. however. 
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i, a distinct flattening of the outer values with deoreasing ~. 

The curvea o . r = fen) u (Jig o 9) Almost throU&hout are Itraight 

lines rising with n. Since ~ i8 generall1 proportional to n. the rel&

tionship 0u' r......., ~ is thus r.-confirmedo 

fhe abeolute velocity c =lIo~~-2-+---cr-2-+---0u-2-. always is higher in-

aide than outside because 0a does not var,v 8ufficient~. or i, neg

ligibly amall. and the distribution Cu·r: constant is maintained rela

tively well. 
2 

-S--= f(D,n) 1a plotted in Figo 10. The pattern of the curve. 
2c 

is generally the same for each guide vane setting. The small irregular1-, 

tles of the ca- and 0u-distributions are clearer in '1go 10. 

The pressure distribution ~ : f(D.n) (r1ge 11) ·corresponds 
2 

to the ~g -values; When added to these values. it givel the total 

energy Which is nearly constant in a wide region. 

The total pressure or the specific flow energy, 

B = (-t +h + ~) = f( D) , 

generally shows a slight uniform increase tOWards the hub (lig. 12)0 

Setting 4 i. an exception; in thie case, as a result of the longer frio-

tion path of the inner stream threads. the curves already begin strong~ 

to drop in the middle towar~8 the httb with increasing n or ~o 

. Ill. 
~h. Flow Behind the Bunner 

In oomparing tn. Ca.-distribution before tne runner with the 

ea-distribution behind the runner (Fig. lJ), if th~ outermost lafers are 

temporarily excluded from consideration. then 1mmediate17 noticeable 1, 

a strong. approximately linear increase in Ca.; towards inside at all 

blade numbers and all settings of the guide vane system, this 1. equiva

lent to a transverse flow from outside inward. !he greater the blade 
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number, the atroncer 18 the phenomenon. It oan be ascertained fro. the 

through-flow pioture. (rigl_ 14 and 15) that this t~anBver.e flow 1, 

quite strengthened at "UN b.1 the phenomena occurring behind the runner. 

yet its origin 1, to be found in the runner properD The c -curve I. d.a 

termlned before and behind the runner. interseot approx1matelr at the 

teat polnt ,360 tP a that il" they intersect at approx1matelT the mean 

diameter of the circular area J,:, +(Da2 -D12). Henoe. the blade pro

files of the outer layers obstruct the through-flow, while the blade 

profiles nearer the in81de acoelerate the through-flow. The follow1nc 

is established: In comparisen with the mean proftles, the effeot of the 

profile, nearer the outside 1, too strong and the effect ot the one8 

nearer the 1ns1de 1. too weak. 
, 

The C.-distribut1on behind the runner is ~us determined pri-

marilr b,v the diatribution of the 11ft, and hence by the distribution of 

the vortex differenoe o·r of the individual la,ers at the varioue 
u 

blade numb.rs. 

~e through-flow pictures illustrate the absolute meridian

flow through the runner between the guide aystem and the draft tube. 

!rhe outermost stream lqere (from -'4)0 ¢ ) are deflected ouil-

ward towards the olearance at nearly all operating pointa; this 1a a 

phenomenon wh10h leads to an extremely sharp velocity rise in the extreme 

la,ere and at the wall, and Which cannot be attributed to the olearanoe 

influence alone. As shall become evident later, the outermost blade 

prof1les (from -,430·¢ ) actually are too flat at the high blade numberl 

VI and IV and their 11ft is too weak. 

It 18 evident in most case8 that the state of flow at "tI" oan 

not be the Bame as the state of flow at the ex1t from the runner 

(Station 2). Yet the 0 -d1atribution at the runner exit can be determined, 
a 
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at least approximately, with the aid of the through-floW picture8~ !ni. 

1s neoe.aar,y only in the case of the outermost stream path where the 

valutts at 112" increase very rapidly. The inner stream paths are dh

torted only a little or not at all; the distortion occurs at extreme 

speeds where the stream paths near the hub move outward in order to avoid 

the produced dead \iater. At "U". ca is usually ,reater at 440 ¢ than 

directly behind the runner; the clearance influence 1s therefore les8 

defined there o 

Some of the recorded ca-d1strlbutions are plotted in Fig. 16. 

Uniform distribution of the Ca.-velocity across the diameter 

and simultaneous outfloW without rotation (cU'r)2 = 0 is possible onlY 

at one specific operating condition. A non-uniform C.-distribution, and 

hence transverse flow. must occur at any other operating condition. that 

11. in caBe (oU·r)2 = con.t. is approximately valide ~his transverse 

flow must originate from inside outward in the case of partial load and 

from outside inward in the case of overload (Figo 17). Tho exit vortex 

always adjusts itself approximately to (0 . r) ~ const. t as will be seen 
u 

later; the existence of transverse flow from outside inward is alw~s 

indioative of overloade This means. however. that the runner revolves 

too slowly, or that the blade profiles are curved too strongly, except 

for the outermost blade sections (from about 420 rom in diameter). This 

is shown also by the curves c( 2 ':::! f(D) (Jig. 18) i at oc::: 1 = oonato. 

these curves represent an approximate meaSure for the deflection of the 

flow, since the values drop rapidly at about 420 rom in diameter. 

The through-flow pictures (Figs. 14 and 15) show tha.t the 

absolute mer1d1~streamlineB leave the runner in the following mannert 

In the region up to the extreme diameters. these streamlines are fa1r17 

uniformly inclin$d from outside inward; within the region of the extreme 
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diameters. they are inclined from inside outward e These inclinations 

are taken in the sen$e of tbe transverse flow in the runner itself, &8 

sta.ted a.bove. The pictures also show th.at. on the whole. theae stream-

lines depend only slightly on the opera.ting condition end the blade 

number., 

Q,uite another picture. however. is obtained a.t IIU". There is 

evident a more or lese strong region of dend water or back flow occurring 

at the hub, a fact which is not unknown and which haa often been deocribed; 

this region can extend to the runner proper, and even beyond that, where

~ simultaneously the pressure difference ~ --1r becomes negative. 

The presence of this region is evidenced by a. atron~ velocity drop; in 

the interior, the region contains a mixture of air and water which makes 

any measurement imposaibleo On a.ccount of this region. the stream paths 

are strongly impelled outwardo 

The relatIvely large clearance of 1.5 rom is the ca.use of a.n 

a.ddit1onal resistance similar to the one for a single foil of finite 

breadth (induoed resistance); hence. the clearance is the oause of tip 

vortices. as shown in Fig. 19. The results are as follows 1 decrease in 

11ft on the extreme profiles. vortex trails behind the runner. and seper 

ration vortices resulting from the finite thickness of the profile. In 

addition. a sharp increase in the velocity energy occurs in the immedi

ate vicinity of the wall; this increase reaults from the fact that the 

:flow at the wall has not given up 1. tB enerru content to the same extent 

as the stream paths sit\l.lil.ted farther 1nside~ 

Figure 20 presents several curves, (cu'r)2 = t(D) and 

(ou·r)2 == f(n). The condition (cu' r)2 = t(I» :: consto 18 not exa.ct1¥' 

satisfied; yet the absolute mp..gnitud.es of the dev~.atione are not very 

considerable... Typical :for all the curves 1e the gentle rise from' inside' 
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outward, and & ver,y rapid riS6 in the extreme layers which becomes 

stronger with incr~aslng blRde number. 

17. 

fhe curves 0u·r = f(n) interseot the zero line in tho vioini

ty of the best efficiency and rise with an evident linear tendency with 

increasing speed. fhe intersection occurs not at one common point, but 

in a mor$ or less wide region; for the outer diameters. the intersection 

occurs sooner than for the inner ones (general vortex-lees state 

(Ou' r~= 0 1a thus not present). 

With the aid of the through-flo~ pictures, the abscissas of 

the curves t::. (c_ ' r) ::: (a.· r) - (0 'r) are determined as the mean 
11 -u 0 U U 

spacing between the flo \or laters of eque,l, partial t/ater content. The 

curves are therefore plotted as the difference ~ (~·r) for the same 

partial turbine. and not for the same diametero The curves simultaneously 

represent a measure for the specific head on the runner, 

I\,.::: ~ 6(0 ·r) J 
g u 

and make it poS$1ble to detect a fairly extensive tendency of the runner 

to bring about the same 6, (cu.'r) for each partial turbine, that 1s, to 

make A (Ou' r ) ::: const. over the entire breadth of the runner" This is 

best accomplished at IV and III. and to the least extent at VI. At a 

Inrge blade number, the outermost prof11es perform poorly. tha.t is, they 

are too \II.alt; at a small bls,de number, the;?" quiokly improve; at II and 

partly even at III. they surpass the ne1.ghboring prof11es on the inward 

side. Of course, the in:t'luence of the olearance and the reduc tion in 

oapacity, effected at the blade tip by the dead water. make themselves 

felt again. 

Whereas (cu' r ~ 10 only indirectl;?" dependent on n (over Q.), 

the vortex 



1\OW depends to a great extent upon u e ~ Jh hence upon the speed 

itself; the vortex (cu·r)Z depends also on 0 .. (hence, again on ~), and 

finally on the ooeff1cient k2 , whioh comprises the influences of the 

blade form, blade number. setting of the blade system, and position 1n 

the circle (influence of the spokes). 

fi 2 1& the blade angle • .fi2 1.8 the actual 8.nBle of the ou .. • 
flow, and the difference ~~ --)92 is the angle neceasitated by the ,.., " . 
finite blade number. 

It 1s of little advan~e to determine the coefficient k2 

for the individual atream threads from the obtained cu·r-distribution, 

sinee influence. are effective which. cannot be accounted for mathemati

ca.lly. The mean values of the vorticity (o:r)2 .. ..l- 211' ~r"r.ca (0 . r) dr, 
u ~ 1 u 

plotted against n. result in straight linea (rig. 20) by means of which 

the mean value ~ = :r(-t-> oan be determined for 8..D¥ one value of voX'

tlcity. Such a. curve for (ou·r)2: 0 1. presented in 11ge 22. 

With few exceptiona. the curves of the negative pressures 

~: f(D) are nearl~ straight, horizontal lines (Fig. 23). 
c,)2 

head ~ averages up to 40 per oent and even 50 per cent of 

The veloo1v 

the head in 

the case of extremely hig~Bpeed turbine. operating at best efficiency; 

the mean value of the velocity head 1s not so high in the case of th* 

relatively low-speed, experimental runner (a maximum of 26 per cent in 

the case of II (10), and ~18 per cent 1n the caee of III (10) at a080-

lutely best efficiency. 

Beoause of the c -distribution and 0 -distribution. tbe value8 
a u 

2 
~ for the inner diameters become much higher t~n thoue for the outer 

2g 
diameters, reaching 2; to 30 per oent at the best over-all efficiency. 

The lowest values always occur between 400 ¢ and 440 ~ (rlg. 24). At 
p 2 ;v': const., the curye. -ig- present a picture of the total pressure 
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and the exit 

20\) 

energy 11 .... L -I- h + i-; mor.over, B:2 is equiva.lent to the 
2 Y 2, 

1018 V, in the draft tubeo :for ~ = t(n), the curve" are :parabolA-

11ke ourYea with peaks in the vicinity of the best over-all effioienoy. 

IV. 
~h. Inerll Balance 

In eaoh partial turbine oont~ininc the samo quantity ot water 

(hence not in the oylindrical lafera). the following is valid for 

~ =: 1: 

Hn + V 2 + V.a + V 8 = 1 

Hl ~ 1 -VI. 

an.:: ~ fj. (ou' r ) 

~~~-Hz-~ 

The efficienoy of the draft tube is 

~he eff1cienc,y of the runner i8 

Just all in the case of the 6. (0 • r)-curves of iigo 21, the 
u 

(6) 

(8) 

balance ourves (Fig. 25) are plotted against the mean size of the p&rtlal 
I 

turbines containing equal quantities of watero 

The curves of the energy before the runner and of the energr 

at the exit remain the same as in Seotion 4. 

In acoordanoe with the preoeding statements, the total .ner" 

dU'ferenoe t::. it oannot be constant across the breadth of the runner; 

with the exoeption of the outermost diametera. ~Rt would oorrespond to 

the magnitude of the lift on the profile •• t~t ls. greater out.i~. and 
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smaller in,ide at the high blade numbers. In the vioinity of the beat 

eff1c1enoy~ the ourves 6, 1\ '=:! f(n) have a defined maximum (Fig. 26). 

For the effective energy 

is equivalent to the effioiency of 

H _ ~A(O 'r) 
n g u 

the flow t.- ), the 
e 

(at lib: lp it 

following obtain. 

from)'ig. 27: The greater the blade number~ the greater is the deorea'8 

in H from inside outward. Oonsequently. at lower specifio apeede the 
n 

flow 1~er8 and profiles are funotioning 1ncreasing~ better, and the 

runner losses Va are therefore lower. 

The increase in the outermost pa.rtial turbine IJ $ ooourr:i.ng 

almost abruptly in Case IV at high speeds and in Cases II and III at all 

speeds, is remarkable. The latter increase means \hat even in thia oase 

the outermost diameters (from D -= 430) funotion better thaD. the other 

diameters and especially better than the adjacent profilee 400 ~. and 

300 ¢ looated on the inside. 

A.I in the case of 9.n:¥ turbo-maohine, the curves Hn: t~n) are 

parabola-like curvea. the peaks of Which are displaced farther and far-

ther outward with decreasing blade number. The curves a180 evidenoe an 

ever inoreasing occurrenoe of the H -value of the outermost partial 
n 

turbine VIII; in Case VI this value is the lowest throughoutj at the high 

speeds of II and lIlt however, it is br far the highest of all other 

values. There is evident also the ever increasing lag of the inner 

neighboring l~er. (espeoially partial turbine VI)~ as compared with 

partial turbine VIII. linally, the smaller the blade number, the more 

defined 1s the maximum and the more rapid is the deorease of the curves 

Bn on 'both sides of the ma.:lCimwn. 
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v. 
VaWI of MU'~ and &tt1danoe ot jhe Blade ProtUn 

Th! "CalaMe Inftu!noe ll 

In designing ~he blading for axial-flow runners. the blade. 

are regarded as composed of suitable profiles spaced in cylindrioal 

lqers 0 Meridian flow parallel to the axis 18 anumed. and the re-

qu1red lift forces on the profiles are determined from the main turbine 

equation. Accordingly, sinoe the developed oylindrical layer il re-

garded aa a parallel latt10l, the following are determined, the OUrYa-

ture. ohord length. and initial angle of the profile for a given speed 

(5) • 

In the following. therefore. an attempt 18 made to determine 

the effeotive radial foroes. resolved into 11ft and resistance. actinc 

on the blade elements in the individual cylindrical laTera. ~he diffi

culty arises. however. that in aotuali ty the flow in the cylind.rical 

l~ers is not parallel to the axis (as was assumed in the design of the 

blade.), but is aocompanied by a small transverse flow (o:tO). The 

exact analysis of this state 1s possible only if ~he course of the 

• meridian flow is known for every specific case determined by blade num

. ber and operating condition. For this purpose, it would bensoe.sarT to 

obtain more measurements than merely those before and behind the runner, 

since the velooity dlBtr1butlon ~ith1n the runner must be known in order 

to make possible the consideration of the impulse and energy exchanges 

between the individual cylindrical layers. Eut since this deviation from 

the meridian flow parallel to the axis 1s e8sentially only slight, the 

following approximation is used. 

It should be recalled that all measured values are presented 

as value. oonverted to the gron h,ad H'b = 1. In general, c&'2 now is 

different from 0a in each cylindrical seotion. In plaoe of the true 
1 
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flov, an imag1nar,y flow parallel to the axie is now ,introduced; 1~ each 

cylindrical layer, this flov carries the disoharge 

T.he velocities. pressures. energies. and losaes are taken from 

the diagrams of distributions across the diameter. 

Using these values, the following expressions are obtained: 

1) The tangential force d Pu from: 

!1l·dPu·u= dQ,'Y'Bu 

2) The axial force d Fa froml 

z . d po, = 2 r (( . dr • 6 P 

The magnitude and direction of the resultant force dP on the blade are 

thus established. If this force is resolved into one component dA 

normal to. and one component dW parallel to 

... 

then dA corresponds to the.lift on an airfoil profile and dW i. the 

resistance opposing the flow (Jig. 28). On the other hand, dW must 

satisfy the equation 

()) 

Thus a check, Eq. (3 )-. 1s available; this equation. however. cannot be"" 

expected to furnish exact agreement within the applied approximation. As 

a matter of fact, the value of dW determined from Eqe () 1s usually 

somewhat too largeo 

The coefficients of 11ft and drag are determined from dA and 

dW: 

t ~ __ -=;::dA~x __ 
a v ..:; 

..L... 1. _ ·1· dr 
g 2 

-L . 
g 

g.w 

. 1. . d.r 

·The bare above the letter symbols designate the magnitudes as vectors. 
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The following basic remarks can be made regarding this calcu-

lation: Omission of the tranaverse flow falsifies primari~ the valu •• 

of resistance beoause, as can be readil1 shown. the transfer of impulse 

from one cylindrioal larer to another Qne, ocourring in conneotion with 

the transverse flow. produoes force components pa.ral~.l to the mean 

velocitr wi::: t(Wl +';2) even in the case of ideal 1'10"_ In the true 

flow. the following are added to these component" the effects of the 

vhcous shears on the boundar1ea of the annular Sp8.ce that ia limit" 'be 

& cylindrical lare:, the effects of the impulse exchange produced b,v the 

turbulenoe. the effects of the singular seoondary flows caused br vall 

friction on the blades in the radial direction along tho surfaces of the 

blades. All these influences have ver,r little effect on the relativelf 

large values of lift', but mq greatlT affect the relatively, small values 

of drag. Therefore, the calculated variation of' the drag coefficient 1n 

particular should be regarded as onl1 conditionall1 valid. 

Figure 29 gives the form and dimensions of the blade profil •• 

in the individual cylindrical sections: Jig.)O gives the cascade 

angle. ..J3. t chord lengths ..l , and spacing ratios +. j3 s 1s the 

angle between the chord of the profile and the peripheral direction u. 

~he following angles should be distinguished from ~ 
8 

between w1 and u; fit:: angle between w1 end u; 

tween W2 and u. 

'Ele differenoes 

and 

fi 1 - ...8, -:: cf 1 

, .,,8 :: angle 
1 

4 = angle be-

denote the outer and inner initial angles, respect1v~11 (11ge 28. right). 
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The Qpec1al 11ft values tor d1 = O. whioh of course are merelY estimated 

values. are also plotted. 

The following cylindrioal l~ers have not been investigated: 

the inner layer't 220 and 240 rom in diameter. because of the thicken1~ 

of the bleAe at tht hub; the outer l~erB' 440 and 455 mm in diameter, 

because of the influencee Qf the clearance. Some Qf the results of the 

eT&luations are compiled in Figs. ;1 to )). Figure)l shoWs the relation 

between ~ a and the ini t1al angle rf l' and between ¢, wand cf i for 

various spacing ratioB and cascade angles. The spacing ratios derive 

from various blade numbers and diameters (Figo )0), and the aaseade 

angles derive from various diameters onl1 (Fig. 30), and the init1al 

angles derive from various guide vane openings. diameters. and operating 

conditions determined by the speed and the disoharge (Fig. )2). r1gure 31 

shows a s tri e tly linear inorease of f;, a with the ini tial angle. The 

slight ecattering of the eXperimental points is striking. e8pec1al~ for 

~= 1 0 0 ~nd 1.5: the pointe are particularly well grouped in the caso 

of the profile for 360 ¢ looated approximately in the middle. Where 

c.a always differs only little from ca. The relation between ~a 
2 1 

and 1 and between ~w a.nd ± at va.rious casc&de angles for any given 

ini tial angle can be obta,ined from Fig. 31 by interpolation. Figure 33 

gives these curves for J' 1 = O. 

!Tom 11gs. 31 to 33 it is possible to draw polar curves 

¢, a '= t( C;, w) for the profiles of the various cylindrical secUons. 

It should be particularly realized, however. that many influenoes which 

otherwise do not appear in the case of polar curves affect the shape of 

these curves. Theee influences have been previously mentioned in oonneo-

t10n with the analfels of the approximation method and its influence upon 

the oomputed values of 11ft and drag. In all other respects, the polar 
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curves of Fig. )4. ~1tb the exception of the curve for blade number II 

at 280 <I' ' sho\({ 8. rather good. approximately similar trend in the reJ.&

t!on between shape of curve and blade number for all diameterl. It i. 

remarl"...eble that the outermost layer 11 the moat poorl¥ functionin& ].qer 

in all caSBS. This fact may result particularly from the secondary 

flo~s mentioned above (6). 

The so-callt!d "cascade influence" can be investigated now, 

This term refers mostly to the ratio of the lift coefficient of a pro-

file in any caocad.e arrangement to the lift coefficient of the same pro-

file removed frop the group at the SMe initial angle in two-dimena1onal 

flow. For parallel systems and radial systems. this cascade influence 

has been the subject of numerous theoretical ana several experimental in-

vestigatione (8 t~ 19); for axial. circular systems (spoke-like arrang.

ment of the blades), neither theoretical nor experimental investigation. 

imve been made until now. In the design of axial-flow turbo-~chinel. 

t}.e cL.scade influonce of the parallel system is introduced for each cy11n-

drical layer. It is obvious that this method lacks precision. at lea.' 

in the case of extremely small blade numbers. In this method. no 
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coneideration is given to the oounter effect of the casing and the hub 

upon the foroes on the bl$des, although fundamentally such an effeot 

must exist. 

Therefore. the oasoade influenoe 1. presanted in the following 

all It :f'unotion of.J3 8 and ± becauee of lack of anything better that 

likeWile pertains to the theor,r of the parallel Bystem. ~he values of 

~ae are required for the determination of the cascade influence 

L,::, t..ag 
t.,ae 

( ~ag:' lift coefficient in the casoade; tae '::! lift coefficient for 

the separate profile). The values of ~ae for the blade profiles are 

not known; henoe ihey must be estimatedo The availability of Fig. 33. 

that is, the aurves ta '::' f(~). makes possible such an estimate, sinoe 

~ ag mus t approaoh t., at when -f- ~ 00. Even tho'U&h the latter 

condition is valid only for parallel systems, yet 1t ~ be regarded as 

valid for 1ig. 33 also. ligures 35 and 36, which show the value L as 

a function of ~ and ~I t respective17. are drawn with the values of 

t, a.e estimated in this wq. 

For reasons repeatedly stated above, 'such a representation is 

not possible for the drag coefficients. It 18 essential to bear in mind 

that the "rellhtance,1I values include the following: the part ~hich 

should be attributed to the deviation of the meridian flow from the uni-

forml1 axial flow, and the part produced by factors that not everywhere 

result in real reshtanceB. that is. cau.se energy losses.. 1Yo broken-

line curves are plotted in Fig. ;6. ~he1 give the values of 11ft taken 

from the GOtt1ngen measurements (15); the GOttingen results. of course. 

had to be oonverted to the applied variableso It is seen that the gen-

eral trend of these curves agrees with the trend of the curves deter-

mined in the present investigation. However. the values obtained for 
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the turbine lies higher. It is not possible io state the reasons for the 

dlacr.p8nCT at this time; the available material for comparison 18 not 

sufficiently suite,bb and reliable. Hence. the results should be acoepted 

initially as experimental values to be uBed later fo~ theoretical investi-

gatione. 

In conclusion. the polar curves for a IImean profUe" are plotted 

in Fig. 37. This i8 regarded as comprising the entire blade with its var1-

oue individual profiles. To be exact, the profile and its position var,v 

with the operating condition. Here it is assumed in the cylindrical seotion 

of 360 mm ¢ . On the ~hole, the behavior of this mean profile is similar to 

the one of the individual profile for the oylindrical seotion of 360 ¢ . 

VI. 
Summary 

If consideration i8 given to the faot that the blade profiles 

apparently are not properlr ~chronized with each other and that this 

oondition can be essentially improved, then it can be established that the 

flow tends to produce equal energy output in all l~erB. Since the flow 

prevailing before the runner is essentially a flow with approximately con-

stant rotation affected by the guide apparatus. then the flow behind the 

runner also tends to produce constant rotation. This is compatible onlY 

in the case of a single proportion ~:n with uniform distribution of the 

axial velocit;r behind the runner; at all other proport1.ons9 non-uniform 

c -distribution must prevail behind the runner. In contrast, approximately 
a 

uniform c -c;listribution exists before the runner. ':Chese condi tiona are a 
nearly the Bame for all blade numbers; they correspond to the conclusions 

drawn from the uni-d1mensional turbine theory under assumption of 1nfi-

nitely many blades •• 

- - - - - - - - - - - -
• Spannhake 0 KREISELBADER ALB PUMPEN UND reRBINEN (Turbo-Machines as 

Pumps and ~bine.). ~d. It Xapitel 11, Se1te 245 ft. 



);. 
It is permissible to analyze the effect of tbe blade. by sub

stituting for the circular system a seri •• of parallel system. obtained 

from the development of the cylindrical sections of the circular syateme. 

The "cascade influenoe" ot the parallel oascade should be regarded as a 

comparat1vel1 good approximation for the mutual influence of the axial 

turbine blades. 

---
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